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MANUSCRIPTS AND EDITIONS
Prior to 1933 there weir e a la,rge numbe1· of me,nuecripte
of the Yesod Mora in Europe, particularly in Germany
and Franoe.

It is difficult to estimate how many of

tgem have survived the vandalism ofdthe Nazi• and the

ravages of war.
Manuscripts mentioned by Wilensky ( 1n 11 Debir" II 279)

a.re Ms Uri 318; Ms Berlin 244 Oct (both of which are
also mentioned by Steineohneider, Geeammelte Schrifeen,
I, Berlin 1 1925,460 n.l.50); Ms Paris 1221; Me Di Rosei 314;
The f iret four mentioned contc,in at

Breslau Ms 55.

the end of the inttroducticn: L
11
17' 7 ,f:,1
',1 r

10

.. / 7'J- .n.1 JJY.J

~

,77/X
/j.1

" I ~ give thanks upon its c ompletion, to Gcd and

to Hie beloved Joseph ben Jacob for the gift of his
band."

Thia is not found in the Breslau Seminary Ms.

Of the manuscripts a.nd editions u1tilized in the present

edition, only

c~

and I he,ve it.

Dukes (Ltblt Orient 1850--301,n.16) menticns the

Oppenheim Me.

Fleischer mentions the Paris Me 7074

(Oza.r Ha-Hayim VII 75) which contains the commentary
of Mordecai Comtino,and the

Michl Me 316.

The manuscripts ueed in this edi ticm are the five which

are in the librc1.ry of the Jewish Theological Seminary
of America..

l., Ms 1369

( de_signe. t ed as ;T )

Thie Ms was copied in 1369 by Joseph b Elijah b Benjamin

b Jacob, the Physician.

-

It is copied in an artistic square print.

..J..--[- L
- vv~~ - 0-h
~

4

~

l5;J

The

text is spread over 'A. folieia .and a twe~~ro-bal-i.foi-io.
The front page bears the nam ~ of Dr Michael

sacha and Elkan N'Adler.
T h i e ~ and the Loewe Ms are the only two

(besides Ms #817 which contains lees than two chapters

{

d).

of the text) Jill~&h a.re early oopies--the other two
being comparatively recent .

It is therefore used

fo

as the base text in the preee.nt edition where

is

lacking .
The colophon of this ms,nuacript reade :""',-,, / ,\'

cV 7/t:J

/ ,,1_)

!,'',

7/0.,

;71!,,,,

;.:z

.h_J(/)

790

,o /
1

i7YJ7

D:,C!IJ
1

7'

y 1:1 ,

1

l!J':JI' ;,

f,

another handelll ie added below: -,,
;t -,j_,,;, ,?Jrv 7 y
17/UJ

J)i/ JI :J.

/''-'

J7 ::J. (// ::I

: l!J "J 9
By

~N

iJIJ/Y

1\'/1

..

~:>I' ii

,?Jfflh

.

2 . The Loewe Me (designated ae

)

The date of this ms . is not given..

It ie written in

a clll'sive script resembling in some respects the Arabic.
This script was in vogue in the fifteenth century thus
indicatil g the probable date of its writi1.g . (Cf Neubauer ,

Facsimiles of Hebrew Mee in the Bodleie,n Library ,1886)

Notes on the flyleaf i ndicate that the me wae bought
in Alexandria from the Chief Rabbi Shlomo Khazan on
4 Tishri, 5597 (1837) and was late r sought by

Dr

L Loewe

four pages of the Yesod Mora covering chapter land
. the beginning of chapter 2 ..

Thes e constitute folios -.

l5a-16b of the me.

The me ie written in e,n artistic le.rge print simila.r
to that of Ms 1369.

This sugges ts the •f9urteen+.h

century as the time of its production.
4 . Ms Adler 1437 (,f/a7038) copied by Grossberg (designated

as N )
The copy was completed by Manasseh Grossberg for Elkan
N Adler in London on Thursday, the f 1fth day of Banuka.h.

5664(December 1904).

It is written in a round modern cursive hand, covering
35 pages of a copybook, using only the left-hand pages~

The right-hand pages are ble.n~ except for occasional
notes and

variant,. Theee varia,nte

as well as those

written avove the text are alluded to in the apparatus
as

,Y 2.. Apparently these are taken from other recensions

but then~ is no indice,tic,n as to their source or the
original manuscript which Grossberg copied.

Instead of the colophon, the ms concludes with the words
':;>

';, Y'CJ/1;7 .

.At the bottom right-hand

corner of this page is written by another he.nd, "1437
xl438), evidently an eetir:!ate of the probable date of

the ms which Grossberg used.
5. The Parma, Ms l3a (desigr.e.ted

T and n )

Thie ms was copied by Stern from the original Parma

-

me.

It j,s interesting to epecula,te on the effect which

the material on this ms might have had on the commentary

material is pr e s ented in the following order:-la-3b--Comtino 1 e introduction.
3b-6b--Ve-r1ants on the 1 troduction of Yesod Mora. and
on Chapter l.
7&-l9a--Commantary on 1ntr~duction and chapters land 2r
19b - 28b--Ve.ria.nta to chapters 2 to 12.

29a-57b-....Commente,ry on chP,pter 3 to 12.

s

In our edition the first ve.rie,nt,.. J.

I

apparatus as

CJ

referred to in the

It is probably the text of Sternte

edit ion out there are a number of inetancee of diseirnilar1 ty

which tend to cast doubt upon this aseumption.

The

eect'nd variantJ which ~ obvtc-usly from the text of the
original Comtino ms, are deeie;ns.ted in the appa,ra,tue as

n.

I Cinberg in hie Yiddish History of Jewish Literature
(IV 485, Vilna, 1933) mentions a comp l ete manuscript of
thie comments,ry in the Firkovitch Collection 1f= 532.

The Edit ions
l,.Ed.itio:; P,rinoepe,<Conata.ntinople, 1530 (designated ae
Jewish Theologicei,l Semine.ry

1 )

{/:72165.

Tb :~e is a small book,about thrE'le by five inches in si:ze.
It contains forty-eight pages, 24 lines to the page.·
The prlnt,

Rashi ecript,

The re ia no pagination.

is sma,11 and faded in spots.
There is no title page.
after /7 ::i Y

The last three 11::es of our edit ion
are missing in th1e edition.

the last page is printed
0

'97,7?

L

'.nb?

f/1

i1

0

'0 r b i7

D 17

,:z~

Instead, at the bottom of

/l'J
,A-,
?
e,,

/....,,.., .n W )(
,,,

\.:I'

J' 'Jl

-

i1n ?CJJ

->"-:J

/""n

f/.1 7

N91? ;7

n?

71-:J n ,7 J'Jldf.>::Z.

DJtt> D/',7

1wY

;rJ'.$'!> o•.YCJI.J')/ V'../JtYr.,J
J) ':i. -, ,/;,

a (I/ i1

:JI')/(, Ir.,"'

u:> r , , 'JJ ::i 7

?LY 7Qf'-:l

790 ,7 ,7 t

1:5

,~,,,~x

1

D '9~Lv .nwnn
,7 J

>? r.v.

JJJ UJ

,'!}Jt.J w , iJ
7

y

i7 '9

D ., 9 0

2. The Prague 1793 edition. (designated as

9 )

From the Library of Dropeiei College.

This was published by Judah Leb Iah Bet Levi.
It ie ful l of errors, some of which are probably
attribute.ble to faulty type, so ths.t ::L and :::J a.re

oo nfueed and '

tendency

and '

•

Beeidee there is a.

noticeable/to incorporate explanatory notes into the
•

Lo

I').

~text.

ti 14. The Prague edition of 1833.

Thie edition wae published by Zalman Stern, the copyist
who has supplied us with the Parma. Ms of the Comtino

commentary.
of

9

Since the text is almost a duplicate

, with a.f ew typogre,phice.l improvements, it was

not thought advisable to colla.te it with

the present

text .
The value of this edition lies in the commentary vhich

To

a.ccompaniee 1t ent 1t led

a.a. t e, th is

1s the moat complete modern commente,ry , incorpora.ting

valuable comments by SJ Rappoport

and

Isaac

Samuel Reggio.
Although this cor.amentary is invaluable in cla.r1fy1ng

the diff icuJ.ties of Yesod Mora.fl y et it lea,v6.e many
J

problems unsolved .

The most gla,ring ins t nee is the

cata.lier treetment it accord.a the mat hematical material
at the end of chapter eleven.
The edition concludes at the same po i ht ae t he first
edition .

There is no colophon.

5. The Michael Creizenaoh edition (desig:ns,ted as ::J )
Thie is accompanied by a German translation .

Anoth er

edition brought out at the same time, 1840, gives a
Latin translation.
In a brief introduction , Cr eizene,ch describes Ibn Ez1·a.

ae representing the tra nsition fro m the meta,phys i cal
approach to God to the mystico-kabba l istic approach.
He comes closes t to the mystical ~iewpoint in this book,
Creizenach ea.ye , particula.rly in the t welfth cbapter
where he does so with surprising boldness .

"Den

Conflict mit dem Talmud~ he adds, "soheut er hier eben

{ \M.

so wenig , ·a.ls im Commentar z

Pentateuch; aber

verechleiert ihn durch wiederholte Ermahnungen , der
Tra dition zu huldigen." (Cf page 30-31)

Here Creizenaoh,

the Reform er in Juda.ism , betrays hie le,ter a.t ti tude to
the Talmud.

Only two yea.rs afte r the publication of

this work he died

on August

5, 1842 .

Although he tells ua thB.t he did not have acoeee to the
Constantinople editi on of 1530, he boaate of having used
"mit beeonnener Kritik" the Venice edition 1566, the
Hamburg edition 1770 as well as a Heidenheim manuscript .
He found the Prague edition 1793 lees uaefuJ.,as well as

Sternte edition.

"Man hat Ureache erataunt zu aeyn,

das z H. Reggio eine so unvollkommehe Arbei t uhter
eein Patronat gen~mmen ."

Thie unkind comment is

scarcely justified by the. extent of hie own contribution.

Besides the above-mentioned sources he also availed
himself of the Eichenbaum article in Kerem Henied IV

on the geometry of chapt er eleven. Her~ undoubtedly
he profited ar..d outdid Stern by illurniwting this

rook, whereas stern left it untQuched.

part of ~

L..

Craizenach aleo ava.iled himself of the ~1J>pma,nn

editio:nr-l c,f Sefer Hashem and Saf

J-

Bfx•urak in
f...

preparirig his edition.

Besides the translation, he ie satisfied merely

to give occasional pa renthetical comments., to cla,rify
the text , and to add three pa.gee of notes.,

He

. a.pps,rently emended the text at will,- o.n the basis of
the manuscript and editions, without revealing his
authority.
Thie ie the laet important edit ion of Yesod Mora.

How Manuscripts and Editions Are Related.
Upon examination, the editions

ppear to be fairly

consistent in follQwing the first edition.
appears that

and tbat :::J
although

It

A is the he:t d of the family of edit ions
and !:) have followed in ite footatepa,

!:> has gone off the track frequently.

·:::> lilcewiee has not followed the beaten track

by

reaa n of Creizenach's emende,tions, the exact basis for

which we·do not know .
Aa to the a.noeatry of t 1e first edit ion, iea111 a i e
Ukelilioc,d "b h!cit- it ie nearer to me

~

!s-

•

Me ,7 seems to belong to a different family

Since

Ms ,\' is a. recent copy of an earl i er me with variart.e~

ther e is r~ae an to suspect its faithfulness to the

""
H9.ever,aa
we
have it, it belongs to the same family as Me ,7 •

original me, from which 1 t waa copied.

Ms :l.

a.ppeara to belong to the family of

i1

•

Thus in ge neral it r:, 7r b~ ooncluded that there are
two families of mes and edit ions

.9 ';, :J JJ and

n i7::J.,Y .

SYMBOLS
In the footnotes some textual ref erencea are indicated
by 1nitie e ~ Fr the books referred to,see the bibliogra.ph~
Tha initial C refers to the Comtino commentary in the
Parma Me. (See article on ma.nuecripta and ·editions).

The initial S refers to the commentary

/nJJ~~

by

Zalrna.n

stern in his edition. (See article on manuscripts and
edi tione).

References to Creizena.ch are to his edition.
In the Hevrew apparatus. the w.rious eanueoripta and
editions are indicated by Hebrew letters following the

variant a . ( See article on man~cript s and editions.)
Likewise in the Hebrew ~ppa.ratue the symbol

L indicates

a word or phrase in the text to which the variants apJ>ly.

The symbol() indicates an omission.
The symbol

f J indicates

an addition.,

Variations in the order of the words are indicated either
by

listing the variant res.ding or by placing numerals

over the words of the text.

Thue 2~1 above the. words,

in a particular instanoe.meane that in the given source
the words are reversed.

'

BOOK OF THE FOUNDATION OF REVERENCE AND THE SECRET OF TORAH (l)
by the saee
Rabbi Abraahm the son of Rabbi Meir ibn Ezra,. ( may
the /imemory

of tha righteous be blessed~ ~he Sefa.rdi.

The 4ne (a) without beginning, all things are full of Hie ma.jeaty ·

Yet Be is exalted beyond the power of man to describe.
The heart of the wiae knows hie Oras.tor through Hie 11X>rks (aa,)
For all who deny Him ara in truth Hie witnesses (3)

And to the people whom He orea.t ed for His name and Hie glory
He revealed on Mt Sinai Hie fire and Hie flame
Yet no image did they see and to Hie appointed one,
His faithful messenger (Moses) He gave His law and His teaohing;
And I of lowly spirit have reflected upon His charge
And I h~ve fotmd written its aeorat and its foundation.
A house (4) for Bia Torah sha.11 I bui ld; and its pillar,
Fear of our God, have I set to uphold it.(5)
Behold this book, whose name is oa.lled the Foundation of Reverence. ( 6)
and the eeoret of Torah,
By Abraba??l the eon of Kett, (7) the Sefa rd1, ibn Ezra.

INTRODUCTIOM
$8.id Abra.ham, the author--I am taking the liberty to speak and it is my
intention to go into detail for I muat lay down a firm foundation (8)
and with the help of Him who brings low and raises up, I shall present
twelve obs.pt ers.

And first let me aay that the only superiority of man

over the beas t lisa in the higher rational soul.(9)

I will return to glorious God (9a) who gave it.

It is this which

For it was put into the

body in order that it might be shown tha work of its Creator, and

2

observe Hie oommanch.~enta. (10)
Wisdom of every kind gives life to its poaseasors~ (11)

kinds of soienoea.

Each one ia benafioial.

There a.re many

All of them are like the

rungs of a ladder so that one may lthereby) ascend to the science of

truth. (12)

Happy are they whoae minds' eyes ~ve been opened and who

flow unto the Lord and to Bia goodness (whioh He will ' beatow upon them)
at their la.tter end.

CHAPTER

ONE

There are some soholara in Israel who restrict their scholarly
pursuits to research in the words of the Kasaoretes, their important

symbols, &heir precious references and every closed and open (paragraph
in the scripture scroll).;,,# the keri and ket ib. the defeat iva. and

tha plene, the large and small letters and the suspsnded letters (l),
and those with diacritical points upon them. (8) and the number of the
veraes, words and let tars in ea.oh book.

In truth there is profit

in the aooomplishmants of the students of the Maaaorah for they ~re like

gua:sda on the walls of the city,for it is because of them that the
Torah of God and the holy soripturea ba.ve remained in their traditional
forni without additions or subtraoti-:>ns..

It is well for the scholar

to know something a.bout thes e m~tters and to set his mind to su1ldy1ng
the meanings of thes e booja for the words are like bodies and the
meanings are like souls. ( 3)

But if one doea not know the meanings

all h1a effort 1a vain and toil and wind~

2.,

He ia comparable to one

who is in poaa6ss1on of a book on medicine who takes the ,rbuble to
oount the number of pages in the book, the number of lines on each page
and the number of letters in every line.

By means of such knowledge

3

he will not be able to cure a wound.

Furthermore the Maesoretio

aoholar who has not learned any other so1enoe 1a oomparable to
aarrying silk.

&

camel

He does not benefit the silk and the a1lk does not benefit

him _(4).
There are others whose wisdom oonaiets of grammatical knowledge, the ·
knowledge of the verb forms and their ola.asifications, the servile
letters, the radical letters, the nouns and the verbs both 1ntra.nsitive
and transitive whioh a.re of many varieties and the letters and words
which are particl~s (5)

and how they are combined with verbs. (6)

Truly thie ie a splendid science for he who masters it knows how to
express himself 1n

elegant language both in prose and poetry.

The mean-

inga of many expreaaions are also explained by means of gra.rmnar, e.g.
a precept like (Lev 19:la)•And thou shalt love thy neighbor ae thyself•,

which is not written

as (Dt 6:5) •And thou shalt

the Lord, thy God."

love

The reliable proof that (the

difference in partiole conatitutea a difference 1n meaning 1a that)
concerning the proselyte it 1a written (Lev 19:34) •And thou shalt
love

him as thyself. (7)

It oe,nnot be contended that this 1a

diaproven by the verse (Dt 10:19) •Al.id ye shall love

the

stranger, for there there is no joint accent whereas 1n the former
passage the accent is joined, as I ba.ve explained it in the commentary
on that verse (8).

Truly it 1a good for the scholar to study a.bout

thia aoienoe but he should not devote himself to it exclusively, reading
(only) the books of R Judah, the first grammarian, (9) and the ten books

of R Marinus (10) and the twenty-two books of R Samuel ba.-Na.gid.(ll)
Concerning such works, King Solomon, peaoe be upon B1m, said (Eoo 12:la)

•of

the making of books there is no end.•

There are still others who oonetantly meditate on the Torah a.nd Jrophets

4

as well as their translation in the Aramaic language.

They think

in their hearts that by Yirtue of their searching for their meaning

I to the beet of their ability they will attain the highest excellence.
Truly the Torah is the source of life and it is the foundation of all
the preoepte, bowever there is no poeeibility for the scholar to
know a single precept perfectly from the Torah if he does not rely
on the tee.chinge of the oral law (lla.).

For it is written reiarding the

Sabbath (Ex 20:10) "Thou shalt (not) do in it a.ny manner of work,"

Now

how oan anyone explain to us how many major categories and subordinate

categories of work there are.(12)

so

the dimensions of the Sukka (13)

Aleo how much amounte to overcharging.(14)

On the whole, all the

precepts require interpretation from the ancestral tradition, expecially
the fixing of the dates of the f eativale, (15)

whether they are

dependent upon the median conjunction of the moon or the true conjunction
(16) or on the apogee at which the moon correctly appears or on the actual

'9-ppearanoe by ocoular pareeption.(17)

The variations (in this respect)

are numerous both from the standpoint of longitude and latitude (18)
as well a.a the aro of vi•ibility,(19)

according to the latitude of the

earth and the declination of the moon to the right or to the left cf the
ecltptio;(20)

and aooording to the place where the computation of the

~e• moon is made,

for note that between Jerusalem and this island there

are four and a sixth hours,(21) for the sun rises upon them (1.~. in
Jerusalem) fir st, by positive proofs from the science of astronomy.
There are many other precepts whoee meaning we could not know from the
Torah except by interpretation, e.g. (Dt 10:16) •circumoiae therefore the
foreskin of your heart? (22)
It ie also good to know t h e ~ books of the

ible for we learn

preoepte from the language of the ~41' so•ipture books liie the precept,

II
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(Lev 19:26) •ye shall not eat with the blood,"

from the words of Eaul

(ef 1814:34} (23) and (Dt 24:16) •The fathers shall not be put to death
~ for the children• from the story of Amaz4ah.(24)

~

However the benefit

is small compared with the effort involved in knowing the names of the

cities of !ere.el and the deeds of the judges and the kings and the
details of the building of the first and-th& eeoolid temple and the one
which eventually will be built, and the words of prophecy 8'0me of which
have already been fulfilled and some of which will be fulfilled in the
future, which we can investigate.

one says thus and one says thus.

Others grope about like blind. men;
I wish that we knew the whole book

of Psalms which ie composed entirely of hymns and praises.

Although

it was composed with the divine spirit there. is no prophecy in it for
the future.

SO, too, a.re Job and the books of Solomon and the

megillot"'
and Ezra.
I

We would lttewiee be unable to infer froni the

book of Daniel when tha end of days will be reached for he himself did not
know it as I have explained in the proper place. (25)

Thus if we should

meidta.te day and night on all these books we should not be able to know

a single precept wherewith to inherit the life of the world to come.

Therefor~ they said oonoerning the study of the bible that it is•a

vittule which

1& no virtuen(B M 33a)

But it is good for people to study the mystery of the holy
language from the bible for out of it are the issues of life to
understand the foundatioµ of the Torah and the seoret of reverence.(26)
The Tarkum

is also beneficial even though it is not entirely literal.

However there are many sages who have not studied the Uaeeora and in
whose eyes grammar (27) is also worthless, nor have they read the bible,
much less learned the accents.

Fron1

the days of their chilcihood they

have studied only the Talmud which is the explanation of the Miahnah

in various ways.

Now they are on the right road, for from the Talmud

6

we may know all the preoepta which a man shall do and live by them.
Howeveb: it ie not right tha,t the sohols,r should be devoid of the widsom

eof

scripture for when he finds written in the Talmud, •as it ie said", he

will not know in which book it is and whether it ie intended to be taken

literally or homiletically or simply as a reference. (as)

For

by

means of their great wis dom and their dialectic a.ou1nan they derive one
thing from another.

And they knew the literal meaning of scripture

better than all the generations which came after them. (29)

Note,

then, that he who has not learend the bible will not know how to
ren,der

the verse.

He must fur thermore accurately study the J.a.ngua.ge for it guides

2.

him to the understanding of many things in the Torah which our

~~oients did not explain, for they were great scholars in every
science but those who come after them understand only the obvious
meaning of their statements.

tit exprees 1011S

Furthermore there are in the Talmud

whose meaning they do no know, e.g . in the tracta.te

Rosh Haehanah,fasa.)•sometimes it comes by a long course• (!O)
the meaning of

and

(RB 20b) •Born before midday" (31) and fib.) •among

us ••• e.nd among them.•(3a)

Now the scholar cannot possibly know all thie

if he does not study the science of astronomy and know the movements of
the moon a.nd the sun.

Nor can he know the science of astronomy if he

does not fmest learn the science of geometry for it is like a ladder
set upon the ground whose top r eaches the heavens. (33)

When one 1s

well... grounded on the planetary ooureee and their oyclee then he
will appreciate the works of glorious God.

Thus they said, ma.y their

memories be blessed, •Whoever doee not compute the cyolee and pla.neta.ry
courses , concerning him it is said, (Is 5:12) 'But they regard not the
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work of the Lord'J (sab 75a.)

Furthermore if he does not know geometry

he will not understand the proofs for the measurements in the tra.cta.te

'1

Erubin, as well as the 49 mathematical rules of R Nathan. (35)

Likewise

- the scholar will not understand how the soul of man is comparable to its
creator ln five respects (36} if he does not study psychology (37} which
he will not know unless he studies first the science of physics (38} which
is very profound.

There 1s need too that the scho.lar know the science of

logic for it is the scale of all wisdom.

And our ancients have warned us

"Be watchful in the sttny of the Torah, and know what answer to give to the
unbeliever." (Abot 2:19}.

There 'are also in the dicta of our sages of

blessed memory many statements requiring proofs and an explanation e.g.
"He who keeps awake at night" (abot 3:5) and drinks water (39}.

'!'his deals

with the science of physics.

The subject of Iggeret bat Mahalat (40}

belongs to astrology. (40a}

The matter of the moon which slandered the

sun belongs to the science of astronomy. (41)
similarly require an explanation. (42)

Many passages in the bible

For example, Ecclesiastes mentions

- t h e ~ elements viz. ~eaven, fire~ earth, air, and water (43).

Thus

"the sun also ariseth" (Ecc. 1:5} refers to heaven "and the earth abideth
forever," then "the wind turneth about continually in its circuit" (Ecc 1:6)
and it never comes to rest (44); "and all the rivers run into the sea."
These four (45) are also mentioned in the scriptural portion of Genesis
(l:lf)

•

G•
"The heaven and the earth and the spirit of 1iMhovered over the

face of the waters."

Similarly, "Who hath measured the waters in the hollow

of His hand and me.t ed out heaven with the span and comprehended the dust
of the earth in a measure." (Is 40:12}
the Lord." (Is 40:13}

"Who hath meted out the spirit of

Similarly, "who stretchept out the heavens like a

curtain" (Ps 104:2} "who didst establish the earth upon its foundations"
(ib:5) "Who makest winds Thy messengers the flaming fire they ministers"
(lb:4} "Who settest the beams -of Thine upper chambers in the waters" (ib:3}
9 similarly "He gathereth the waters of the sea together as a heap" (ib 33:'7)

<
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"Let all the earth fear the Lord" (ib:8)

And he has already mentioned "By

the word of the Lord were the heavens made and all the host of them by the
,

e ,reath of His mouth" (Ps 33:6).

Similarly "When he maketh a weight for the

wind and meteth out the waters by measure" (Job 28:25).

"For he looketh to

the ends of the earth" and seeth under the whole heaven" (ib:24).
"Who hath ascended up into heaven, and descended? (46)
the wind in his fists?

Who hath gathered

Who hath bound the waters in his garment?

established all the ends of the earth?" (Pr. 30:4)

Similarly

Who hath

Similarly it is written

"The measure thereof' is longer than the earth and broader than the sea"
(Job 11:9) and another verse says "Hast thou surveyed unto the breadths of
the earth." (ib 38:18)

This is all clear to the scholar (47).

Similarly many passages such as those mentioned at the end of the book
of Psalms (48) indica te that -fire and hail come from the earth (49) .
is undoubtedly true.

This

Similarly the water is above the heavens (50) and how

the luminaries and the stars are in one firmament (51) .

And all this is

& rue.
Now the masters of the Talmud in our generation are of various types .
One studies it to ascertain what is forbidden and permitted.

Another knows

the homiletical interpretations and invents others too and seeks the reason
for every word that is plene or defectiva .
Now let me state a rule.

Know that the prophets are not concerned

with the words themselves when they repeat something.

They are concerned

with the meanings alone which are the principal consideration. (52)

For

example Eliezer said once /~L~'t ...~ s 11rA ll•_."(Gen 24:17) then "Let me drink"
(ib:43).

Isaac said to Esau "That

soul may bless thee before I die

my

(Gen 27:4) but Rebeccah said "And bless thee before the Lord before my
death"
-

In the dream of Pharaoh, we read., "Well favored and fat fleshed"

Gen 41:2) but in the - interpretation., this is not mentioned.
to Balaam, (Nm 22:6)

•~

il 1 N and he said (ib :17)

In the narrative of Moses (Nm 21:21)
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It was said

!=, ;>:J. 'j/

And Israel sent messengers unto

9

Sihon ••• (ib:22)

Let me pass through this land; we will not turn aside

. .nto field, or into vineyard."

But Moses repeated by saying (Dt 2:27) "I

will go along by the highway."

It 1s also written (Ex 32:10) "Now there-

fore let me alone that my wrath may wax hot against them and I shall destroy
them ."

But Moses repeated by saying, "Let me alone that I may destroy them

and blot out their name" (Dt 9:14).

There are many similar passages.

Note too that in the ten commandments (53) we find "Remember" (Ex 20:8)
as well as "Observe" (Dt 5:12); and "Thou shalt not covetn (Ex 20:14) as
•/' 'II

well as "Thou shalt not desire" (Dt 5:18) and

7 'I (Ex 20:13) as

well as,~/(J) 7 Y (Dt 5:r7}and "onyx stones"~Ex 35:'f) with the vav.

"Thou

shalt not commit adultery" (E.x 20:13 undergoes a similar change. ((If Dt 5:1'7)
Additions and omissions also occur (in the two versions of the commandments).
The scholar will understand.
Then there is the man who studies the Talmud to boast of his learning
.

herefore .all his concern is with the Talmcdic
" Order, Damages.

He certainly

receives a reward (54) for this by te aching the ignorant and straightening
what is crooked.'l'al•n•Ei1c.

However if all Israel were righteous there would

cu

be no need forATalmidic Order, Damages (55).
There are besides, precepts which are not binding on everyone.

A single

individual alone can fulfill them on behalf' of the many, like the blowing of
the Shofar on the Day of Atonement (56) and the Day of Memorial , the continual burnt offering, the additional offer i ngs and the scripture portion,
"Assemble" (Dt 31:12) (57).

Similarly one judge suffices to set right

every erring one instead of several judges (58).
Man is obligated to perfect himself and to acknowledge the precepts
of God who created him and to understand His acts.
creator (59).

11:Ex

Then he will know his

So Moses said, "Show me now Thy ways that I may know them"

33:13) and the prophet said (Jer 9:22) "Let not the wise man glory in

his wisdom," whatev·e r wisdom it may be, "but in this alone," and what is

* {E

JC :2 s: 7 )

onyx

..,...,-t I,

st-011 es

,, oc>T

4..-

c. & ~J uttc:"t ,11e

vA V' AL 1-t

d

Mos: es
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that, "That he understandeth, and knoweth Me."

It is written too in the

Torah (Dt 4:39) "Know this day and lay it to thy heart."
-

And David said

I Ohr 28:9) "Know thou the God of thy father.," and afterwards., "serve Him,"
for this is the purpose for which man was created.
himself, he should perfect others if he can (59a) .
(}q ~'--4)

/

k:J

O u r ~ of blessed memory a&:ed

....e.

After he has perfected

.

,

- kn w the mystery of the Divine

Chariot (60) and the Sh1ur Konia (61) but far be it from them to attribute
any form to Him (62) .

Rather do their words require an interpretation like

the expression in the Torah "Let us make man in our image after our likeness"
(Gen 1:26) and, in the prophecy of Ezekiel, "A likeness as the appearance
of a man upon it above" (Ezek 1:26) and then he says "From the appearance
1

of his loins and downward" (ib:27) .

At the end of this book I shall suggest

to you the solution of this mystery (63).
One of the gaonim (64) has written a book calling it "The Book of Unity"
(65) following the method of the philosophers.

Few are the statements in it

A 1
o wl\
Wthat are correct for the interpretations of a sage who relies o~author-

ity are like his saying "I do not know Him" (66) for the omnicient is not
the subject of knowledge and cannot be known (67).

Similarly it is difficult

to assume that God created the world by means of a created will (68).

In

short, how can a man conceive of a being which is superior to him when he
does not even know "1Jhat his own soul and his body are (69).

Only he who

knows physics and all its proofs (70) and logic which gives an understanding
of the rules, which are the guardians of the walls (71) and astronomy with
complete proofs from mathematies (72) and geometry (73) and the science of
proportions (74) can achieve the exalted degree of knowing the secret of
the soull and of the angels of the most high and the world to come (75).
And from the Torah and the words of the prophets and the words of the sages

- ?f

the Talmud (76} . one acquires the wisdom to understand the profound mys-

teries which are hidden from the eyes of most people.
some of them.

I shall explain

The Gaon Rabenu Saadiah of blessed memorJ)· also wrote the
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Book of Faiths which contains chapters of unlimited length (77).
Now let me go back to the discussion of the precepts insofar as

&,.-knowledge

permits and may God guide me in the right path for "who

is a teacher like unto Him" (Job 36:22) •

•

CHAPTER
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How important is the science of logic.
of the five terms (1).
.

II
It begins with the knowledge

For there is a higher genus whilch includes

ower genera and individua (2).

Notice that we call the lower genus

which is nearest to the higher genus a higher species and that which
is nearest to the individua a lower species.

Thus . the higher genus,

like body, includes stones, stars, minerals, plants and living beings.
Note that the living being is a higher species including bird, beast,
man and fish.

Man is a lower speeies including Reuben and Simeon.

We find the number of birds (3) mentioned in the bible portion Shm1n1
to be twenty, whereas in the portion "Reh" it is twenty-one.
(4) said

Ra 1 ah

Our ancients

(translated glede) (Dt 14:13) is identical with Da'ap (trans-

lated kite, ib) but Rabbi Marinus (5) argued that if Ra'ah is Da'ah what is
the reason tor counting it twice.

Rashi (6) said that scripture mentioned

it under two names so that there would be no excuse (for non-observance).

9r that is so
language.
understand.

then it should mention the names of all the fowls in every

However God spoke only in a language which all who hear can
This is the truth.

by means of logic.

The solution of this difficulty is reached

For Ra'ah is the name or a higher species including

Dayah and Da 1 ah (7) (translated kite Lev 11:14) as "but the birds divided
he not" (Gen 15:10) includes · both ' turtle-dove and young pigeon (8); or as
scripture says "And the high places of ;tsaac·' shall be desolate" (Am 7:9)
and in another passage. "The high places of Aven also shall be destroyed"
(Hos 10:8,) (9).

Furthermore (this is proven by the fact) that the two

(distinguishing)

letters are taken from Da'ah (10) •

Therefore (11) in every science and in every art one does not seek
to know the individua~ for man does not have the power to know every one of
them (12) nor hON many they amount to for they do not remain a single moment

9 none

state 'since they are constantly being destroyed.

exist forever (13).

But the genera
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Now there ~as great need {14) for me to mention the meaning of genus
before I could speak about the precepts, because I have seen so many scholars
e

numerating 613 precepts (15) in various ways.

Some of them count the

seething of the kid once and there are others who count it as three precepts
since it is written three times (16) and our sages interpreted (each one of
them differently) (17).

There are many other similar instances.

Then there are some who eount the general precepts and the particular
precepts {individually) and there are times when the general precepts are
(counted) separately and the particular precepts separately (18).
There are some who count (twice) a precept which occurs in two versions but has a single meaning (19).
According to exact investigation there is no limit to the number of
the precepts (20) as the Psalmist has put it, "I have seen an end to every
purpose but Thy commandment is exceeding broad" {Ps 119:96).

But if we

should count only the main ones, and the general precepts and the precept
-

hat is permanently binding then the precepts do not e ~ t o 613

{21).

.

Now God the creator knows the sincerity of my heart, that I have not
written this book to show that I have mastered the sciences and that
mysteries ha ve been revealed to me to boast about, nor to criticize the
ancients (21a) for I certainly know that they were wiser and more Godfearing than I . (21b).
great schol a r s .

There are indeed in the present generation very

I have rather written it for the generous man who stud-

ied with me books that I wrote for him.

Because of my great love for him

I have taken the trouble to write for him a book abou t the prec e pts fo r I
see that he is a man of truth and is more God-fearing th.an many (22).
There is a higher genus like keeping all the precepts of the Lord (23)
.

ncluding the positive and negative precepts.

Now the verse, "And ye shall

s erve the Lord your God" (Ex 23:25) includes all the posi t i ve precepts
which apply to thought, speech or action (24) whether they are ba s ic pre-
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cepts or a reminder or them.
The verse, "To fear the Lord" (Dt 10:12) includes all the negative
e ?recepts even though it is expressed in positive language (25).

The mean-

ing (of this verse is), for exampl~, refraining from prohibited sexual
relations because of one's fear of God, like a servant fearful of his
master who refrains from doing things (forbidden) when he sees . him with
his eyes.

But there are others who are dominated by their passions and

do not fear that the King might learn about such an act or because of the
bad name or shame or disgrace (that would result).
The verse "After the Lord your God shall ye walk" (Dt 13:5) includes
doing lovingkindness and righteousness and loving peace (26).

The prophet

also said "Only to do justly and to love mercy" (Micah 6:8) (27).

And

this includes "Honor thy father," and "thou shalt not kill," and "thou
~

·

shalt not commit adultery," and "thou shalt not rob," (Lev 19:13) and
"thou shalt not covet," and "ye shall not deceive and ye shall not lie
-

Lev 19:11), and "keep thee far from a false matter," (Ex 23:7) "neither
shalt thou favor a poor man in his cause" (Ex 23:3) "and thou shalt take
no gift" (Ex 23:8), "thou shalt not oppress thy neighbor" (Lev 19:13),
and "just balances" (ib 36), "(the wages of a hired servant) shall not
abide with thee all night" (ib 13), and "thou shalt not take vengeance nor
bear any grudge If (ib 18) (2-8) and "a just ephah" (ib 36), and the precepts
concerning the poor and the stranger (1b 10), and

11

1f thou lend money to

any of My people" (Ex. 22:24), and "Ye shall not afflict any widow or
fatherless child" (ib 21), and "ye shall not do him any wrong." (Lev 19:33)
There are many similar passages.
"And walking humbly" (Micah 6:8) (29) includes every way of life and
t:
statt.W and Torah (30) which God has made known to us.

-

There are many precepts which have lapsed thus ·what need to count

them as six hundred.

'

Such are "a bunch of hyssop," (Ex 12:22) and "none

of you shall go out" (ib); "let no man go out of his place" to gather the
~ ~ " - ~ ,,~
-$k.o.U=~ ~µ~ ~;~ ,~ ~~
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manna (Ex 16:29); "Ye shall not let any of it remain" (Ex 12:10); "Be
ready" (Ex 19:11); and the making of the t abernacle and its journeying;

a nd

the banners and the sending forth of the defiled and having a place

(Dt 23:li) and a stake (Dt 23:14) in the camp when going out against the
enemy, all of which are mentioned.

Furthermore the blessing and the curse

(Dt 11:29) and the altar on Mt Ebal (Dt 27:5) and the ~ o f the _stones
(ib:4) and the writing of the Torah (Ex 34:27) and the cities of refuge
(Nm 35:6ff) and the war of A.malek (Dt 25:17).
Then there were precepts intended for Moses alone like the altar of
earth (Ex 20:24) when he made a covenant with Israel (Ex 34:10) and the
graving of the tablets (ib:l) and the setting up of the tabernacle (ib:26:30)
and the seven days of consecration (Lev 8:33 and the anointing of the t abernacle (Ex 40:9, and his brother (ib:13) and his sons (ib:15), and the
putting of the Urim and the Tumim upon the breastplate (Ex 28:30), and
putting the tablets of the covenant into the ark (Dt 10:2), and the inci- dent of the brazen serpent (Nm 21:8) and other similar precepts like the
making of the broad plates {Nm 17:2), and the setting by the priests of
the Torah on the outer side of the ark (Dt 31:26) as well as the basket
of manna (Ex l6:33f) and the staff of Aaron (Nm 17:25).
Then there 1s the precept which involves a higher genus, like "None
of you shall approach to any that is near of kin to him" (Lev 18:6).

And

a s a lower genus comes "the nakedness of" the father and mother and it
begins n she is thy mother." (ib 7) thereafter it says "She is thy: father's
near kinswoman {1b 12), she 1s thy mother's near kinswoman" {ib f3) (32).
The enumerators of the precepts counted every negative precept in
sexual prohibitions (33) because some of them involve special sentences
in court.
e

However the term karet,applies alike to all of them (34).

Note

hat they themselves counted the prohibition of e ach unclean animal and

the twenty species of fowl and each insect that crawls or that flies and
every abominable denizen of the water as single precepts (35) altho we
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know that the uncleanness of the eight creeping things is very grave (36)
(8f Lev ll:29f).

And since there is one aspect of ritual fitness in the

e iog, the coney, the rabbit and the camel it was necessary to say "And
their carcasses ye shall not touch." (Lev 11:4) (3?)

The reason is be-

cause you are holy, therefore do not touch any carcass which will defile
you.

Similarly in regard to the fish "And their carcasses ye shall have

in detestation" (Lev 11:11).
casses (38).

And he mentions them among the other car-

However he who touches them is not subject to karat nor

flagellation (39).
Furthermore, concerning some nega t ive precepts, if you transgress
the prohibition, you may do something else and be free from transgression.
For example, "Ye shall let nothing of it remain until the morning , if you
can; and that which remaineth of it ••• ye shall burn with fire" (Ex 12:10).
If however they do not leave any, that is better.

Similarly, "her

husband's brother shall go in unto her," (Dt 25:5) is not an obligatory
~

recept but if he fulfills the levirate law (40) then he is more worthy
to receive a reward.

If however he does not desire to fulfill the levi-

rate law the court will not compel him to do so (41).
There 1s another general classification of sexual relations.

There

is a prohibition within the species, and a prohibition outside of the
species, e.g. homosexuality with man (Lev 18:22) and with some species
of animal (Lev 18:22) and with some species of animal (Lev 18:23) the bird
also being in that category (42), since scripture spoke about cases that

are most comnon, e.g.

"And God remembered Noah and every living thing

and all the cattle" (Gen 8:1), for they are more important because they
were created on the same day as m4 n.

Similarly "And an ox or an ass fall

therein" (Ex 21:33) 1s stated explicitly because this is the most common
9 occurence.

However the same law applies to a horse, a mule or a camel.(43)

There is also the prohibition of cohabitation with a creature of the
opposite sex when it is not of the same species such as the beast (L~v 18:25)
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There is also permanent prohibition within the species e.g. the wife
of the father, the sister, and the daughter (Lev l8:8ff).
~

There is pro-

ibition during the lifetime of one person like the married woman (ib:20)
or the sister-in-law (ib:16) or a woman whose sister is one's wife (ib:18)-.
Likewise a woman is prohibited (as a wife,) when sh~ is not of the nationality of the man until she accepts his religion, for Orpah (44) returned to
her i;:eople and her gods but Ruth said, "Thy people shall be my pe ople and
thy God my God (45).

He who has intercourse with her when she has not

purged herself of her defilement by declaring the unity of glorious God
consigns his seed to Moloch (46).

There is also the prohibition (of inter-

course) with one's prospective wife whether she be virgin or 'widow f ir~There
is also a prohibition (of intercourse) with one's wife during her entire
menstrual period (4'7a) and the days of her defilement after she has given
birth. (4'7b)

-

There are also sections that look like precepts yet none of them is

an obligatory precept.

For example, the captive beauty was not permitted

by scripture to be taken as a wife until all the prescribed conditions had

been fulfilled.

Do not wonder that scripture says, "And thou has a desire

unto her and wouldst take her to thee to wife" (Dt 21:11) for the meaning
is (not mandatory but) only regarding the intention, like the case of
Pharaoh •• "So that I took her to be my wife" (Gen 12:19).

Similarly concern-

ing Balak (we read,) "And he fought against Israel" (Josh 24:9).

Now the

definite proof (that taking her as a wife deals only with the intention to
do so) i& the fact that scripture says, "And after that thou mayest go in
unto her and be her husband and she shall be thy wife. 11 (Dt 21: 13) Here .._

.,

are the conditions (wh~ch ~t first be fulfilled before the intention to
marry her can be effectuated.)

He must bring her into his house and not

& eave her in any other envirement, once he ha.s ma.de up his mi-nd to marry
her.

She shall sha ve her hea d and pare her nails (47c) like the leper (48).
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V

It is superflous to mention th.at she must purify herself by the water
.I\

of purification for it is written in another passage "you and your captives"
-

/9_
(shall purify yourselves) (Nm 31:18).

She ·shall put the raiment of her

captivity- from off her (Dt 21:13) for she served idols while she wore it
as it is written, "And change your garments" (Gen .3 5:2)

And she shall be-

wail her father and her mother (Dt 21:13) whether they have been killed or
they are alive.

Now all this delay is in order that he might not take her,

and he who talces an Israelite girl so that he does not fulfill these conditions with regard to her is better than the one "who has a desire (48a).
Nor is there 1n the whole scripture portion a single obligatory precept
except-•"thou shalt not deal with her as a slave" (Dt 21:14) (49).
It is stated in (the tractat"e) Berakot that we are obligated to recite
a benediction in performing every obligatory precept.(50)

One can also bless

God for permitting a particular thing under certain conditions, e.g. (for
.

ermission to perform) slaughter (51).

Thus if he recites a benediction

upon the slaughter of the paschal lamb, it is an obligatory precept like
Q.4/

circumcision.

God did not command us ~an obligatory precept however to

slaughter it but he forbade eating living flesh until one has po~red off
its blooJd (51a) in slaughter alone, and not in any other way .

Indeed this

benediction 1s like the benediction for marriage which mentions {that God)
prohibited ineest or cohabitation with a woman who is betrothed and permitted (cohabitation with one 1 s wedded wife (52).

Thus he who recites the

benediction over slaughter, examines (the organs of the animal) removed the
(forbidden) fat and the tendons and blesses God after he has eaten__.ha.s
earned his reward.
ment.

Yet none of these are obligatory precepts for they are not the prin-

cipal thing.

9

But if he does not do all these things he · merits - punish-

There is no11t doubt that he who fasts and refrains from eating

eat, as Daniel fasted (52a) will receive an even greater reward from God;
likewise the man who fasts every day and therefore does not recite the
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1M benediction for food.

The nazirite similarly is not obligated to re-

cite the Kiddush or the Habdalah or to drink the prescribed four (Passover)
e

ups since the obligation applies only to the one who drinks.

I have men-

tioned all this because I have heard aqout a saintly scholar who wandered
about in the streets looking for someone who had a fowl that he might slaughter, his concern being the benediction, whereby he might fulfill the recital of a hundred benedictions every day. (54)
There are also masters of Azharot (55) who introduced among the precepts
prohibitions which are simply an explanation of some other precept e.g.
"that his heart turn not away" (Dt 17:17 or "nor cause the people to return"
(Dt 17:16") (56) or "that the breastplate be not loosed" (Ex 28:28) 1. e.

when they bind it then it will not be loosed; similarly "lest he die" (Dt
20:5).

And were it not for tradition it would be right to mention among

these 1 "They shall not be taken from it." (Ex 25:15) (57)
There are also those who have introduced among the precepts some which
- are discretionary e.g. " •• unto the stranger that is within thy gates ••• or
thou mayest sell it unto a foreigner" (Dt 14:21) Similarly "Ye shall cast
it to the dogs (Ex 22:30).

For the reason is associated with "And ye shall

be holy men unto Me" (ib).

Thus meat that has become ritually defiled is

not to be your food but you shall throw it to the dogf that guard your flock.
er,

Therefore the letter lamed of lt.keleb (to the dog) is pointed with a patach
(58).

Were it not for the tradition it would appear likewise that "Of them

may ye take your bondmen .:Ce • e:vaf. for ever" (Lev 25:46) (is purely discretionary) (59).

For we received all the precepts from the hand of our

fathers and there is no\; difference in the words of the precepts between
their words and between thew ords of the Pentateuch (60).

For they gave

them to us and in turn received them from their fathers and their fathers
-

from the prophets, and it is all from the mouth of God by the hand of Moses
our Master may he rest in peace (61).
Now I shall give you as an example (62) one precept which was counted
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by them as two.

So "Remember" (Ex 20:8) and "Observe'' (Dt 5:12) and the

sanctification of the Sabbath and (on the other hand) calling the Sabbath

el delight and

(not) doing one's wonted way , nor pursuing business nor

speaking thereof (cf Is 58:13) (63).

Note that there are many such pre-

cepts, but the principal one is "thou shalt not do any manner of work"
(Ex 20:10).

Thus one is obligated to keep in mind all the days of the week

when the seventh day will occur and then it will be observed by him thus
remember will be tantamount to "observe."

Its sanctifying consists in

refraining from any work on it, in accordance with the words of Jeramiah
(6 f 17:21 f)

The (idea of} delight consists in rest from physical labor

or seeking business or speaking of one's business so that he does not do
any wo1--k on it.
Included among the Azharot is "Circumcise therefore the foreskin of
your heart (Dt 10:16) in the category of positive precepts and "and be no
more stiffnecked" (Dt 10:16) in the category of negative precepts.

Now I

. &.ave asked tte gre at men of this generation for their explanation and their
answer amounted to an evasion of the question as is their habit with their
students who do not have the mind to distinguish between the true and the
false .

Thus the masters of Azharot are comparable to a man who counts the

number of herbs which are listed in the book of cures and does not realize*
the~jfrom knowing their names .
book by two names.

There are some of them mentioned in the

He might therefore think that they are actually differ-

ent like nRemember" and "Do not forget" (Dt 25:17,19).
expound this verse in the proper place (64).

I shall further

There are furthermore many

precepts written in the Torah of which no man takes account.

CHAPTER III (l)
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There 1s the type or precept which is fundamental (2) and which has
.

reventive measures (to support 1t).

.

Such is the law or the Nazir1te who

vows to refrain from wine and strong drink.

This is his vow.

wine incre a ses passion (3) depriving one of reason.

It is because

And note that Daniel

fasted and did not drink wine (D~ 10:3) on Passover· ror it is (only) a
i,,,v~

Rabbinic law that requires drinking it (4).

But here ( ~ c a se of the

Nazarite) God forbade him to partake of wine vinegar and the juice of~""-.(.
grape kernels and husks (Nm 6:3f); nor shall the razor pas s over his head
(ib 6:5) so that he does not beautify himself for women.
meaning.

And this is its

If he vows to be a Nazirite in refraining from the use of wine

alone, he will not be completely a holy man.

He will only be so when when

he satisfies the requirements of all the preceding precepts (5).

·our ancients did the same thing (6) with regard to the Day of Atonement on which eating is forbidden.

This is the essential thought, viz.

& hat all mentim of affliction in connection with the soul in all ofs scripture means fasting (7).

It is so because the faculty of the soul is in the

liver which is the seat of the passions (8) (as it is written) (Dt 12:20)
"Because thy soul desireth (to eat flesh); (Job 33:20) "And his soul the
food of desire:" and (Lev 7:18) "And the soul that eateth.tt

Additional

~

evidences thatl\ is so (9) a.re (Is 58:3) "Wherefore' have we ~fasted ,- and Thou
seest nott Wherefore have we afflicted our soul • and Thou takest not
knowledge" the thought being expressed doubly.
the fast that I have chosen1

The day for a man to afflict his soul?

(ib:10) "And s a tisfy the afflicted soul."

or

Similarly (Ib:5) "Is such
Again

And I have explained the meaning

(Ps 35: 13) 't I afflicted my soul with fas ting--why the ~e_!. in the word

"with fasting" 1s pointed with a patach (10).

They said too that (on the

- Day of Atonement) drinking is likewise forbidden.

For they found (it in

the verse) (Dt 14:23) "And thou shalt eat there before the Lord thy God •••
the tithe of thy corn, of thy wine and of thine oil, (11).

In the book of
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Daniel (we read) (10:3) "Neither did I anoint myself at all (12).

But

there it is Written (10:12) "to understand and to humble thyself" and there

e.s

no mention of the soul (13).

Note that this also applies to washing.

However they said that the person defiled by a nocturnal emission may

.

wash himself (14).

How forceful are the words of the ancients (15) (Ab 2:1)

"Be heedful of a light precept as of a grave one and further (ib 4:2) "For
the recompense of a: precept is a precept."
Note in the ten commandments (17) that the five regarding God are
connected with the heart and they are the gravest.

Then the sixth command-

ment--"Thou shalt not kill"--begins with the gravest.

I shall lay down a

general rule (18) that every penalty of karet (19) and death is (the penalty) for tre breach of a negative precept.

I have not found~t pres-

cribed for (the bfe'ach of) an affirmative precept (20) ex~ept for the
'

breach of the precept of circumcision (Gen 17:14) for (the mark of circum'

cision) is intended as a sign of the covenant (Gen 17:11). remaining on the
.

ody throughout one's life.

The precept is obligatory only once and the

obligation is on the father of the new-born child, or the president of the
court (21).

If however he should grow up and not be circumcised, he is

subject to karet.

.

Karet 1s likewise visited upon failure to perform the

rite of the Passover, for tbe memorial of the exodus from Egypt is the
main principle of all the precepts (22).
(Ex 34:17)

Therefore it 1s written after

"Thou shalt make thee no molten gods;" "The feast of unleav-

ened bread thou shalt keep and it is written as the answer to (Dt 6:20}
"What mean the testimonies; ••• We were Pharaoh's bondmen in Egypt.
Now I shall intimate to you one precept (24) whieh includes every
positive precept and whose transgression involves karet.

As we consider

the meaning of every 1 /7 X (25) it is to punish a private sin, and in most

e°f them

it is obvious.

The reason for the specific prohibition of co-

habitation with one's mother-in-law or one's sister is because he may be
alone with them without being suspected (26).

As for the beast (ib:21)
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it cannot speak (and reveal the occurence) (27).

In conclusion it says

(Dt 27:26) "Cursed be he that confirmeth not the words of this Torah" (28)
.

n a spirit ot defiance secretly (29), for publicly doing so will result in the court 1 s subduing him or taking legal measures against him.
Therefore it is correct to explain "these" (30) as (in the verse)
(Hagai 2:13) "If one that is unclean by a dead body · touch any

of

these." (31)

The requirement of bringing a sacrifice when one has sinned inadvertently
proves (32) (that it is one) who sins with premeditation in public 1s guilty
of a desecration of the divine name (for any single violation) (33).

Thus

we have seen that all Israel transgressed the precept (Dt 20:16) "Thou shalt
save alive nothing that breatheth," because of their vow, so that they
should not be guilty of desecration. (34)

-

-

CHAPTER IV (I)
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There are precepts which are the obligation of the community like
burnt offerings (2), · and the shewbread (3), and wine for a drink-of-

9ter1ng (4), and oil for the light (5).

There are some which are incumbent

- on a specific family like the precepts for the high priests (6) and the
common priests (7) and the levites (8).

These precepts are numerous.

Then

there are some which apply to some specific person, -whatever his family may
be, like the precept incumbent on the king (9) and the Nazirite (10) and
the leper (11) and those who are ritually defiled (12).
the precepts apply alike to males and females.

The majority of

But there are some apply-

ing to males alone, like circumcision (13) · and the law of the nocturnal
emission (14) and of the opening of the womb (15), amd the redemption of
the firstborn (16) and the double portion (17).

Then there are those that

apply to females alone like t he laws regarding menstruation, (18) and child•
birth (19) and the unfaithful wife (20) and the vow of a married woman or
a minor girl (21).

There are some which are dependent on an incidental

- factor like burnt offerings and the additional offerings in the chosen
place (22) and "three times" (Ex 23:17).

There are many similar precepts.

To the category of these dependent precepts belongs also the custom that if
we have a son we circumcise him (23) and if he should be the firstborn we redeem him (24).

And if we plant a tree for food we (regard its fruit for the

firs t three years) as uncircumcised (25) and we use it in the ordinary way
(after the fourth year) or dedicate it to the sanctuary (that year) (26);
and if a field or vineyard we tithe it (27); and if we loan money we would
not be like usurers (28).

And if we are j «alous of our wives we do unto them

according to law (29).
<c;.,

If we have menservants or maidservants (30) or tak~ wife we act as iS
written in scripture with regard to them (31).
.

The precepts of this type are

(3 .-1.)

'(llllerous and most of them are laws"'\and ordinanc~s (33).
There are furthermore many precepts conditional on time like circum
cision at eigit days old (34) and the vow of valuation (which varies) from
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one month old up to five years old then up to twenty then up to sixty (35).
There are numerous precepts (to be :fulfilled) by day like the burnt offer.

ngs (36), and circumcision (37) and there are some, by night like the .eating of the paschal lamb i38) .. and the counting of the Omer (39).

There are

also some which ~re to be fulfilled) between the day and the night like the
final limit of the time for slaughtering the paschal lamb (40) and· the
lighting of the candles (41) and the (permission for} those who had been
defiled (again) to enter the camp.(42)

Then there are those (which may be
( ~ .3)

fulfilled) at midday like the prayer of Minh~and the cormnencement of the
slaughte r ing of the paschal lamb (44).

There are also some (to be fulfilled)

once a week like the Sabbath; and once a year like the Feast of Weeks and
the Day of Memorial and the Fast of Atonement and the Feast of Tabernacles
and the Feast of the Eight Day of Convocation.

There are some which are

obligatory for seven days (taking scripture) literally (44a) for scripture
in mentioning 'than says (Dt 16:3) "seven days shalt thou eat unle avend
&

read therewith, even the bre ad of affliction •••• that thou mayest remember
the day when thou camest forth •• "

Note that it mentions the reason.

does it ha ppen that Israel eats the unleavened bread seven days?

How

Because

the cloud continued to accompany the Israelites) until Pharaoh was drowned
then Moses led them until the tabernacle was made as I have explained in
the proper pl ace (45).

Similarly, seven days (are prescribed) (for dwelling

in the) tabernacle. ( ¥~6~t the kindling of the (Hanukah) candles (47)
(continues for) eight days (48).

Likewise the reading of the scroll (of

Esther on Purim) The Feast of Lots twice (49) and the complete reading of
the Hallel on eighteen days (50) and one night (51) and the reading of it
(in incomplete form) every New Moon and the last six days of the unleavened .
bread (festival) (52) .
.

Also the counting of the Omer for seven weeks (53)

nd the sanctification of the seventh year (54) and the fiftieth year (55).
There are likewise maI17 precepts which are not contingent on circumstance
or specific time which are incumbent-upon all the children of Israel alike;
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precepts incumbent upon males and females, king and priest, poor and rich,

Israelite and proselyte, well or ill, one Torah for all.
-

he fundamental ones.

-

-

These precepts are

CHAPTER FIVE (1)
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The principal prec e pts which are not dependent on place or time are
- implanted in the mind (2) .

These a.. commands were given as a trust by the

hand,,of the one whom was divinely-appointed (Moses).

Therefore David sa.1d

Ps 19:9 "The precepts of the Lord are right, rejoicing the heart." (3)
These were ( 4) kn·own by common sense before the gi:v;ng of the Torah through
Moses .

They are numerous like the ten commandments ·with the exception of

the Sabbath which were taught by Moses (5) .

Concerning such as these it is

said (Gen 26 : 5) "and kept my charge, my commandments , my statutes a.nd my
laws" (6) .

For i f he had known the prohibition (7) regarding all forbidden

sexual relations hips .,la.co~ our patriarch.., would not have ta.ken two sisters
together (as his wives) .

Therefore we explain (Lev 18:27) "far all .these

abominations" , ' a s applying to most of them like sodomy (8) which is
opposed to the will of the omnipresent and abominable in nature .

Similarly

(sexual relations between a man and) a different species or a woman who has
9 -nt ercourse with a beast or intercourse with very close relatives :

pr ohibited) .

) (are

Therefore ( 10 ) i t 1s correct to interpret (Lev 21:3} "And

Isr ael saw the Egyptians dead upon the seashore" (12) .

Therefore Abraham

said (Gen 20 : 12) "And moreover she is 19...ted my sister, the daughter of my
father, but not the daughter of my mother . "
does not involve court punishment (13) .
relationship prohibited

The reliable proof is that this

If one should argue why (make the

thru both parents essentially only in the case of)

a sister and not a brother (14) (it is because if we make the word "virgin"
the limiting term in the verse he would say to us , "Why the virgin and not
the mar r ied woman, whereas such a distinction (as to marital status) does
not apply to a brother (1'8. ) . "

There are a lso precepts which are memorials

of the fundamental precepts (15) like the Sabbath which is a memorial of
the act of crea tion (16) and tbe Sabbath rest -of the slave which is a mem& rial of the exodus from Egypt .

Similarly Pass.over (1'7) and unleavened

bread (18) and bitter herbs, (19 ) the sukka (20), the mezuzah, (21) the

* -~ .
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phylacteries (22) of the hand and of the head, the ritual fringes (23)
-

even though the blue thread (24) is not indispensable as the bitter. herbs
are not indispensable to the fulfillment of the precept of the unleavened
bread (25).

For the blue thread is a memorial (26).

Therefore the garment

of the ephod is entirely blue (27) and the diadem .of the crown of holiness
(28) is bound with a cord of blue thread.

So he who merely enwraps himself

{in the prayer shawl} does not perform the precept fully for it is obligatory all day because when he is in the market and sees (pretty) figures
then he might turn his mind in the direction of his eyes more than he would
at the time of prayer .

I mention this because I have seen many people who

are not God-fearing yet they enwrap themselves in the prayer shawl simply
to appear dignified (29) .

The ephod ·(30) and the breastplate (31) are also

a memorial .

Similarly the sinew of the thigh which is forbidd en to be
~
eaten (32) is a ~egative reminder in contradi ew i ee to the eating of the
w

aschal lamb (which is an affirmative reminder) {33) .

Now let me explain (34) that when the father accepts (a religious obligation) upon himself and his seed , the son is obligated to obey his father
e. g . Jsil1&=--the days of Purim (35) and the .details of the f a sts (36) .

not he will transgress the precept of the Lord of all .

If

The reason for

this matter (37) is that we should remember the lovingkindness that God did
for Jacob who alone was our father and no one has this term in common with
him neither Abraham nor Isaac, (38) for God chose him~and we should not
mixai with seed whose fa.thersGod did not choose nor should we befoul our-

selves by their food and the wine of their feasts, as it is mentioned in
z;(..,

the Torah "cursed 1s Canaan" (meaning) the nation @f,-tdescenedants of
Israel who was of the children of Shem, ( ~ aPL+ the father of all the
children of Eber , claiming their pedigree from him whom Noah had blessed (39)

9 so

that they should not intermarry with seed that had been cursed.
The prophet said ~os 12:3) "The Lord hath also a controversy with

•
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Judah and will punish Jacob."

This means the children, and the proof is

f l(the use of the word) "with Judah" (40}.

He goes bn to say (ib:4) "In

the womb he took his brother by the heel" indicating that G6d gave him
strength so that his hand could take hold of the heel of Esau before he
came out of the womb.

He did not do this for any .o~her living being (41).

Those who say that this occured after he came out are not right for it is
written (Gen 25:26-) "And his hand had hold."

I~ it were as they contend

it would have been written "And after that came forth his brother and his
hand (then) took hold. 11

Furthermore

11

In the womb he took his brother by

the heel, and by his strength he strove with a godlike being, "(42) meaning
that he wrestled with the angel who did not prevail against him.
had a special distinction.

Thus he

Furthermore by way of the science of medicine

(we know) that every organ strengthens hts equivalent organ (in the human
4 3

body) when it is well also the reverse (4ie').

w s)
day.

Because it is written (Gen 32:

"And he touched the hollow of his thigh" it is not eaten every since that
Thus people are obligated to show respect for their fathers.

I have

found 1 t necessary to go into detail because 1.¢ (seems) by literal interpretation that it was only mentioned for the sake of the statute (44).

But

that 1s not the case (regarding) circumcision (45) for it is written (Lev
12:3) "And in the eight day the flesh of his foreskin shall be eireumcised.u
It is written however concerning the orphan and the widow (Dt 24:18? "But
thou shalt remember that thou wast a bondman" so do not seek to lord it
over the worKs of God's hands (46).

-

CHAPTER SIX
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There are precepts which are explained in the Torah and there are
precepts whose interpretation we do not really know, except from the mouths
-

· the holy ones who transmitted them , a son receiving them, from his father
and a disciple from his master.

If it were not for the tradition a man

could interpret them differently . (1)

There are also precepts which we

have received from them but there is no ~ mention of them in, the Torah .

In

sum I shall say that if it were not for the men of the great synagogue and
the men of the lfishnah and t h e TalmudJ the Torah of our God would already be
lost and its memory forgotten for allt hese set forth everything clearly
and explained the precepts ·for us with a good explanation, and all the ordinances as t~ey received them (2) .
clearly stated in the Torah .

Some (of their i nterpretations) are

Some are worked out by way of homiletic inter-

pretation, others by way' of using a verse as a general support (3).

The

intelligent person can recognize when it is being expounded literally and
when homiletically for all their laws are not of the same type.
. as given a person wisdom will give him his complete rewa rd .

God who

Thus i n!Jer-

emia~ (4) (17:22) "Neither carry forth a burden out of your houses (on the
0

Sabbath day) . 11

This is not in the Torah .

As for the precepts and the trad-

itions from the fatbers~some of them are not alluded to in the Torah and
~

some a remin.ioP mentioned .

I shall mention some of both types .

For example

(we have) the one hundred benedictions every day and the prayers and the
grace after meals and Hallel (5) .
the verse) {Dt 10*21)

11 He

Rabbi Bachya said that this (1s based on

is thy glory and He is thy God. 11 (6)

And the

reading of the Shma, the kidd~sh bleeei1r.g 1 the habdalah elesoing and the
three meals (on the sabbath) and some say also the Sabbath candle (7) .
Similarly the blowing of the shofar on the day of memorial , (8) for '{t were ·
J\

-Y

not for the tradition it would appear that it (is to be ~iown in the same)
as on the New Moon of Nisan for it is fundamental (9) --before the

entrance of the true cycle (10) therefore they said that it is the day of
Judgment (11).

Similarly (in the case of) the palmbranch.

For it is not

.
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explained in the Torah--only

11

and ye shall take 11 (12) .

tradition it would have some other meaning (13) .

Were it not for the

Similarly (in the case of)

unting the Omer, for they drew a distinction between (Lev 23 : 15)

a

shall count unto you" and between (ib 15:28)
eelf11 (14 ).
ogy (15) .

11 Then

11 And

ye

she shall number to her-

Similarly the law of trefah comes from the science of physiolSimilarly the seven days of nuptial celebration and mourning , the

visiting of the sick, the burial of the dead, the Hanukah light, the reading
of the scroll (of Esther) and the four cups (of wine at the Pas sover feast)
(16) .

I have already explained (Nm 27:11)

11 and

he shall possess it 11 that it

is used as a general support for the rabbinic law . (17)

-

-
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Set your mind to :ua11111~ observe that all the precepts which are funda-(1)
~

ntaidependent upon something else or allusive, either written or tradiI{
~
•
tional are either positive or explicit~precepts or a positive precept whose

W '

basis and meaning is a negative precept as it 1s written{Ex 31:16) "Wherefore the children of Israel shall keep the Sabbath .to observe the sabbath"
{ 2) .

Resting 1$ not an ·act b,rthe cessation of action and rest from it.

so it

ii,

written {Gen 2:2)

11

and He rested on the seventh day from all His

work which He had donell and {ib:3)
had made,

11

For

11

f'rom all His work which God in creating

before the seventh day, in order that he s~2uld not do any work

then. ·
Similarly (Lev 23:27)

11

Ye shall afflict your souls 11 means that you

shall not enjoy yourselves by eating or drinking for affliction is the opposite of enjoyment (2) • .
Similarly(Lev 11:44) "Sanctify yourselves therefore and be ye holy 11 (3).
e .kewise (ib:43)

11 Ye

shall not make yourselves detestable" (4) by ea ting

anything disgusting or injurious in its nature.

For thus the Nazarite who

does not drink wine 1s holy . (5)
Note that all the precepts are of three varieties; one, dealing with
the faith of the heart; the second, dealing with ~
ing with action (6).

speech; the third, deal-

Just as the number one is contained in every other

,...u.

.aember so the foundation of every precept involving speech or action requires
the faith of the heart (7) and if not, then it is all vanity and a waste (8).
So the sages have said "God requires the heart" and God searches the heart
and tries the reins (6:r Jer 17:10).

It is written (Dt 30:14)

and in thy mouth that thou mayest do it."
varieties. "In thy mouth" is understood.
-'fith of the heart.

,te precepts

11 That

11

In thy heart

This verse includes all three

r

"In thy heart" has to do with the

thou mayest do it 11 means that you should perform

of God in action .

Similarly it is written (Dt 10:12)

11 What

doth the Lord thy God require of thee, but to fear the Lord thy God, ••• with
all thy heart and with all thy soul 11

(

9) •

And David said ( Ps 24: 4)

11 He

t ha, -t
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hath clean hands and a pure heart who hath not taken my name in vain" likewise (ib 15:2)
e

11 He

that walketh uprightly a.nd worketh righteousness and

eaketh truth in his heart; that hath no slander upon his tongue" (10).

And now take note that there is no hardship in the nega tive precepts
for him who has a mind to understand, (lOa) for God planted intellect in the
heart so that a person can be guarded from every injury.

Take ~or example

the physician who says to a man who does not know the bad foods which will
harm him by reason of his constitution,

11

Don 1 t eat what I advise you not

to, for if you do eat it you are liable to become ill and die. 11

Now any

intelligent man will have no desire fo anything that might injure him;
rather will it be loathesome and repulsive in his eyes even though he may
have heard that it is a delicious food.
is to sustain his life.

For the main object of his eating

He does not seek life i n order to eat," for that

is the way of beasts who were not created to recognize and to learn the
truth for they have no soul which survives after being parted from the body
. . 2) •

You can certainly see this in the verse in the Torah ( Gen 1: 24)

the earth bring forth the living creature after its kind,
waters swarm" (13).

11

11

Let

(ib:20) "Let the

But not so is man rather is he made in the image and

form of an angel (14).

Now since the angel lives forever so does he who is

made in his image (15).

Therefore one of the scholars (16) said that the

penalty of the four types of death imposed by the court is for (the breach
of) a negative precept likewise death and karet by divine sentence, but
reward fs for a positive precept (17).

Our ancients , their memory be for

a blessing, cited proof that there is a reward for being careful not to
(break) the negative precept (Dt 12:25) "Thou shalt not eat it 11 namely
"that it may go well with thee,
what is mentioned last
e

11

11

and some say that the reward applies to

when thou shalt do what is right," and some say

hat it is referred) to the precept regarding blend, ( ib: 23)

blood is the life 11 {18).

11 For

the

And this is known from the science of physiology (19).
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This is true (20) since the fear of God which is a positive precept,
includes all the positive and negative precepts and Moses mentioned after

et

10:12)

11

to fear,

11

{ib:13)

11

to keep for thy good the commandments of the

Lord, and His statutes 11 whether they be positive or negative (21). For when
one refrains from committing a transgression because of his fear of God, it
will then be well with him.

And the expression

11

for ·thy good" includes well-

being both in this world and in the world to come.

As for the reward (22) for

{the fulfillment of ) a positive prec~pt, it is (due to the fact) that it
involves effort.

This is illustrated by the man who takes the trouble under

doctor's orders to cook some food that he eats_,which is beneficial for him;
then his health returns and his reward is in his hand.

Thus

11 for

indicates that you will receive reward and escape punishment.

thy good 11

Thus it is

best for a man to obey the commands of the physician for he does not thereby
benefit or harm the physician as was said by Elihu (Job 35:7)
A ighteous what givest thou Him?u

(ib:6)

~ iplied, what doest thou unto Him? 11

{

11

18:37)
15)

11

11

23)
We find it writ-

,,

0 Lord, why dost Thou make us to err from Thy ways and (IK

for Thou didst turn their heart backward."

11 See,

If thou be

And if thy transgressions be mul-

Now I shall intimate to you an important secret (24).
ten (Is 63:17)

11

Yet Moses said (Dt 30:

I have set before thee this day life and good, and death and evil 11

and furthermore (Lam 3:38)

,,

evil and good (25).

11

0ut of the mouth of the Most High proceedeth not

And our ancients, of blessed memory, said (Ber 33b)

"Everything is in the power of heaven except the fear of heav
that the produce of ground which is cultivated is better than
is not cultivated, whether it be fertile or barren soil (26).
Now by way of a true illustration (27) I shall explain that there are
three faculties (28) in the vitality of man and if you wish, call them by
9

hree names intellect, spirit, soul (29).

faculty which is in the liver.
in this faculty.

Thus the soul is the vegetative

An~ everything which lives and grows shares
~

~

This soul, whichAphysical is the source of appetie and
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The spirit is in the heart and is the cause of the life of the man,
so that he ean move about .
-

It is found both in man and beast.

It is also

hysical and when this spirit which is like air goes forth from the body
then the man dies .

This spirit also seeks mastery and it is irascible . (31)

Now the intellect is the highest , and this faculty is in the brain (32) .
The natures of men and their inclinations vary.
three are strong and in others they are weak .
faculties may occur in ~

(33) .

In some of them all

And among others any two

There is no need to go into detail

for the intellect seeks those works of God which will be beneficial to it
since He is the source of life (34) .
body for its wellbeing .

The soul seeks the pleasures of the

So the spirit is in between .

Just as the brain

needs the liver and the heart so both of them need the brain ; in short,
each one needs the other .
it and soul (35) .

Therefore the Hebrews called the intellect , spirJ

Note· that all of them are bound up with the bW •

So

if a man eats foods which heat up his b1ood then his irascibility will be
-

intensified .

Thus we have the influence of the body upon the spirit .

On

0,

,.

the other hand if the body is right in its (tempermental) proportions and
a man angers an other by word or deed, the faculty of the spirit , located in

the heart I becomes dominant and produces heat in the body.
changes because of the spirit .

Thus the body

But every scholar will guide his body

according to the need of his intellect so that it should not change when
the body undergoes change (36) .
Now this is the great superiority that God gave Israel .

For if they

observe the precepts of God there is no need for physicians, aside from
God, as Asa did for which scripture condemned him (37) .

There is no

ground for arguing against this fro m the expression (Ex 21:19) "And shall
cause him to be thoroughly healed" (38) for it is not in the simple form
-

\of the verb rather is it like (IK 18:30) "And he r e paired the altar of
the Lord that was thrcmn down" (39) .

And it 1s not like (Dt 32 : 39) "I

have wounded and I hell" and in (Job 5:18) "He woundeth and His hands
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make whole" (40).
Thus God has assigned the host of heaven to all the nations (41).
-

And

his is the meaning of (Is 24:21) "The Lord will punish the host of high .
heaven.

This applies to those that are subject to their influences as

taught in astrology.

But God took Israel as an inheritance and took them

out of the power or the planets as long as they are ·1n His power, doing
what He commanded them in His Torah.

Therefore the ancients said "There

1s noc~t';:;ch influences) Israel" (42).

Because of this it is

written (Ex 33:16) "We are distinguished., I and Thy people."

And it

cannot be argued--but how can God alter the laws or heaven?

Note that

the story of Noah proves (how We can) (43).
complete goodness.
mostly good (44).
and evil.

And note that (God) is

B~cause of very ·muchfto withhold something that is
Therefore the scholar has the power of choosing good

For th~ ~

influence $ functions only in accordance

with the recipient (45) • . There'fore it is written (Dt 15:4) "Howbeit
-

there shall be no nee9-y among you ~" ' which is conditional upon all or most
people being good (46).
gently hearken".
Now bear in

And so it is written (1b:5) "If only thou dili-

Thus the individual will benefit in the end (47).
~

mind "tie

ll!ftfNI

that all the precepts written in the

Torah or traditionally (imparted) or the ordinances which the fathers enac tedJ even though most of them be precepts of aotton r or, of ~!3peech.7all of
them are to perfect the heart (IChr ·28:9) "For the Lord searcheth all
hearts and understandeth all the imaginations of the thoughts" and it is
written (Ps 125:4) "And to them that are upright in their hearts" and the
opposite of this is (Pr 6:18) "A heart that deviseth wicked thoughts."
And it is written elsewhere (Pr 23:7) "But his heart is not wit·h thee."
For the evil eye is dependent upon the evil heart and this is known from

e patural science (49).

Therefore the burnt offering was devoted entirely

to God in atonement for whatever improper thought occured to the mind (50)
while the sin-offering and the guilt offering atone (for) sinning in speech
-'J f'"H'- ~ ~c._44,e ~ A. .£:,,td.,, ~ > j '4., .-.C N:;,_, ~
~

'J
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or deed. ·This is the meaning of (Dt 10:16) nAnd ye shall circumcise the
foreskin of your heart" (51).
e

1eaviness (52) •

And note that the word "foreskin" s1gnff1es

Thus (Ezek 44:9) ''Uncircumcised of heart" ts similar to

(Ex 7:14) "Phar!fah's heart is stubborn."

(Ex 6:12) "Behold., I am of un-

circumcised lips" is similar to (Ex 4: 10) "For slow of speech."

Likewise

(Jer 6:10) "Their ear is duil" 1s simila r to (Is s·:10) "Make their ears
heavy."

And when one cuts off the foreskin of his flesh it 1s as the sign

of a covenant between the man and his creator that he will not defile his
soul by improper sexual intercourse and he has his reward in that he is
fruitful and multiplies (53).

Thus it is written (Gen 17:2)"And I will

make My covenant between Me and thee, and will multiply thee."

,,

written (Lev 19:23) "Then ye shall count as forbidden (54).
heaviness by reason of excessive moisture.

And it is

This too is

This also has to do with nat-

ural sc ie nee.
Mark that the precept includes (the idea) that you should be subdued
-

before God and be humble when He rebukes you and understand the truth so
that you remove the foreskin of your he~rt and do not make your heart hard
as did Pharoah and Ahaz (of wbom it 1s written) (IIChr 28:22) "And in the
time of his distress did he act even more treacherously against the Lord."
But Ahab humbled himself and dUuprightly in the eyes of God (56).
is written (Lev 26:41) "Ir then

.
their

So it

uncircumcised heart will be humbled."

This is like (Dt 4:30) "In thy distress when all these things are come
upon thee ••• thou wilt return."

It says "stiff necked" which is analogous

to the man who stiffens his neck and turns his back to his master and when
the latter calls him he does not turn bis face to him thereby making him
angry.

After these verses (it is written) (Dt 10:1'7) "For the Lord your

God., He is God of Gods"--referring to the angels in heaven--(57) "and
41 Lord of Lords" namely the kings on the earth--and everything is under His

control-and He is a "great God., mighty and awful." (58)

Then how can you

be saved (if you sin) nor will He be willing (to overlook your sin) though
you multiply gifts.

The proof is that (we read) in the beginning of the
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scripture portion {Dt 9:6) "For thou art a stiff-necked people"
therefore (ib 10:16) "Be ho more stiff-necked."
And the first of the precepts of the heart (60) -is (Ex 20:
2) "I am the Lord thy ctod" (61) that one sh0-q,ld believe with all
his heart that God who brought him out of Egypt 1s his God.
that this 1s a positive precept.

Mark

Similarly (Dt 6:5) "And thou

shalt love the Lord thy God" {ib 11:22) and cleave unto him."
Similarly, (Lev 19:18) "And thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself"
and (62) (Ex 2o:4) ttThou shalt not make" (E.x 20:3) "Thou shalt
have no other gods" regarding the faith of the heart.

And !Lev

19: 17) "Thou shalt not hate thy brother," :• (E.x 20: 14) "Thou shalt
not covet" (Dt 4:39) "Know this day and lay it to tliy heart" · 1s a
positive precept.

Similarly (Dt 6:4) "Hear O Israel the Lord our

God,, the Lord is one."
The precepts of speech are the confession of the priest (and)
(Dt 26:5) "And thou shalt speak and say"; (Dt 23:24) "That which is
gone out of thy lips.," and the grace after meals and Hallel and
the amida; (Dt 6:7) "And trou shalt tea.ch them diligently unto thy
children and shalt speak of them."

These are positive precepts.

There are many others.
Then there are negative precepts (of speech) (Ex 20:'7} "Thou
shalt not take the name of the Lord thy God;" (ib:13) "Thou shalt
nc;>t bear ••• against thy neighbor;· (ib 22:2'7) "Thou shalt not revile
God nor curse ••• " (ib 23:13) "make no mention ••• neither let it be
heard out of thy mouth. 11 (ib:32) "Thou shalt make no covenant with
them;" (Ex 23:2) "Neither shalt thou bear witness in a cause."
there are nany others.

And
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Now the precepts regarding action are numerous and there is
no need to mention them (63).
I have furthermore found a single verse (64) which includes
all the precepts.

This is (Dt 6:13) "Thou shalt fear the Lord thy

God and Him shalt thou · serve."

Here the expre·ssion "thou shalt

fear" ~ncludes every negative precept (65) of the heart or
speech or action.

i;.M..

This is the first step (66) from which one as-

cends to the service of blessed God which includes every positive
precept.

Now these accustom one's heart and guide him to cleave

to glorious God for this is the purpose for which man was created
(67).

For he was not created to acquire wealth nor to build houses

which he must leave to strangers while he goes to dwell under the
ground; (68) nor to pamper himself with various kinds of food for
the·y (these pleasures) are momentary involving much effort and
frequently ' injurious.

Sexual intercourse likewise consumes his

strength and his physique.
ness (69).

Levity also, and drunkenness are mad-

For the scholar understands that the days of his life

are few and his soul is in the band of His creator and he does
not know · when He will take it back.

Therefore he should seek

everything tha t will lead him to love Him~-by learning sciences
and seeking faith so that he will come to reco gnize and understand
the work of God.

Thus he should not occupy himself with the

vanities of the world but should seek solitude(70) to learn and
to meditate upon the Torah of God and to observe His precepts.
Then God will open the eyes of hi~ mind and create within him a
diff erent spirit, he will be beloved of his creator during his
lifetime,bis soul will cleave to Him and it will be satisfied
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with fulness or joy in His presencel (er Ps 16:11) (71).

And

.when it departs frOlil his body there will be bliss in the right
hand of his God for him forever.

This is what Asaph said (Ps

'73:26) "My flesh and my heart faile th but God is the rock of my
heart and my portion forever."

This is like J·a cob our fat her who

vowed (Gen 28: 21) "Then shall the Lord be my God" (72).

For when

he came to Bethel., he said (Gen 35:2) "Put away the strange gods. 11
Then he left the flock and he remained alone to serve God.

He

had not lain with a woman for Rachel was dead and Bilhah had been
defiled.

For this reason he was disgusted with the mother of

Reuben and her maidservant.

Therefore it is written in another

verse (ib:22) "Now the sons of Jacob were twelve" to show that
he had not lain with any woman afterwards, a nd the r efore begot
no more children (73).
Thus he who has attained such a degree of merit that the
remembrance of God and His deeds and wonders does not depart
from his heart., would not say anything with his mouth which does
not mention God and make known to people His glory.
the prophets swore (by the name of God)

en most

Therefore

of their speeches.

This is (what is meant by the expression) (Dt 10:20) "And by His
name shalt thou swear" ('74).

Then he will be of those who make

others virtuous (75) .
Note that
(76 ).

tre

Torah was given only to men of understanding

Therefore i t 1s nec e ssary . '. tO explain written passages by

means of "weighing of t bought. 11
I bore you on eagles' wings."

For exampl~ (Ex 19: 4) "And how
Similarly (Dt 10:16)

therefore the foreskin of your heart;"

0

c1rcumcise

(Dt 15:8) "Thou shalt
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surely open thy hand."

And the ancients said that of this
,,.,
type is (Dt 22:1'7) "And they shall spread the garment ('7?.).
There are also words which are true in their literal meaning but which also have an allegrfocial meaning like the garden
of Eden (78) story, the tree of knowledge, the tree of 11Fe and
the meaning of the cherubs and similar expressions (79).

CHAPTER EIGHT (1)
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He who meditates constantly upon God's Torah, if he is
intelligent, will be guided by it, and bis soul will derive more
instruction than from any other teaching and instruction that he
may get from his teachers.

This is (what 1s ·meant by) (Ps 119:

99) "I have mor-e understanding than a.11 my te achers.

How strik-

ing are the words of our aneien ts who said that everyone is obligated to observe all the precepts and all the statutes that the
fathers enacted and should not inquire the reason for their qaving
•

commanded these precepts. · This is right for there are many precepts· which are wonderful and mysterious and if a man should not
observe them until he knows their meaning he would remain without
Torah (2).

He would be comparable to the boy who would refuse to

eat bread until he should know how the seed is first planted, then
(how the soil is) ploughed, then (the crop) harvested, then
winnowed , then sifted, then milled, then resifted, t hen kneaded,
then baked.

If he were to do that he would · die of starvation.

Rather is it right that he should go on eating and when he grows
up he may inquire a little at a time until he knows {the answers
to) all his questions (3) •
. In similar fashion the schol.a.r can know the meanings of many
(passages) in the Torah which are clearly explained.

But there

are s,ome of them which are clear to one man in a thousand. Moses
~u~ master , said concerning all the precepts (Dt 4:6) "Surely this
great nation is a wise and understanding people. n

If however they

have· no meanings so that we can know their value how can the nations say that they are righteous statutes and that we who observe
them are wise (4).

Therefore I shall n:ention some of the meanings
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indicated in the Torah.
It is written (Ex 13:2)

11

Sanctify unto me all the firstborn.

It is also written (ib:15) "therefore I sacrifice unto the Lord (5).
On the subject of the Sabbath (it is written) (Ex 20:11)
six days' ( 5).

11 For

in

Likewise the year of release and · the Sabbath rest

of the slave (6) are in order that you shall remember .
unleavened bread and bitter herbs (7).

Similarly,

The three fQJtivalsJthe

season of the beginning of the ripening of the barley, and the first
fruits of wheat and the ingathering (8) are for giving thanks before blessed God.

It is also written (Dt 16 : 17) "Every man shall

give as he is able, according to the blessing of the Lord thy God
which He hath given thee ~"

Render unto Him what is His in the spir-

it of the verse (IChr 29:14)

11

For all things come of Thee, and of

Thine own have we given Thee . 11

And he commanded (Ex 20 :33)

11

They

shall not dwell in thy land'~ the reason being "lest they make thee
sin against Me . 11

So it is written in another place (Dt 20:16) "Thou

shalt save alive nothing that breatheth 11 (ib:18)
you not. 11

11 that

they teach

Similarly it is forbidden to intermarry with the gentiles

by taking their daughters (as ~ives), and the reason 1s (Ex 34:16)
11

And make thy sons go astray,

11

likewise (Dt 7:4)

11

Fpr he will turn

away thy son from following Me . 11
It says also concerning the Sabbath (Ex 23:12)
and thine ass 11 with whom thou dost plough
reason for (Gen 9:6)

11 Who

~

11

11

that thine ox

may have rest . 11

The

so sheddeth man 1 s blood, by man shall his

blood be shed;" 1s "for in the image of God made He man . 11

And {Dt

24 : 6) "No man shall take the mill or the upper millstone to pledge;

,,

for he taketh a man's life to pledge.

So it mentions the meaning of
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(Lev 22:13) "and have no child ; " viz . in order "that she should
return unto her father ' s house as in her youth" (9) .
Regarding the feast of tabernacles (it is written) (Lev 23:43)
that your generations may know.

'I

And the reason for (Lev 25:23) shall

not be sold in perpetuity" 1s "for the land is Mine."

Likewise

(Lev 25 : 55) "For unto me the children of Israel are s ervants" is the
reason for (ib:42) "they shall not be sold as bondmen . 11
He furthermore commanded the blowing of trumpets at the (sacrifice of) the burnt of ferings {lo) so that it may be a me morial\'.>f
the time) when they are blown in battle, like (Ps 108 : 10) "Over
Philistia do I cry aloud (or blow the trumpet) . ' The ritual fringes
are (Nm 15 : 39)
moment.

11 that

ye may remember" when seeing them at every

Similarly (Dt 6 : Sf) HAnd thou shalt bind them •.• and thou

shalt write them . "

It mentions (Nm 25 : 17) "Harass the Midianites"

and it mentions two reasons ; one, the matter of Peor; and the second,
for their intention wa s to do you even more evil because of the
slaying of the daughter of their prince .

The re a son for (Dt 23:8)

11

Thou shalt not abhor an Edom1te 11 is

11

thou shalt not abhor ani Egyptian--for thou wast a stranger i~ his

land."

The reason for ( 1b.: 4)

11

for he is thy brother; 11 and ·

"Ant. A.mmoni te or a Moabi te 11 is be-

cause of the fact that "they met you not" and they did not remember
the ancient brotherhood" and furthermore "because they hired against
thee Balaam,'.' to harm you.

It mentions the rea son for {Dt 17:17)

"Neither shall he multiply wives to himself" nor horses (cf Dt 17:16)
so that "his heart turn not away 11 and "does not cause the people
to return to Egypt" (11) .
11

The reason for women 1 s marrying (Nm 36:6)

into the tribe of their father" is {ib:8)

11

tha t the children of
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Israel may possess every man the inheritance of his f a thers."
reason for (Dt 6 : 20)

11

The

What mean the testimonies and the sta tutes 11

ls (ib:21) "We were bondmen •• • and He brought us out" and we are obligat ed to ob ey Him since He did all this goodness for us, furthermore (ib : 25}

11

And it shall be righteousness unto us . "

The .reason

for the relea se is (Ex 23 : 11) "that the poor of thy people may eat .
The reason for (Dt 10 : 9)

11

Wherefore Levi hath no portion nor inher-

itance" is because He serves (cf 1b : 8)

11

glorious God ."

The reason

for (Dt 18 : 4) "the first fruits of thy corn" is that he (the priest)
is better than you and God chose hi m to pray for you, (lla) which
(is indicated by the words) (Dt 10 : 8)
(Lev 9 : 22)

11

11

and to bless in His name e.g .

And Aaron lifted up his hands "'.

cities (of refuge) is (Dt 19 : 6)

11

Lest the C3-venger of blood pursuen

and so that he does not shed innocent blood .
tion is (Dt 19 : 20)

11

The reason for the three

The reas on for execu-

And those that remain shall hear and fe ar and

shall henceforth commit no more "'.

The reason for (Dt 20:19)

shalt not destroy the trees thereof 11 is
The reason for (Dt 22 : 8)

11

11 for

11

Thou

the tree of the field . "

,,

a parapet (for thy roof) is

bring not blood upon thy house .

11

11

that thou

So (ib : 9) "Lest the fulness of the

seed which thou hast sown be forfeited,'" is the reason for (the
prohibition of) mixed seeds for everything will thereby become holy

.

as the Spanish Rabbi Menabhem has explained (12) .

The rea son for

kil ling the damsel (cf ib 22:25) is "because she cried not ,being in
the city," thus it was with her consent .

But ( when it occurs) out -

~

side the city it is (ib : 26)

11

as "a man riseth against his neighbor"

in a pl a ce where no man sees him.
pledge" 1s (ib : 15)

11 lest

The re a son for (lb 24 :13)

11

the

he cry aga inst thee unto the Lord," (ib
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10:19)

11 Love

,....
ye therefore the stranger; for ye were strangers (13).

The reason for (ib 24:17)

11

the justice due to the stranger, or the

fatherless; nor take the widow's raiment to pledge" is (ib:18) "that
thou wast a bondman • . • therefore I command thee."

Similarly (ib :19}

"thou shalt not go back to fetch~t 11 and (ib:21) ·11 when thou gathereth
the grapes" is (ibt22) "And thou shalt remember ••. therefore I command
thee 11

•

He taught them the song (cf ib 31:19) so that it might be a

witness against them forever .

He prohibited (the eating of} blood .

The reason is (ib 12:23) "and thou shalt not eat the life with the
flesh 11 and he commanded that is should be offered on the altar to be
a life for a life, (Lev 17 : 1-1)
.

~,for

11

atonement by reason of the life .

it is the blood thet maketh

He commanded the bringing of every

sacrifice to the tent of meeting and the reason is so tha t they do
not sacrifice on the open field as was their custom in Egypt to sacrifice unto satyrs {cf Lev 17 : 3ff) .

The putting of the blood on the

lintel and on the t wo doorposts has the reason explained (Ex 12 : 20)
"and will not suffer the destroyer . 11

Moses our master of blessed

memory already mentioned this when he first c ame i~o spaak to Pharaoh.

He explained the reason why

11

we would sacrifice 11 (Ex 5 : 3) 11 lest

He fall upon us with pestilence, or with the sword ."

This secret is

also well explained in the words of Hezekiah (14) (cf IIChr 29:?ff)
And the scholar will understand (15) .

CHAPTER NINE
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The Psalmist has said (119:18) "Open Thou mine eyes, that I
may behold wondrous things out of Thy Law! (1)

{The precept) (Ex

12:2) "This month shall be unto yoµ the beginning of months" (means)
the day of the new moon which is the true b egin~ing (2) and on it
the t abernacle wa s set up.

And on the tent h (of tha t month) {the

lamb was set aside) by re a son of the f act tha t the moon has then
passed through one-third of its course, whereupon the sun 1s in its
house of dignity (Aries) and the mo on is in its own house {Cancer)
(3) .

.

The same applies with regard to the tenth day of the seventh

month (4) .

The day of memorial I have explained (5) .

But

iJl'1

(at

the beginning of) the feast of unleavened bread and on the feast
'(J...,

of tabernacles (~sun and moon) are at end and middle (6) .

But be-

~

cause (1un) slows down in its course therefore the eight da y is a
holy convocation (7) .

And circumcision occurs a f ter approximately

seven full days (8) because a moment tha t remains on (the day of birth)
is counted as a dey in the reckoning of the Torah (9) .
way , a day in a year is counted as a year .

In the same

And the significance of

the seventh is well known , (lo) also similarly the seventh year and
seven weeks (11) of years of Jubilee for proclaiming libert y corresponds to (Nm 8:25)

11

and from the age of fifty years they shall re-

turn from the service of the work 11 (12) .
ponds to the leapyear (13) .

The Second Pas sover corres-

And (Ex 23 : 19)

a kid 11 is similar to (Lev 22:28)

11

11

thou shalt not seethe

ye shall not kill •• • in one day 1•

and (Dt 22:6) "thou shalt not take the dam with the young." (14)
(ib : 10)

11

And

thou shalt not ploygh 11 (15) and the ma tter of him who lieth

with a bea st; (16) (Lev 22 : 24) "neither shall ye do thus in your land . 11
And (Dt 22:5)

11

a woman shall not wear that which pertaineth unto a
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,;,,,,J

man, neither shell a man put on" 1sAcontrary to the works of God.
And likewise (Lev 19 : 19)
ly (ib~

11

,,

11

Ye shall keep my statutes (16a) .

Similar-

a garment of two kinds of stuff 11 (17) and the locking up

(of the diseased) seven days (18) (for which) the reason is well
known.

Likewise (the laws) regarding the menstruating woman and

the woman who has given birth (19).

And evaluation from the age of

one month until one's return to the place (where he began) (20) .
Until five years of age it is five shekels corresponding to this
number (21) of years.
ilarly twenty.

From five years of age until twenty it is sim-

From twenty years of age until sixty when he is in

the strength of his life and his physiqf1t is fift1,corres ponding
to the period up to five year old (22) and thereafter reduce it (the
second~et-,od)by five (22a) .

For women (the amount of evaluation) is

a little more than half (the rate for men).

Thus it is three, ten

and thirty (shekels).
Now the matter of Azazel (cf Lev 16:10) is like the case of
leprosy (23) and its significance is explained in the words of our
holy sages (24).

Similarly the matter of the breakihg of the neck

(of the heifer cf Dt 21:lff) in the valley.

And he who understands

the secret of sublety of language will understand the meaning of the
expression ( ib :4)

11

which may not be ploughed" ( 25).

The Gaon Rab Saadiah said there is no occasion for wonder at
the matter of the red heifer that it defiles those who are ritually
pure and purifies those who a re ritually unclean for even honey may
be beneficial or injurious depending upon the variations
in the mix.
ture (of the humors in) the body of the person who eats it ( 26) .
Now the reason for holding certain beasts and birds and creatures of the water unclean is well known ( 27).

{The prohibition of)

,,

the hire of a harlot" is because it is disgraceful as is also the

II
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,,
price of a dog (28).

Also to offer a sacrifice which has a blemish

(29) (is forbidden) or if a priest who has some blemish or whose head
1s b,d sacrifices it (30), for it is contrary to the works of God .
(31)

Regarding the precept (Dt 15:14)

erally (it says) (ib : 15)

11

11

thou shalt furnish him lib-

And thou shalt remember that thou was a

bondman" and God brought thee out with great wealth .

Lengljt of days

for letting (the mother bird) go (from the nes t) (32) is not because
of taking the young, for that is discretionery .

Similarly regarding

honoring father and mother because they brought you out into this
world and they will lengthen your days for (ib : 7)

11

est prolong thy days" 1s a transitive verb (33).

It says (Lev 19 : 14)

11

and that thou may-

but thou shalt fear thy God II in connection with the precept Hnor . . •

before the blind. 11
them (34) .

And regarding the deaf , lest He make you like

Similarly (35) (in connection with) (ib : 32) honoring

the face of the old man, for if you do not fear him , fear God who
will bring you in_to judgment in the time of your old age ( 36) .
It is written (Ex 20 : 3) "before Me 11 regarding idolatr~ following
the style of (Jer 10 : 11) " (the gods) that have not made the heavens
and the earth 11 (37) .

Furthermore (Ex 20 : 19)

11 Ye

yourselves have seen

that I have talked with you from heaven" (Dt 4 : 15)

11 for

manner of form 11 as Moses explained; therefore (Ex 20 : 20)
not make with me 11 (38) .

,,

ye saw no
11

ye shall

Or its meaning may be, (inasmuch as I am

everywhere) there is no ne~d for you to make any image with Me being
everywhere to worship . 11

I have also explained alrea.dy that the mak-

ing of the c~f was not idolatry ( 39) .

The proof is that Aaron c om-

manded (Ex 32:5) "t omorrow shall be a feast to the Lordtt (not to

'

pagan deity) and they did so .

0.-

And it came to pass on the morrow "and
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they offered burnt of f'erings.

11

This name (Jahotveh) ref'ers

to God alone and it is not like the word Elohim (which might
mean idols).
Now the significance of the ark (40) 1s known to the
scholar through the voice which goes forth from between the
two cherubim (41).

Its length is 2½ cubits so that the tablets

which were (l cubit) square could fill the ark in its length
WU.,

and breadth, and the {additional) half cubittAfor the thickness of the walls (42).

And a half cubit in the height re-

presents the legs, like the table (43) for this it is written
(Ex 25:12) "in the four feet thereof" (44).

This word (

l 'J>l,, Y9 )

is found in m:ny places in the Hebrew language and it does
not (mean) "corner" (45).

The reliable proof' is (ib)

11

and two

r,ings" (46) for in the style of' the commentators it would be
proper to have it, "the two rings."

Now, the altar of incense

(47) is set between the candelabrum and the table outside of' the
veU and the altar is higher than both of them (48), and so it

•

is (48a) and (Ex 26:l) "ten curtains• (49) also (ib:7) eleven"-their significance is known.
~

Likewise (ib:2) "twenty eight

~

(cubits) as well as (ib:8) thirty" (50).

And the (ib 27:5)

"bronze altar under its ledge underneath reaching half way
up it" (51) and so it really is.

The significance of the ephod

(52) is very important because of the two onyx stones in the
ephod which have six names on the latt hand and on the right
hand stone (53).

Note that they are both onyx stones (54).

Note furthermore that there is no drawing on it, but it corresponds to artwork (55).

These are the divisions in Israel.
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·The breastplate was constructed like the ephod and it was
square corresponding to the four points (55a) therefore no
stone shall be the same as any other .

The settings and the

rings were so arranged that the breastplate should at all
times be on tre girdle or the ephod (56) which represents
(~ )
the great middle lineAwhich never inclines. The urim are
to be taken in their simple meaning (57) .

Also the tum1IIl

'

correspond to the circular number (58) and Moses first put
them on the breastplate (59) as they were on the day when
he set up the tabernacle;and scholars will understand.

CHAPTER TEN
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How precious is the Torah of our God and how trustworthy are its testimonies and how pleasing are its utte:Irances (1).

For scripture mentions the four positions

of man whieh are variable - -sitting, walking , lying and
standing {2) .

They are all intransitive verbs {3) .

Regard not as a difficulty (Dt 28:30)

j]J ::J.:J ll} '

for the meaning is "he shall lie with her" like
( P s 5 : 5) JMl ,J.Jt ~

-

7i /,{

1-

~ ~,:o.:tl,u~. (4) •

The

scholars of the Talmud distinguished between lying and being
lain with {5) .
female

.,,~ • ..,L

But in the style of scripture both male and

!.1-r.,,....,.. (.,/t,o.t~)

()Jt>--r~ The proof'

1s (Gen 19:34} "Behold, I lay yester-

night with my father" (6) .

This is lying while awake .

But

since most of the time when a man sleeps he lies down ,
scripture says {Gen 28:11)

11

and he lay down in that place"

and it does not mention "and he slept" (7) .
who sleeps is as if he were dead .

Furthermore he

Therefore it is written

{IM 2:10) "And David lay . " {in describing his death) .

Now sitting is the resting of a man in one place and
as if he were half
)Using up which is standing , like (Lev 25:30) "and the
house shall stand. " (8)

Walking is motion from place to place

and it is the opp osite of si t ting .
Lying down is {placing oneself) like a -e:mve a horizontal
line :from one's head to his feet (9) and rising upJwhich 1s
standing1 1s the opposite .
In the book of Psalms (it is written) 1:1 "hath not
walked • •• nor stood ••• nor sat" but it does not mention "nor
lain" for usually that would mean that the man is sleeping {10) .
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And in the Torah it is written (Dt 6:7) "And thou shalt
speak of them" meaning in the heart, like (Ecc 1: 16) "I
spoke with my own heart" (thus) also with the mouth (11).
Thus in whichever way he turns (in all his activities) God
commanded him to meditate in His Torah as it is written
(Ps 1:2) "And in His Torah doth he meditate day and night." (12)
Solomon intended to seek wisdom saying (Pr 6:22) "When thou
walkest, it shall lead thee, when thou liest down, it shall
watch over thee; and when thou awakest it sha ll talk with
thee," whether you stand or sit. "These words" (Dt 6:6) mean
that he should know that God is one and no being can exist
unless ha cleaves unto Him.

Therefore (it is written) (Dt

6:5) "and thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy heart'',
meaning that if you will love Him you will continue in the
life of this world as well as the world to come.

Love the

Lord; and at the end of this book I shall suggest to you this
secret, for it is the foundation of all wisdon, that

tJ,ep

God

alone created everything and knows the parts of the Whole
thru the Whole, for all the parts are transient (13).

How-

ever the soul of man al onE:, when God gives i tJ is like a
tablet ready to be written upon and when upon this tablet
,,i,, £ .

the writing of God is engraved ;e. the knowledge of t he
univers•s in objects produced by the four elements, the
knowledge of the spheres, of the throne of glory and the
secret of the chariot (the angels)

and the knowledge

of the most high, then the soul will cleave to glorious God
when it is still in the man(l4), likewise when its power is
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parted from the bodyJ which is its dwelling.

Thus it is

not right that the scholar should seek anything in this
world, but what will be good for him in the world to come.
Surely you have seen that it is written in connection with
the laws of incest, 11 1 am the Lord " (Lev 18.:6) for a person
is holy when he refrains from incest (15).

Then he will be

of those who cleave to glorious God, as Asaph said (Ps 73:28)
"But as for me, the nearness of God is my good" and a:1;;'111&
previously :Wt he says (ib:27)

11

For lo, they tha t go far from

Thee shall perish" and David said (Ps 16:10) "For thou wilt
not abandon my soul to the nether-world" when my flesh goes
down there (16).

For the nether-world is the grave which

is in tre depths of the earth like (Ps 139:8) "If I make my
bed in the netherworld, behold., Thou art there."

And it mys

/r

{Ps 16:11) Thou make s t me to know the path or life." (17)
Similarly the Psalmist said (Ps 49:16) "But God will redeem
my

soul from the power of the nether-world.'' (18)

And the

expression (which follows)--"He will receive me 11 implies gre~t
merit like (Gen 5:24) "And he was not,for God had received
Him."

SimilarlJ (Ps 73:24) "And a.fterward.,receive me with

glory." (19)
It is written (Ex 19:10) "And sanctify them today."
That means (ib: 15) "come not near a woman. 0

Therefore he

is unclean who lies with his wife,and is forbidden to engage
in prayer until he washes.

Thus the men of the Mishnah

stated that it was the custom in Israel during the Second
Temple to wash their garments or their skin upon which even a
single drop ·' (of

;;d

(20) had fallen and not to eat holy
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meat (21).

Scripture was strict regarding the menstruating

woman and the woman who had recently given birth (22).
The nazirite 1s holy (23).

When he finishes the days

of his nazirate and wishes to drink wine again he must bring
a burnt offering, a sin-offering and peace .o~ferings and
cut his hair at the entrance of the tent of meeting indicating
his disgrace because he has removed himself from his holiness
and descended from his meritorious degree (24).

The woman

who has recently given birth must likewise bring a lamb of
the fi rst year ( 25) •
The owner of a fiead , (26) must give the heave-offering
· and the first (2'7) and the tithes (28) and the forgotten
sheaf (29) and the corner of the field (30) and the dough
offering (31).

The owner of a vineyard (must sacrifice) the

fruit of the first three years (32), and the fruit of the
fourth year (33) and the first fruits,also the first of the
wine (34) and gleanings and scattered grapes (36).

The

(laws regarding) the seventh year and the jubilee apply alike
to the farmer and the vine-grower (3'7).

The sheep~owner must

give the first of the shearing (3!) and the firstborn(39)
and the tenth (40).

He who eats peace-offerings (41) (must

give) to the priests the thigh and the breast and the shoulder
(42) and the cheeks and the stomach (43) besides the sacrificial
portions (offered on the altar) and it is written (Dt 16:17)
"Every man shall give as he is able."

This means that it is

proper that he should give in accordance with what God has
given him and that means the pilgrim's offering (44).
Sunming up the matter, (the story of) Elijah as well as
Elisha proves (that this is the proper thing to do) (45).

(1)
CHAPTER ELEVEN
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I shall not be able to speak about the special
significance of the glorious Name until I mention a little
about the meanings of the letters of the holy tongue (2).
All the letters by which man expresses himself originate in
f1 ve organs (3} •
There are first the guttural letters viz. aleph, het, h~,"

-

-

ayin (4);

s econd, the palatals, vi~. gimel, yod, chaf, ~ ;

--

third, the linguals, viz. daled, tet, lamed, nun, tav;
.

......_,

fourth, the sibillants, viz . zayen

samecJp., shin, resh, zadi (5};

- -Now the letters of the holy language are 22.

fifth, the labials, viz. bet, vav, mem,

~

Five of

them are doubled (in form) (6) by taking the line which is
in the width (in these five) and adding it to the length to
show that the word is not connected (with the following word).
The second of the doubled forms (mem) is closed at the end (7).
Note that half of the letters are r adical letters (8).
They are not elided nor added, even though they are doubled
(at times} like y'rakrak, adamdam, sh'charchoret (9).

This

doubling 1s (actually} weakening (the idea) if the second and
third radicals are doubled.

-r

But ifl\intensifying (the idea)

like iafyafita, thou art intensely beautiful (10), and likewise t'sags'g;, thou blosaomest greatly (11).

Half of the

letters are at times radical letters and at times servile
letters, at the Q&ginning of the word or at its end.

Their
'

mlnemonic symbol is k1sh't11 ab hamon, which is my name (l~)

*~ ~ a , , . A ~ ~ ~ ~ , ~ ~ ~ z ; - -
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--or ot mebin hasechel (13).

It 1s natural to choose those

which are easiest to pronounce, to be the servile letters (14)
because they have to be pronounced frequently.

How the first

of the letters in the order of placement I in the oral cavity

--

is ayin and after it comes het (15) .

They .are both difficult

....---

to - pronounce therefore they are not founJ in gentile script,
and he who is not accustomed to their use from his youth cannot pronounce them (16) .
I

and he

(as serviles) .

Therefore the Hebrews chose aleph
So that half the letters of this

organ (the throat) are radicals and half of them are servile
letters .
Then they chose of the letters of the palate (as serviles)
those that come first , viz . the~ and the kaph since they
are next to the first ones chosen (viz .i'J,,\') (17) .

Then they

chose of the lingual letters too , about half of them, viz .
nun and tav .

Since there are five of them and the lamed is

easy on the tongue they also made it a servile letter (18) .
And since it is uttered with the middle organ they placed
it in the middle of the alphabet .

Since futhermore the ton-

gue is raised in pronouncing it , they made it the tallest of
all the letters , and called it lamed from the verb form "study".J
for the main purpose (:cSf study) 1s to find out why anything
is (19) .

And this is the important secret (20) .

Therefore

(it is written) (Gen 20:13) "say of me" (21) and other similar
expressions.
Since the sibillant letters are hard to pronounce and
it is also difficult ot connect them (with words) , therefore
four of them were made radicals and only the shin a servile
letter (22) being infrequently used in place of asher e . g.
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(Ps 144:15) "who 1s in such a case;" (Cant 1:7) "for why
should I be", (Gen 6:3) "forasmuch as he is;" for zayen,
~

, and same~, which are sibillant letters~are very dif-

ficult to pronounce , as well as the letter resh.

The proof

is that little children cannot pronounce it .u ntil they are
~

grown and~nerves have become strong.

•or the same reason

they were obliged to make the three labial letters servile
letters and to leave one a radical letter viz . the

pip.

Since

the aleph is easy for the throat to pronounce and it comesbe•

-

I'

fore h8f they put it at the beginning (23) (of the Alphabett
and put after it one of the labial letters whieh is farthest
(from the throat) .

Similarly after the~· (comes) the vav
/

-

and after the ayin, the pe,- (24) .
Thus ~eph and bet are two servile letters and, corresponding to them , gime l and daled are radical letters of
the pala te and the tongue,respectively.

~it.

Afterwards (come)

and!!! which are serviles and, corresponding to them,

-

zayen and het which are radicals .

-

-

Because the letter tet

1s interchanged with tav, they counted it also as a servile
letter.

- -

At'ter it, comes yod , •~af, lamed,~, ~ ,

-Mllft-

making (with the tet) six servile letters , and after them

-

---

- -

six radical letters samech , ayin , pay , ;addi, koof , resh .

---·-

Since aleph is the first letter in the alphabet it is not
~

used as a suffix but only as a prefix .

-

But the letter tav

1s used as a servile letter at the beginning of the word•
as well as at the end of it .

Since this letter is similar

I

-

to the ha¥ in script, it is the sign of the feminine genda:-.

I

Then the quiescent ha7 again becomes an audible letter,
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and bf{ in

e.g.

Y

j7 (J}

which is likewise quiescent again becomes tav e . g . 7J J}J.:2 , .17J1(JJY
.

-

I

Honever it is surprising that he, quiescent in (Gen 21:10)

,,

"Cast out this bondwoman" becomes again an audible heJ in

--

(Gen 31:33) "the two handmaids."

Tav (mean~ng line) is so
.

/

called because of the line which is added to the heJ (to

-

produce it) {25) .

Now I shall speak of the vowel letters (26) which are
the foundation of the divine Name .

And I shall say t hat the

aleph is fit to be the symbol of the first person singular
/

as a prefix, for both masculine and feminine . The~' at the
end, whether quiescent , or with a mapik (27) is the sign of
the feminine gender .

The vav at the end with a holem
,

signifies the masculine ., e . g.
e . g.

/,7J1.5 ' JiJjJ/J. 1 ,/,7J:J.::J. I D'

1!>,1 7 , 17' or with
•

shurek.,

a

The yod when it occurs

as . a prefix1 signifies the masculine, e . g . iJ(J)Y' and if it
is a suffix it indicates the feminine gender . e . g .

'LY , ., 'J/7

Note furthermore that aleph as a suffix is always quiescent
but its associates .,

-hi.,., - -

vav ., yod, are not {always so) .

It is superfluous to mention that the letters

' / ,7£ > intEr -

change and ., at times , may be added, and at times elided
e. g.

'VI ' and ' CU 't. 1 ;

/ff;)cY,7 and /IYJ;Ji} (Ruth

1:20) "call me

Mara" (which could also be written with he'fi; and say ye to
Amasa { ~ replacing aleph

in 'and say ye') (28) •

At

times it is written but not read e . g . ,'' 7:J. however the
..)Ul~.

aleph is a pPineipal letteF (ie tee Poot1 .
it is added e . g .

, ,

times it 1s assimilated

And at times

' f!Jt.V . /JJc\' ('(/ :> ?,7,7 ,,'l'f J . At

Up-

by a daghesh e . g . ·(Jer 49: 20)
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{Jer 50:45) "surely it shall be appalled at them. "
assimilating of the yod e . g .
and

In the

"bef'ore I formed you"

-

"when I pour water . "

/

It also happens :that hef' is

assimilated like the~. in {Job 21:18) "that the storm
stealeth away" and (Ruth 4:5)
him."

11

who loveth thee • •• hath borne

Similarly (Ex 21:36) "its owner hath (not) kept it

in " the daga sh in b11J(P' 1ndieates the absence of
~

/i1J1YJ<II ' .

he ,

thus

There is no need to discuss this further .

,

I have already mentioned (29) why these letters (> lihV )
were chosen, because they are primary numbers.For one is the
cause of number and is not itself a number (30) .

Ten is

analogous to one for it embraces the units (31) and it is
the first of the tens .

Five and six are ·r ound numbers for

they both occur in the middle (between one and ten) (32) .
Note that the length 1s a line between two points and
width is two lines which produce• a surface (33) .

Thus

the body has six sides which is the number of lines in the
first (letter), 1 . e . the aleph,and it bears the accidents (34~
like the commandment "I" , {35) bearing (after it) all the
nine (remaining commandments) (36) .
into many parts without end (37) .
alegg. (also eleph- a thousand) .

The body is divisible
Therefore they named it

H{, signifies form as in 11 J,7

(38) , and it consists of two lines which produce a cornerJ
and besides,there is another line near it (39) .

Therefore

this letter is the sign of the feminine {40) when it occurs
at the end {of' the word) e . g . and the wind passed, a girl ,
a virgin , a widow.
The vav has the appearance of the hooks of the pillars (41)
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and is doubled to indicate the contact of the lips (42) andJ

,

-

just as the hap is the feminine suffix 1 so this is the sign

/,7!) 7 7 '. J;, 11 ll 1 J .1;1,nw •. It is

of the masculine

also used as a conjunction.

It represents the plural

l/l.!J ./CJ/Y

number at the end (of the word) also the feminine e . g.
The vav changes when it is connected with its -associate
(labial letters) (43) .

-he, which is
/

Note also that the

pre-

fixed is used in two ways; (indicati ng) anl existing thing ~
as the definite article; or as a question as to whether it
exists, viz . as the interrogative h'1 •

There is a difference

of pointing between these (two forms) (44) .

-

The yod serves both as a prefix and a suffix.

Thus

as a prefix it 1s the sign of the masculine gender singular

am

r

plural, not refez;_ing to the speaker, but only in thought.,

(one whom you have in mind"'therefore it is the opposite
of aleph (45) ( which represents the
it is

.
sllmilar

sre&~e~).

As a suffix

to a l eph ,ror the yod 1s the sign of the first
1 ~;/1

person masculine or feminine s~&aker e .g.

-

. '7' .

When the yod is audible it represents the plural number .
7'
But in the construct the yod is quiescent e . g . D'(J/J

-

I

•

The foundation of number is ten , for every number which
follows it is a part or parts of it or is produced by its
multiplication or by its addition to (a number which) follows
Q,

it or byAcombination* df both ways (46) .

Furthermore it is

known that the sphere of air and fire is one., likewise the
sphere of water and_ earth (47) , and eight spheres surround
them as is definitely proven (48) .
(spheres) (49) .

Thus the total is ten

-

Therer/t& the form of the yod is similar
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to a curved line which surrounds all that is inside it (50).

,,

~

So the meaning (of this letter) is assemblage from the same
h

P

verb root as (Neh 12:38) and the other company (assemb-

•

,,

lage); and ib: 31 two companies . (51)
Thus when one begins (to count the spheres) from the
top, then the first is holy.

And it he begins from the bottom,

from too one which 1s nearest to the observerJthen the tenth
is holy.

The re fore the firstborn and the tenth'1are holy (52) .

Note tha t from another standpoint the units are nine~
for ten is the beginning of the compoind numbers (53) .
ore is not a number .

But

Thus the eight (primary digits) are

the number s• ' Four of them are prime numbers viz . 2 , 3 , 5,
and 7 . (54)

"'ZL-

And when you add one,which is,,square root , and
'Qi.&..

.

the square , andAcube root and the cube(55) , to the square
of the first even numbe~ the result is five (56) .

But if

you add 1 t to the square of the first odd number., the result
is ten (5~) .

Thus (we have the numerical value of) the

divine name (58) .

When you add it to the square of fiv~ you

get the numerical equivalent of the whole divine name (59) .
This is likewise the numerical value of the first two letters
( in the di vine name,.) when pronounced ( 60) •

When you add it

to the square of seven_,you get fifty (the number of the)
year of the holy jubile0;, and likeJise the number of the day
of the ~ast of Weeks (61) .
Here is the special significance of the number five . It
includes all the numbers which precede it (62} plus the
di vine name (ehyeh)J the numerical value of the three lettEr' s
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(of the

tetragrammaton) (63).

Note too that (the first) half of the tetragramaton,if
added to the numbers which precede 1t1 equals 120 (64).
Similarly the total of the squares of the even (numbers)
among the nine numbers likewise amount to a. ~ound number~
(120) or when multiplied (65).

Whenyou add the d1g1ts1 the

total is 165,(66) which equals the product of the first
half of the tetrag1?ammaton and the second half (67} .
When you subtract the square of the first letter (of
the tetragrarmnaton}(100) from the square of the sum of the
(first) two {225) then you get {i2s) the cube of the second
letter (68) .

When you subtract the square of the sum (of

the first) two{225) rrom the s quare of the sum of the first
three~~ then you get (216) the cube of the third letter (69) .
I shall now explain further the si~nificance of the
ltJqtY

number ten .

It is known that the area formed by the sides

of an equilateral t r iangle

~ e.. ~

u.1 a circle equals the area

of a rectangle formed on the perpendicular of an equa lateral
triangl~ each of whose side is parallel~, eqaal ~ to the
diameter of the circle (70 ) .because the square of the perpendicular of an e qualateral triangle equals three - fourths
of the square of the side (71) .

When we draw a cord in one

third of the diameter , the square of the c ord plus the
sq~are of the arrow will equal the square of the diameter
of the circle (72) .

But by any other calculat1on, ass1gning

-u..a,

to 4 diameter a different numberJit will not result this way
but either less or more (73) .

In a circle,whose d1amet~r is

ten ,when you draw the arrow at 2/3 the diameter1 then you w_i ll
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find that t m a.re a. of the triangle as well as the area of .
the rectangle is equal to the circumference of the circle ('74).
Therefore the square of the area '-

1..

of an equilateral

triangle 1n the circle whose diameter is fifteen is exactly
f1ve thoosand (75) .

The square of a circle whose diameter

1s ten is 987 and 5/ 9 and 8/81 (76) .

And the square root

if 31 degrees, and 25 minutes and 35 eeeondar~ seconds and
~

five 60ta tenths ef e. s eeOfl&- ('77) .
When you total the numerical value of the whole divire
name the result is 72 (78) .

Therefore the ancients said

~In

that 72 -1s the numerical value of the spoke~ (79) .

every circle whos e diameter is less than ten" the area of
the equt lateral triangle is to the circuµif erence of the
circle as the circle is to tenJ (80} and the proportion is
reversed if it amounts to more than ten .
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TEE TWELFTH CHAPTER
Blessed be God , who is alone exalted, the God of the
universe, who reigns forever and is enthroned from of old,
selah.
He is not subject to change because of those who stand
for Him (2) who are near to Him or because 1;.Ge sake of (the
stars which) (ii!pe-e~..am:i-"'6P) a~e created for His glory (3) by
the hand of the angels . (3a) .

Thus the Psalmist says (4)

,,

(Ps 148:5) "for He commanded and they were created (5) .
~~

shall give you,asan illustration,the tA-ghel:Fbeings :

tre

I

For

stars of the great all-embracing (6) sphere have a uni-

form motion, and the distance rel9. tion between each one of
them is uni form,.remaining always the same .

liow the motion

of the seven planets is a l s o ~ each one of them 1.n 1 ts
sphere ('7) .

But their motion in relation to the center of

the earth varies .

For there are sane

~r

them which are reg-

.d"'., M,or,r

ular in movement apreat-,"8now in accelerate-Ain retardation ,
stationary~ and now in recession .

~

Their relative posi-

tion to one another changes endlessly (8) .

Now they join

(9) and now they move apart , now without aspect (10) and now
with seven aspects,(11) now ascending and now descending
(12) 1n~

~ r c 3 . e P (13) o r + ~ (14), now o_n the line

(ec11f1t1c) (15) and now to the left or right (of it) .
~

themselves furthermore ~ nof begin~

~

Mill..J;i$-

They
.

end, (16) nor

~
does their light increase or diminish except . w i;he appearance
(17) .

The moon however is in the lowest grade (18) for its
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light varies in relation to its distance from the sun.

But

the accidents of its movements (19} are all the same as those
accidents that affect the planets and more besides (20}.

Be-

cause of all these reasons which have been .mentioned as well
as others, all substances on the earth: subject ·to change
whether they be mineral, vegetable or animal (21}.

For it

is not possible to find the same ~ complexionJ even
once in a billion years (22).

It is therefore written in the

Sefer Ye~ rah that when we reach the number eleven (the
product of the numbers from one to eleven is so great) that
tl:::e mouth cannot express it nor can the ear grasp it (23).
If this is true in the case of this number, how much more
will it be so in the case of a number greater than the sands
-

of the seas.

Since there is nothing in the earth which is

permanent except the human soul alone you will therefore not
find any mention of the divine name in the s t ~
of tira
ocrear
tion

~

atw~

but onlY. the name Elohim. Ji':.t,:;g;QpP---JQ~oii)-40.B!-:1:.-e--a-:~~~t:"::1::<
A L.Lod~ f l / , . {JJu. &c,91M4/l C,-c~)
~
· I "i:y b1xtrb uaml (El:oh:tHr), as speech is called lip and tongue (25).
Therefore our sages of blessed memory said that the complete
name is.,;:/lied to the complete universe ( 26).
~~~Elo&i.a'until Cain was born (27).

1k,
8:oti- was called

When Eve saw th.at the

human species continued in the birth of Cain she said (Gen 4:1)
"I have gotten a man with the help of the Lord" (28) • . For
this reason also Moses only mentioned to Pharaoh the divine
name which is the name of the God of the Hebrews

-

so

that it

is possible for one who receives His power upon earth to perform wonders (29).

.

~ ~ ~

Therefore you will not find this name in
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the book of EcclesiastesJfor it speaks of the wisdom of
Elohim,and the power which people in general received , not
the unique individual like Moses (30) .

Therefore Jethro

said, (Ex 18:lil) "Now I know that the Lord ·i ·s greater than
I'

God is the Elohim of Elohims (32) .
~
times it is a',repw noun and at times a e e!ftffl&fl noun.
all Elohims (31) .

~

proof is ( the usage) "the Lord of hosts" (33) .

.:.,~

tt.' eemmee \ i i : ~ (34) , as
~
(35) . I t w explained in the

1s also called God
in Chronicles

~

why it is called God

J

a

At
The

His throne

it is written
book of Samuel,

(IIS 6:2) "whereupon is ••• the

name of the Lord of hosts that sitteth upon the cherubim"
(36 ) .

So (Ex 3:14) "I am what I am (where eh:yeh is both a

proper a nd common name . ) (3'7)
-

So also (we explain cthe

verse) (Is 30:26) "The lieht of the sun will be sevenfold
like the light of the seven days_'~ for every day (of creation)
the light increased~ but on the seventh day it stopped (in·creasing) (38) .

So also (Dn 11:11) "and he shall fight with

him, even with the king of the north"; also (Ezek 1:4) "and
out of the midst thereof as the colour of electrum, out of
the midst of the fire . "
Now mark you that one is the fo~ndation of all number~
~

c.;.., iM o,.Ar'H- , U d ~ J

(39) yet it is not a number1 for it etaBd~ alene (40) and has
no need of the numbers that follow it .
number 1s composed of units .

Every number

~

.

di.rections ~

Furthermore every

~~n

two

e one £ltmetieru, in only one direction (41}
6

viz: the direction of the numbers which e~t because of it
(42).

Therefore the philosophers called man a microcosm (43).
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This furthermore is the significance of Metatron, the prince
of the divine presence (44).

This is the secret of which

the sages of blessed memory said (that it is revealed only
to nen possessed of) five attributes (45) • . It is therefore
written in the Shiur Koma (46)--Rabbi Ishmael said: "Everyone who knows the proportions of the creator(47) 1s assured
that he will have a share in the world to come, and I and
Akiba are sureties for this fact." (48)

In this way (49)

the scholar will be able to know the One from the standpoint
that everything cleaves to him only in regard to His goodness.

The created being has no power to know Him completely

(50).

This may be illustrated by the light of the sun

whf.ch pas ses over the weak of eye (51).

-

He cannot look

directly at the sun, but only at a point which it has passed.
Therefore it is written (Ex 33:19) "I will make all My goodness pass before thee" (52).

Thus

~ fi all

His

goodness is like (looking upon) His face, while created beings
perceiving him is like (looking upon) His back.

This (is

what is meant by) (Ex 33: 23) "And thou shalt see My back"

{53).

This is by analogy to man for the speaker is· man (54)
~ man . He who has studied psychology can underand the hearAis
stand these beings for they are not bodies nor similar to
bodies. (55)
~

Since however the cause is both

-!

a,,.J.~

Reap

and Pe¥ (56) the

Hebrews have said (Dt 32:9) "For the. portion of the Lord is
His people" and (Ps 16:5)

"o

Lord t he portion of mine inheri-

tance and of my cup" and (Lam 3:24) "The Lord is my portion"
sait h my soul." . It is also written (Dt 9:29) "Yet they are
thy people and Thine inheritance" and it is written (Dt 10:9)
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"the Lord is His inheritanc e ."
And the other wa:y is equally true (57).

It is written

(Ps 144:1) "Blessed be the Lord my Rock" and (in) another
verse (IIS 22:3) "The God who is my rock, in Him I take
refuge;" similarly (Dt 10:21) "He is thy glory and He is thy

God" and (Ps 109:1 "O God of my praise."
(Ps 59:11)

11

And it is written

The God of my mercy."

Therefore the secret of the prayers (58) is to say, (Ps
145:1) "I will extol Thee, my God, 0 King" (Ps 103:20) !'Bless
the Lord ye angels of His" (Ps 34:4) "O magnify the Lord

with me."

This secret is the main doctrine of this whole

chapter (59), and (Ps 118:20) "This is the gate of t he Lord
The righteous shall enter into it" (60).
Finis (61)

-
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NOTES
l.

j1 ; J J1

71 DI

,,, -, Jr., ·r,

tj

fhe oombina t ion of"t/o a:nd?I o'

occurs frequently in Ibn Ezra 1 a writing~ A99 n. 153.0f Fili l28n.l
On the influence of Gabirol as evidenoed in this usage see Bia24
n.l

On 710 , of F 63, 136 and Keter Kalekut 174

2. Thia 1ntroduotory poem is rhymed in the Hebrew te;X,t uaing
,._,_,__

a. metre of yated and two tnu'ot-Reifmann, Lit eraturbla.tt dee

Orients (1843 • > 606.
and two tnu'ot.

any metre
2a. F 33

,-i,/,J.ti'

Rosin however reads it a.e two t _nu'Q·t, ya.,tEB,

Thia seems oorreot.

Stern cannot recol'}llize

in it.

This view is shared by Joseph ibn Za.ddik~fn 156)
I

and Ibn Gabirol (Melanges text 1:5 p.2b)
3.

The Tery existence of the person who denies Him proves the

exiitenoe of

l)ia

~i,

oreator.

C 4a.

4. This book is the house to whioh he refers. C 4b
5. Several msa add," I eha.11 give thanks, upon finishing it, to

God and His beloved, Joseph ben Jacob, for the gift of his
hand.~

6. "lt

On the identity of Joseph b Jacob see A. 61 n.5

p~ is called the Foundation of Reve r ence because in it

he teaches how to revere God• what God ecpeots of man and wba.t
is man1 a goal 1n life.ff

C 3a
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, ',V fJ IJ .:1_J The

? '1. '! l:J /J .::J. is also found in

usage

~

introduot ion /,/ to his BafaAB rura.~ 12

a.

Cf Com Ex 3:15 whioh opens with almost identical language.

Ibn Ezra f1tequently begins exoursea w1th >:2J>l.>i) 'f}.iJ.,::l.,~ ,I'),_\>
Cf Con1 Ex 23:25, 26:1, 33:al et al.,

9.

;, t:J:>t>i1

11 ,:,(JJJ,7

i1J / 1 ?Y 'i1

J signifies

in the highest degree of perfection while

the human soul

iJt:,(JJ J signif iee

the soul of man in general, in contradistinction to

F

whioh exists in all living beings .
p.105.

(JJ

:JJ

44 n 3 cf Keter Mal kut

•whereas animals are distinguished by exter~l form,

man poaeeasea this inner distinguishing trait .
oharaoteriat1oJ of this soul is that it must

The special
be perfected

through the efforts of the man who possesses it.

The means

to a.ooompliahing this is set forth in this book.• 0 7b

9a..

n

Ibn Ezra alwaJf used the. word

o tcJ i1 in

spea.king of God in order to avoid the frequent repetition of

God 1 $ name. F 18 n 3

10. Efros--The purpose of the soul here is knowledge and
mitzvo.
17;;,

Ibn Ezra thus gives its epeoifio purpose,

;Jc.r:Jli"I

1.hJN),,

/Yli~

learning rel1e1oue truth.

':> apparently referring to

Friedlaender sl)eaks of "the

truth; the writing of God .. • F 26 n

a

Ga,birol expresses

the ea.me idea- "plaoed the aoul in the body to vivify it and .to
tea.oh and,-,,.,,, show it the path of life and to deliver it fmm

(t
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evil.• Keter Mal+kut 106.
11. Cf Com Eco

7:la;

Cf Com Eoo introduction.

D 18 #119; F 32f; Keter Malekut 27

Batlajusi (19) speaks of

12. Cf D 19 fl28; Com Ex 20:l

learning by grades from subject to aubjeot, starting with the
material and eventually coming to the spiritual.

•The

soienoe of truth" is the philosophy of religion. PT 50,134.
Klatzkin (I 59) quotes a. paea~.ge containing

J71'J,.' (

as a

name for God .

CHAPTER

ONE

1. E. G. in the Hebrew text of Judges 18:30, Psalms 80:14,

Job 38:13, l5e
2. E. G. /' li\' Gen 18: 9 and

!J 'j ::J.? I 1J ~

3. Cf F 57 n l i Oom Ex 20:1

The term

Dt 29: 22

D 1r.,Y/!J is also

used by Ibn Ezra to mean accents (Moznaim Ch lj F 66 n3, l28f)
and particles (safa. B•:c·ura. 4b)

Kaufma.nn insists the.t •a.n

a.llen Stellen wo dieaee Bild Scheinba.r

bei ihm vorkommt •• •

1.et d.urohaua nur von dem Sinn in verha.ltniss zum WOrt ... die

Rede."

Attributenlehre l73f n 128

Similar language is

frequently used by the Brothers of Purity--_pa-- references in
Attributenlehre.

4. Of F 64 n 1, 66 1 l24f

1~
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5. Arabia grammarians recognized three parts of speech--nouns,
verbs and particles.

Comtino (9a) states that in Ba.hut, Ibn

Ezra. lists only the four pref ixea

-n." ?.:> :J.

in this classifica.tioa

Vid p.58ff.
6. Verbs are combined with their objects by means of various
particles .

Some regularly are followed by one specific

part iole .

Others may use va1·ious part iolee with a resultant

change in meaning. C lOe.
7. Thus the verses regarting the neighbor and the proselyte
do not imply love for them compa rable to one's love for
himself since that is peyohologioally impossible.

The use of

the lamed as oonneotive implies that one should love, i.e.

deal considerately with everything that belongs to the neighbor
or stranger .• See Com Lev 19:17.

s.

Thus the Torah is teaching

men to protect and respect the property rights of their
neighbors. Com Lev 19:lS;Abot 2:l?j C lOa.
8.

The use of et in Dt 10: 19 would appear to command love

for the stranger himself.

Ibn Ezra answers tha.t in this verse

DJ> :l ;,,,V / is separated from its object by a. disjunctive a.ocent
consequently it does not mean love for the stranger personally,
wher ~as in Lev 19:34 the accent 1a oonjunctive-Efros.
9. Judah Ha.yyuj, 10th century gra.mnw.rian.
10. Abu 1 1 Wa.lid Merwan ibn Ja.nnah

--or Jonah ibn Jannah.

Ka.rinue ia the name usually applied to him by Ibn Ezra.. Of
Sahut 13b; Sa.fa. B1'rura. l3aj F 151.

Hiraohfeld (L,i,terary

History of Hebrew Grammar and Lexicography
seven works by him.

40ff)liat s only

Thia may justify the reading of Me

i1

•
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11. Probably the Kitab al-ietighna(Book of Amplitude) whioh
consisted of

aa eeotiona, now lost (Hissohfeld

op cit 48)

But Graetz (Seoond Edition VI ao) eays this was one of twen;y
two books. Of. J

&

H Derenbourg, Opuscules et Traitls, Paris,

1880, p. xxxv.

lla. Cf F 116 n l.

12. Thus this muet be derived from the oral law--viz. the
Talmud. See Mishnah Sab~ 4:2
13 ~ Suk 2a.ff •

14. Lev 25:14; Miehna.h BM 4:3

15~ The Torah states the date of the holidays without tellin.
how to determine when the first of the m~nth

~,i

occurs. C lOa.

Cf Sefer Ha-Ibbur ?a..
16. Ne!znad vtns. 1 1m--~vid Ganz 58a.--•The t•ue conjunction is

when the center of the moon itself isopposite the sun•, thti.a
conjunction occurs at variant intervals.

•The median conjunc-

tion occurs when the center of the epicycle is opposite the
center of the sun.

Then there is no investigation a.a to the

exaot position of the moon itself.

It is simply assumed that

the mraon is then either at the perigee or the apogee of its
epicycle, even though this is not actually the oaee.

The

median conjunction always occurs at regular intervals.•
Cf J Hildesheimer--Jahreeberioht dee Rab. Sem. zu Berlin, 1880 .,28

:: E 157; Y1 sod Ola.m., Isa.a.o Israeli (ed Goldberg and
Rosenkranz) Berlin.1848, 48a.
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· l 7. "The apogee at whiohthe moon correctly appears"
diatanoe between the sun and the moon.

means the

Thia diatanoe is not

constant but depends upon the speed or retardation of the
spheres upon which the luminaries a.re placed. C lOb

18.

When the new moon is dieoovered by v1sU9,l ob•ervation, the
the
location of the observer is significant for apparent posit~n
in the heavens will vary according to the country in which the

observer ba.ppens to be.

s.

19. The arc on the eol4ptio

position of the moon.Of

s, c

between the actual and apparst
lOb, E 354.

The actual or true

place of the moon 1a the plaoe in the zodiac in which it 10.1.ld
be

seen by an obse rver at the center of the earth; while ta

.the apparent or observed position is that in which it is an
by an observer on the faoe of the earith. VT 331.

ao.

Whether the moon is at right or left (south or north)

of the eol6ptio is a factor in its appearance to the vial4 &l

observer.

Clla.;

The month therefore varies in length. Cf Com Gen 33 :10

s.

21. The island is generally regarded as England.
414f; Friedlaender JQR Oot 1895, 142.

in longitude is only 35°
twenty minutes in time.

Graetz op cit

The actual differen~e

causing a difference of two hoUlls and
Stern's contention that the island

referred to is Rhodes in Asia Minor is not oonvinoing .
Ibn Ezra uses Jerusalem as his meridian.

None of his computations

of this type appear accurate. F 152 n 5. Of Com Gen 33:lO,Ex 12:a
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sa.muel Oohs (Ibn Eerata Leben und Werke, Bresla.u, 1916~42 n a)
olaiming that in the Genesis note,

i1J'7b is spurious, being

added by a cppyist, because Ibn Ezra speaks only of Rome as
,)J'7YJ is diaproven by

Sefer Ba.-Ibbur Sb where

i'J'"7Y.>

is applied to Verona..

aa.

Of Suk 52a Com Dt 10:16 ;F 144 n 1.

23. Meat oannot be eaten unless its blood has first been
poured out on the altar--Olla. But Stern says that this
statement of Saul is to teach that one should not eat at
Kimhi

the place where the animal was slaughtered/

Cfl/Com 1.0.

,~,. Thie verse is quoted in IIK 14:6 in support of
Amazia.h 1 e spa.ring the sons of the murderers.
Sinoe there is an apParently contradictory verse in the
Torah(Ex 20:5) the act of Amaziah helps to determine the
tradition. s.•
26. Cf Com Dn 11:30 in which Ibn Ezra frowns upon the methods
of Ga.birol and Abraham b Hiyya to determine the • end of GlfJ• •
•-the meissianio era..

as.

The study of the hiatorioal and prophetio books of the

Bible.is helpful in learning the language but not as the
direot source of the la.w.
27. Literally •the exact 1nveati~gation of language.•

as.

Asmaohta~-a law based on a. passage of the Bible although

~pe passage does not state the law literally.

Actually suoh

laws a.re founded on tradition and the bible verse is a mere

l

k..

memoria teohnioa.. F 114; Cf SS.fa." Bf rura.f'.. Sa.
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29 . Of Safa B'rura 4b; F 145 n 2

30 . The movements of the moon a.re highly variable thus
it completes its oouree in a longer or shorter time .

Cf C lOb; Al~Biruni 61,96. Iggeret Hashabbat 168 .
Thia

Ta.lrnudio dictum is expounded in Sefer Ha.-Ibbur, Abra.ham

b . Hiyyah (ed Filipowski,London, 1851) 19-21~ Y1 ~od Ola.m~
Isa.a.o Israeli, 48a.; Nehma.d ytn-3,11m, tavid Ganz, 58a .
31 . •we calculate aooo.rding to the new moon•s birth .

If it

is born before midday then certainl y it will have been
seen shortly before sunset.• RH 20b .

The Talmud assumes

that the moon does not beoome visible for at lea.at six
hours from its ttbirth"-thus the period from mid~y to
sunset .

33. flThe moon 1a invisible for 84 hours around the new
moon .

For us in Babylonia. , six of these belong to the old

moon, 18 to the new; for them in Palestine, six to the new,
eighteen to the old. •

RH 20b . Cf Kuzari II 20, p . l48f

33 . Ibn Ezra uses this aphorism frequently of. P•

a.

J34 . Erubin 9b.76b, etc.
35. see Mishnat Ha.-Middot edited by SOlomon Gandz(Quellen
und studien zur Geaohiohte der Math . Aetron~ u . Phyeik-

Abt A Quellen

a Band) The

.

first Hebrew geometry of about

150, CE, containing details of the oonstruotion of the
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tabernacle with a short compendium of geometry as an intro-

(

duotion.

Ibn Ezra attributes it to Nathan, zunz to Nathan

ha.•Ba.vli, (of S quoting

s

0-

J Rap# port) but Gandz names

R Nehemiah as the author.

comtino (lab) •uotes the

opening verses of the book.

A variant version of this

quotation by Carmoly is found in Keren Hamed VI 113.
36.

Ber lOa; Cf B 40f n 74.

37. The expression (JJ£>Ji1 J1Y.> ::>

ooours in Yosippon.

n

for psychology first

Ibn Ezra also uses

fUS>JiJ 7/0for

psyohology--Dukes, Philosophiaohes aus dem zehnten Jahrs
hundert 55n. 5.

Gabirol emphasizes the importance of

Psyohology for a general knowledge of science.

Ibn Ezra

pays tribute to his knowledge of the subject. H 101 n.45.

38. lle~ieva.l philosophers usually put physics before the
science of the soul, following the logical progression of
study from the material to the spiritual.
39. Cf Sefer Ha-Ibbur 9a --"the as,rologera who knew
definitely the true solstice did not say that any food
or drink ia harmful at the time of the solstice.

The sages

of Kairowan asked R Hai Gaon why it was customary not to
drink water at the time of the soletioe.

He answered, 'It is

merely a precaution because since the solstice is the begin~
ning of the year therefore the Jews were not accustomed to
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drink water then, beea.use they laok blood(

a'r.>7 n,?).

J',\'(V J/:JY::J..

Ther --:fore they eat all sorts of sweetmeats

so that their new year be sweet and I say sweet is

tre

sleep

of the servant of God at every moment! Cf Eco 5:11; Cf Iggeret
Hasha.bba,t in Kerem Hemed IV 164!.

Comtino (13a) explains

that the ohilling of the body, when one awakens at night
and drinks) ie injurious .
40. The ~mage produced by the planets, saturn and Ma.rs,

on the nights tba.t they are in the aecendent is called
Iggeret bat Maha.lat (C 13b)

Cf Nm Ron 7:1 . Iggeret

bat Maha.lat was the queen of the demons who rule at
night,. Cf Pes 112b; Ginzberg, Legends of the Jewe V 39.

40a Cf Marx 7.
41. lhe moon, when in the seventh oonatellation from the
aun,1s apparently as large as the sun .
slander the

SWl~

Thus it seems to

Thereafter it begins to wane until it is

entirely effaced by conjunction.

a.cf

Keter Malekut p.90.

42 . "Even bible scholars must know soienoe ..

The verses

that follow refer to the four eleme~ts.•(o 14a)
43. Reifma.nn reads

D'Y.ll

c.,,~ (fire and water) for

ll' f.)(l) (heaven), then earth, air and duet. (Ltblatt
des Orients, 1843, 607).

Stern says D'bCO means fire, for

fire is higher than the other elements, being in the sphere
of the moon.

The ola.ssifioation of the elements as earth.

water, fire and air goes baok to the early Greeks and is
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oommonly aooepted by medieval Jews and Arabs. Bf Adolph JellinewBeitrage zur Geaohiohte der Ka.bb&la, Lejpzig, l.852, I p.38;_ Ket6'
Malekut 88j Batla.jusi text

s.

44. ;,,~~ Comtino and Reifnmnn read
rendering the passage "6.nd it--

n

i7c'~ _,_ thus

t, --

doee not mean place

or corner at e,ll. • Cf Com Eco l: 6
45. The verses from Eoclesia.etea might not necessarily

refer to the four elements.

Therefore Genesis is cited.

But the Genesis passage might have been intended simrly to
tell the story without any thought of the elements.

For

thB reason the other vereea are quoted here to prove tll&t
the Bible speaks in every instance of the four elements •.
If not, one or more of these elements would nave been

omitted in some bible book. C 14&.

47.

"The measure thereof is longer ••• broader ••• "

is an illustration of a verse requiring explanation.
In one verse the length of the earth is emphasized,
in the other its breadth.
is solved by astonomy.

The apparent· contradiction

It teaches that the earth

is spherical; its length is thus equal to its breadth
and the distance from the center to the surface is
the same in every direction--0 15a.

48. Ps 148

49.

Fire and hail rise in the mist from the earth.

S cf Com Ps 148:8

Hail rises to a point where it

freezes and solidifies.

C-15b. Cf Aristotle, Meteor-

ologia., I 10:12

50.

This is in accord with the bible narrative of

Gen 1:7 Ps 148:4

Thales of Miletus said that water

is found above the spherical sky.

Comtino speaks

of the water developing at a middle point in the

atmosphere called

1
/

1

f

n

--C 15b
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51. The accepted view was tlJS,t the planets each had
tts own sphere.

Here Ibn Ezra eeeme to put the

sun and moon in the same sphere as the fixed stars, on

the vaais of Pe 148:l,3.

Cf Corn Ps 148:2

52. Cf Com Ex 20:l, 32:9; F 57, 125 n 2; SS.n 89aa

53. Of Com Ex 20::l
54. In tlwt

F ll.Of n 2.

hie mind is sharpened ec that he maybe a more

effective guide.
56. The ehofar ie blown only after the conclusion of the
Day of Atonement; the1•efore, Stern eays, this allusion

must be to the blast of Jubilee. Cf Lev 25:9,
57 ., Maimonides, Sefer Ha-Mitzvo•(ed. Midhael Wclf"

Lemgerg, 1860) 5a, explains that it is a positive
precept for the people to assemble to hear the scripture
reading on the second day of Tabernacles after the te:rmination
of the 8abbatical year.
58. Cf Ban 38-• 5a, eto.

59.

59a. Cf P• 43.
60. The esoteric doctrine of the structure of the supra.mundane
world,baeed on Ezekiel I and x.
61. A Bara.its. dee,ling with that part of the Merka,bah dOotrine
describing the dimensions of God.

This pre-oa.tee saadia, sinaa

it is mentioned by writers of the eighth and nintb oenturies-

/h·
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Zunz,"Literaturgeechiohte •• " 606.,
62.

On Ibn Ezxate opp~a1tion to anthropomorphism see

L Orachansky-Abraham ibn Eara ala Philoeoph, B~eelau,1900,
p.9 and references there.
63. Of page 68 n. 44.

64. •Even though the Gaonim knew the Talmud they d.id not

deoide religious questions correctly because they did
not know the eo1enoes&-Cl6a.
65. H. Malter (Saadia Gaon,Philadelph1a,1942,266f)
pp.eats of a book by this name which may have been a

copy of Chapter II of Emu.not V'deot issued ae a sfparate
essay.

But Reifmann( Litblt dee OI"iente, 1843,p.607,)

says it is by Hamai Gaon.
66. Reifmann, 1 c, reads it, a.a follows

f/#."J~

•~

,V? /Jf'J.,V::J. /t:,$Y';:, (i77/~IO) D;!?
_.,..
l~ '?I (t,.::,w) JJY7 IJJ',\' ( ?'::Jt/lY.J) >'7/',7 'P

LJY7'

('r::1cv1r.:,)

Y'7'

Thus the gaon erred in saying that the divlr.e knowledge,
the Knower and the known are not a.1J. one, Cf H 95 n 35;
Batlajusi 46 line 18f,

Comtino (16a) adds ttat He knows

nothing but Himself therefore He does not know human beine;s,
since such knowledge would involve multiplicity in Hirn

67. Cf Com Ex 34:6 and Ohel Joseph 86e. ,f/21.
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68. The philosopher who supposes that God created
the world by a created will forgets that one canoot
create without another oree,tor for He wc,u.11.d be
going from potentiality to actuality and would
require someone to move Him from one to the other
s tate. Cl Sa..

The teac hing that God creates through

a created will is opposed by Empedooles and later by
Joseph ibn Zaddik., H 152 •

In general, Ibn Ezra ie

here in agreem~nt with the Mutazila .

69. Cf Com Ex 26:l, an excursus on matter and soul,
adding "and he who knows the secret of his soul and

the condition of his body cam tnpw tije details of the
upper world,"

De Anima l:l "The knowledge of the soul

admittedly oc ntributes greatly to the advance of truth in
general and above all, to our understanding of nature ••• "
Pur1ii._
~he Brothers of itiliefflY apply the doctrine of selfknowledge to the knowledge of body and soul.

.Avicenna

likewise, aaida "Whoever does not know hie soul ie not in
a position to know his Creator." He may be quoting socrates--H lOlf and n47; Cf Com Eco 3:21~ diacuee!ng the importance and
intricacy of the knowledge of the soul.
70. David al-P.ukammas classifies physics ae a theoretical
ecienoe following Aristotle.

Judah Halevi regularly alludes

to physics as an important ecience--H.,A. Wolfson. Cla,seifica.tion
of the Scienoee--HUC Jubilee Volume 266ff.
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71. The ltoioe compared logic to the valle of a city or
garden--,.p Stoics (Zeller-Reichel) 64.

Al-Mukammae with

Aristotle liete logic as one of the theoretical ecienceaWolfeon, 1b, 269.
72. Mathematics is indispensable in medieval . philosophy

esp•cia.lly among the Moha.mm• dans.

Batlajusi,18. This emphasis

goee back to the Greeks-M Olitzki, Zahleneymbolik dee
Abraham 1bn Esra, H114eehe1mer Jubalachr1ft, Berlin, l .890 1 110 n 34.
73.

•sy

geometry the science of numbers is transferred from

the particula.r to the universal and astronomy removed from
conjecture and opinion to a baeie of trut h" ...• "l-Bir\mi, l.

75. Cf Obel Joseph 119a expressing the same thought .

The

study of these ecienoee i e a prerequisite to the understanding
of the Bible and Talmud and thereby , of the metaphyeioal mysteries
of peyohology 1 angellology, theology and eschatology •.

Aristotle, and Judah Hal evi included psychology in mets.physioe

as did Avicenna and Algazal1.

Wolfson,. 1b, 294,

jverroes

wrote,"the real purpose of the Law is to impart the knowledge of
truth and of right action.

The knowledge of truth consists in

cognizance of God and the whole universe with its inner sie;nificamoe
especially that of religion." Philosophy and Theology of Averroes,
Janil Ur Rehman, Baroda., 1921,53 .
76. Those who know the soiencee--C 16a
77. Quoted in H Malter, Saadia Gaon, 283 n 607 .

CHAPTER TWO
l.

These terms are found in Porphyry, the found-

ation of Aristotle's logic which begins by enumerating these terms viz species, genus, difference,
property and accident . C 16b

of Maimonides Treat-

ies on Logic, Efros, NY, 1938, Chapter 10, p 51

2.

This shows the greatness of logic, viz that

1 t clasal fies things in the mind Cib

3.

Here ibn Ezra begins the discussion of the

precepts in the light of logic.

He shows the log-

ical classification in the Torah besides following
the dialectical method of discussion in this paragraph .
then

He gives first the view of the ancients,
he refutation by Marinu.s, then Rashi's

answer, finally his own view.

4.

Hul 63a

5.

ef Page 3 note 6

6

7.

C ib

Commenting on Dt 14:13

Safa B1 rura 9a also gives this discussion.

Lev 11:14 reads daah as genus including~ and

Com

dayah (or daah and dayah) as species .

The confusion

rega rding the reading of these names is due to the
fact that where Leviticus lists daah, Deuteronomy
l i s t s ~ and dayah .

The Talmud reaches the conclu-

sion that i1'7,.7,t, ,,1~, 11 71,,,, are four diffe r ent
names for the same bird.

Hul . 63b .

Yerks in J . 2

R. 14: 11-13 .

Birds are the genus; turtledove and pigeon

8.

are the species .

Isaac is a species of Israel which 1s rendered

9.

here Aven as a euphemism.
to the same thing .

Thus the two verses refer

The first mentions the species ,

the second implying the genus of C 16b

10 .

Probably the aleph and h~; but Comtino (17b)

argues that raah and dayah are species o r ~ ,
pointing out that each 1s spelled with two
letters

11 .
C

17b

or

the genus .

Since genera are made up of ~ndiv1dua

or

the
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l2

Ibn 7.,&ddik says the senses can grasp ~nly the accidents

or individua, not the genera, the cla.esee and species; while
the intellect grasps the spiritual character of things and
their inner nature-•Ola.m Ka.tan p.31, 32. Cf H i95.
13. Genera are preserved, individua perish. Com Ex 3:15; Pe
148:13.

The relation between God, the ideals (genera)

and the material world has its analogy .. in Logic, in the
relation between the genera, species and individua;
the genera not only co.ntain, but are in fact the toa&lity
of all the species and 1nd1vidua, and the characteristics
of the former appear aleo in the latter. F 21.
l.4.

The details of the precepts are subs urned under the

genera which are not numeroue-C 17b.
15. This nunber is first found in tannaitic eourcee and ie
apparently baaed on ancient tradition.

The first to

enumerate them was Simeon Kahira. in Halakot Gedolot .,
ti,
Cf Rosin--Compendium de~ Geaetzeskunde,Breela.u,. 1871,l.4;,
B

Ha.lper,Book of Precepts by Hefes b Yaelie..h, Phila.delphia,,l9l5,

lff.

16. FJt 23:lS; 34:26; Dt 14:21

Hefee b Yasliah counted

twioe any law repeated twice in the Torah~-atlper,ib,86ff.
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l2

Ibn 7~ddik says the senses can grasp ~nly the accidente

or individua,. not the genera,. the classes and species; while
the intellect grasps the spiritual character of things and
their imier nature-•Olam Katan p.31,. 32. Cf H i95.

13. Genera are preserved, individua. perish. Com Ex 3:15; Pe
148:13.

The relation between God, the ideals . (genera)

and the material world has its analogy. in Logic, in the
relation between the genera, species and individua;
the genera not only co.ntain, but are in fact the toa&lity
of all the species and individua, and the characteristics
of the former appear aleo in the latter. F 21.

J.4.

The details of the precepts are subsumed under the

genera which are not numeroua-C l7b.
15. This number is first found in tannaitic sources and is

apparently baaed on ancient tradition.

The first to

enumerate them was Simeon Kahira in Halakot Gedolot.
ti,
Of Rosin-- Compendium def Geeetzeskunde,Breela,u, 1871,l.4;,
B Halper,Book of Precepts by Hefes b Yaelia.b, Phila.delphia.,1915,
lff.

16. Ex 23:lS; 34:26; Dt 14:21

Hefee b Yasliab counted

twioe any law repeated twice in the Torah""'-~lper, ib,86ff.

1'7.

Hul 115b
,

18.

For example "eat not of it ••• but . roast with fire"

is the general precept and "raw, nor sodden at all
with water. 11 (Ex 12: 9) is the particular .

He shall

obs ta in from wine and strong drink • •• "Neither shall
he drink any liquor of grapes" is a general precept counted as a separate precept by Maimonides who
also counts, its particulars "he shall not eat fresh
grapes" as one precept, and "from the pressed grapes

even to the grape-stone" as another .

Nm 6:3f .

Stern .

19.

For example "Thou shalt surely open thy hand"

(Dt 15:11) and "that thy brother may live wit'h thee."
(Lev 25:36) are counted as a single precept but

"three times shalt thou keep a feast unto Me in the
year" (Ex 23:14) and ttthree times in the year all
thy males shall appear" (ib:17) are counted as two
separate precepts . S

20.

In his opposition to the fixed number he is in

agreement with the Karaites.

A Neubauer-Beitrage und

Dokumente zur Geschichte der Karaertums 1866 p 6 _cf
Encyclopedia Judaica VII 368ff, IX 947 .

Judah ibn

Balaam (eleventh century) was the first to protest
against the idea of 613.

B Halper ib 7 er F 97 n

l; Hovot Hal'vavot III 3160-1 "the precepts of the
Torah are limited to 613 but the precepts of the
intellect are practically countless."

21.

Practically all writers before Ibn Ezra foll-

owed Halakot Gedolot blindly in their method of
enumeration.

Heres b Yasliah however 9.uestioned the

validity of that method.

Halper ib:6

"Ibn Balaam said there were two kinds of precepts,
those enjoined forever and t h ose given only for one
occasion.

If the former alone are counted, they

would not amount to the required number while .if we
also include the latter, they would exceed that number.
ing ."

Ibn Ezra is opposed to all systems of countHalper ib:8

21a. The "ancients" is a name commonly used by Ibn
Ezra for the Talmudic Rabbis.

er Fl51, 172

21b. F 123 n 4 shows his deference ·ror the wisdom
of the Talmudic sages.

22 •. (See introduction note 5 on his identity).
Graetz infers that ibn Ezra was in Engl and for some

time previous to the writing of this book.

Grae·tz

VI 415 , cf Friedlaender in JOR Oct 1895 pl42
I

23 .

Dt 13:5

24 .

Cf Com Ex 20:2 Hos 4:15 Pa 125:4 .

This may

indicate the influenc e of Bahya Cf Die Kalam in der
Judischen Litera tur--Martin Schreiner, Berlin 1895 1
p27 , 29 .

In Hovot Halvavot he speaks of u•-,.2,,•,1

J)l :l::l.'li7 J>l::llnl Introd . p. 11.

.h/:JJn

Sefer Maamar Hasechel--

Eliezer b Nathan , Vienna 1815 p la-b .

25 .

Fearing implies guarding oneself from committing

a forbidden act , am is a positive action .

The dif-

ference between a positive precept with negative
implications , and a negative prec ept is that he is
liable for the negative precept on ly when he actually
transgresses it, whereas in the former case he is
required to guard himself from transgressing . C 17b

26 .

Cf Sota 14a, where this exegesis is given .

27 .

This includes the ethical laws.

The precepts

which follow here are subordinate .to these two
verses which are genera . C 18a .
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as.

Mentioned in Con1 Ex 20:l as a negative precept of

the heart.
29 .. Thea.e

words command the obeerg__anoe of allthe

precepts in general--ClSa.

'Doing justice and loving

meroy' is included in the natural precepte(known before
revelation); •walking hunibly ••• • includes the statueee
of God a.nd the tbra.h.

s.

30. Com Gen 26:5--The etat~tee are

ff

the divine statutes

by which s, ma.n should conform to His works as I eha.ll

explain in the verse dealing with'shaatnez• (cloth of
mixed materia.l) .

Theee ate.tutes are impla.nted in the

heart• and the Torah ref ere to his performance of the rite
of oircumoiaion.• Of F 47 n 3.
32. The prohibition of incest is baaed upon the prohibition

to 1moover the nakeanees of ~other or father, which in
turn is subordir~te to the prohibition to approach near
of kin.

Thus we begin with a higher and a lower genus

and the species begin with "she is thy mother.•(Lev 18:7)
Furthel"l?lore since in verses 12,13 1,\'W is used we may
infer that the prohibitions in these two verses come under

a single precept, being species of one genus whieh is
stated in verse 6, where

1 ,Y w i& a.lat' uaed. C lSa..

33. Cf Sefer Mitzvot Gadol, Negative Vol I,ala-bi Sefer
Ma.a.mar Haeekel, 49a ff (later than Ibn Ezra); Maimonides
Sefer Ha.mizvot, Lemberg 1860, 66b-67a; Com Ex 20:13

93.

quoting Saadiah on the degrees of incest~
34. When there has been no warning to the defend.ante• the

court muat acquit them-sa.n Sb, Mak 6b--but they may
still be subject to karet by divine decree-com Lev 18:29.
The fact ths.t the penalties imposed by the court vary for the
various infractions, does not make them separate precepts
since all are alike subject to kar~t~-c 18b.

On Karet see

Com Gen 17:J.4,; Mishnah Keritot 1:1

35. Ibn Ezra means that each group mentioned is counted as

one precept.

Thus the eating of the fleeh of unclean beasts

is listed as Negative Precept #127 in Sefer Kifvot Gadol;Vol I
. p 28&; Second Commandment ,ff:46 in Maa.mar Ha.sekel 26b;

Likewise

the prohibition of unclean fowl ie one precept, the prohibition
of unclean fish, and the prohibition of the eight sewa.rming
02eatures is counted ae Positive precept #245 in Sefer Mitvot

Ga.dol II 114b; Second Commandment #59 in Maa.m.r Ha.sekel 27a;
.lnd: 1Poa1 ti ve Precept ,f/:97 in Sef er Hami,vot 14b.

36. Mere contact with them produces defilement--Hul l26b.
Thus the fact that t mre are various precepts regarding
a single species does not warrs,nt their being counted

separately.

37.

They are grouped under a single precept, however.

Despite the gravity of the prohibition of the eight awarr11tg
creatures, there w.se no written prohibition of touching their
caroa.ssee, yett in these three crea.tures there is an explicit

prohibit ion •

However this does not warr&.nt their being

classified separately since the explicit prohibiticn is merely
to foster the spirit of holinees--Cl8b.

38.

Even though one mi ght imagine tha t the term

carcass does not apply to fish.

39.

Cf Com Lev 11:10

Contact with carcasses which def+le does not

involve liability to flogging or kareth as in the
case of other negative precepts.

This is because

there is no stated prohibition to touch them. For
this reason the hog, etc. do not make one liable
to such penalties.

They are all included in a sin-

gle category showing that as t~e precept regarding
the eight swarming creatures was a species of a
broad positive genus, .so these negative precepts

are species of a broad negative genus.

Therefore

it is incorrect enumerate 613 precepts--C 19a.

40.

Dt 25:56.

41.

Cf Bekorot 13a, Yeb 109a, indicating a growing

opposition to the practice of the levirate marriage.
· This culminated in its prohibition by Rabenu Tam
and his prescription of halizah as the alternative.

42.

The genus alone is mentioned.

many species not mentioned.
by the term animals--C 19a.

It may include

Thus birds are implied

43.

Cf Rashi on Ex 21:33 ; BK 52b 1 54b.

44.

Ruth l:l4f.

45.

Ruth l:16

46.

er

47.

Cf Ket 7a 1 requiring benedictions of marriage

Lev 18:21 and Targum Yerushalmi; and San.82a.

before intercourse is permitted.
and Rashi in Ket. '7b on

47a.

Lev 15:19f

47b.

Lev 12:2ff

47c.

Dt 21:12

48.

~

See also Kid. 12b
-,

I>~

fJ~

,o,,"f

The words "like the leper" refer to the words

"she shall shave her head."

The analogy to the leper

is stated in Com., Dt 21:13-"Some say t hat she shall
shave because of her being unclean and thus is the
law of the leper."

48a.

The law of the captive woman is only a concess-

ion to human weakness Kid 2lb-"the Torah only provided

(that a .captive woman may be taken in marriage is
a conversion) to man 1 s evil inclination . "

49 .

Maimonides deduces t~o negative . ~recepts

from this verse but also lists three positive
precepts in this chapter based on verses 11 , 22 ,
23, thus definitely differing with ibn Ezra .

50 .

51 .

Pes 7b

Cf Rabbenu Asher commentary on Hul 2a.

51a Lev 17 : 13

52 .

Cr Ket 7b , Yeb 63b indicating that marriage

is not obligatory if one loves the Torah devotedly .
This implies that marriage is merely permissive
not obligatory .

53 .

Dn 1 : 8

54 .

Cf Men 43b ; Ber 35a, lOb.
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55 . Liturgical ,POems dealir-g with the precepts, enumerating
613 of them .

I

suoh poems.

er

Na.tona.1

Gaon (850) already spt'ke of

Fragments have been found in/i the Gen1zah.,

~'
56 . This explains the prohibitionr multiple roy4l ma,rriages

11.
and the keepin~ of many horses by the king • . See Com Ex 20:l
(middle) where he states •Thie is not a s eparate precept
as counted by Sinieon b Kiara 11 (in Halakot Gedolotl .

57 . Thie verse might be regarded as an explanatory
cla,uee but Yorn.a. 72a deduces from it the law that the
staves in the ark should be movable but not removable . On
hie respect for tradi t ion see F 124 n l .
58 ., Of Com Ex

fleck ..

aa: 30--the

specific dog who guards your

Ibn Ezra quotes Moses ha&Ct\hen to the effect that

meat which ·is trefah is more injurious than meat of an animal
which died of natural oauaes (Nebelah) because trefah
meat conta.ine a fluid inj uriC1ue to the huma,n body . Therefore
do not give it to the stranger in thy gate or sell it to the
gentile .
59; Cf Com Lev 25:46; Gittin 38b .
60 . Against the Karaitee who sought to discredit Rabbinic
tradition --of F 95.

61. Cf Abot l:l
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62 .

Having shown how they count the genera and

individua, sometimes together and sometimes omitting one or the other--he now reserves the discussion of one precept in two forms which is counted as two . --0 19b

63 .

All these statements have a single object--

s.

abstaining from work on the Sabbath day .

~

64. Com Dt 25:19--"Thou shalt not forget"--followe
"remember" only for emphasis, and thus is the
manner of many precepts in the Torah."

•

CHAPTER
1.

III

In the previous chapter the genera of pre-

cepts were discussed .

Here ibn Ezra explains

the fundamental precepts .

2.

In the preceding chapter he said that

11

and

ye shall serve the Lord" includes all the precepts of thought , speech or action, whether
fundamental precepts or memorials of them .

Here

he speaks of preventive measures to support the
fundamental precepts .
C 29a

3.

Cf Yoma 76b Nm R 10:8

This chapter proposes to show that all the precepts are not i n tended per se .

•

Rather is one

precept intended to ~upport another, the final
one in the chain of secondary precepts being a
fundamental precept--C 29a .

4.

The precepts vary in importance .

When

two precepts cannot both be fulfilled, the
graver one takes precedence over the lighter one .
Thus the rabbinic ordinance is suspended by the
fundamental precept prohibiting wine--C 29a
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5 . Whach are preventive measures to foster the

observance of the fundamental precept,.

s.

They established preventive meaeures-~c ib.

7. The fundamenta,l precept rege.rding afflicting the soul
is fasting .

The preventive meaeuree supporting this

precept a.re abetain,i ng from anointment, bathing, wearing
shoes.and sexual intercourse~- O 1b. Cf Yoma. 8:lj Com
mentioned
Lev 16 : 29..-,ttin general.wherever affliction ia /pµni/in
the bible on cpi=mec tion with the soul, it involves
tf

fasting .

a.

Cf p. 37 .

9. That afflicting the soul means fasting .
10, Com Ps 35: 13--" •• . we know that eve.ry reference

to affliction in connection with the soul ~ ea.fie
fasting ..... If so, what need to add the word

P #!I
patah.

:1 , having the bet punctuated with a

The meaning is that on the day when his illness

I.

became severe, his dear ones and friends prool8~imed a fast,

viz a epeci fi c day .

I

t~o a.ff~1 1 c t ed my eoul on ~'that -,..."'Y • ' "

11 .

Cf Yoma 76a

12 .

Thus he who fasts does not anoint himself--S

13 .

The words "to humble thyself" might be trans-

lated

11

to fast,

11

but since there is no mention of

the soul, its connection with anointing merely
makes the latter a preventive measure .

14 .

But Orach Hayyim 613 : 11 limits this per-

mission .

15 .

They support his contention that not all the

precepts are ends in themselves--C 29a .

17 .

The first five are the gravest being con-

nected with the heart , and the remaining five show
a definite gradation in gravity--C 29a .
... D(lf i7 :J.IJ>:::> •w•r.,nf1 ,117.:11
c..
o,~.:>• x'? o~,
;1QJ>:,r,I .Oflli1
,::J:,~
IJ'~
,~•N:J
81 i1 Ihu N ,;1 I, l:> ,,-..: ,, -, AJ::, o,, a, -,.n IJ,, o· 1.:2-,
Cf Com Ex 20 : 2 end

,.,,~

'

18 .
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i"'"

L
7'}}t:)

'

i)Y.>CI/Jil

e..,>?

7'"}.;;JI

~ J i)fl/

C

"il CU/i) ,I

I

.;u :i

"DJ',~

Every nega tive precept is graver than a pos-

itive precept, since karet applies only to the
former with the exception of the positive precepts
of circumcision and the observance of the Passover
which are very grave . --C 29a .
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19.

Cf p 16 n. 34

20 .

Cf Keritot 1:1

21 .

Tos Kid 1 : 11 ; Kid 29a .

22.

Com Ex 20:l(n1iddle) "BY common senee

whio h God ple.nt ed in the hea r t of man, he
is obligated to be kind to Him whc is kind

to him. 9 '

24. Comtino does nit identify the vers e from
whioh this precept is derived.

Stern thinks

it is Nu 15:30! "But the soul that doeth aught
with a high hand whether he be bom-born or a straager,

the same blaephemeth the Lord and that soul shall
seems to
be out off from among his peopl e ••• " Oomtino/diaagreesince he triea to prove that the v16lation of this
all-embracing precept entails karet, whereas in
Nu 15:30 the bible clearly states lca.r~t.

Creizenaoh 49f appears to regard the verse intended as
Dt 27:36 quoted below, which is likewise the view of

as.

•cursed be ••• " Dt 27:15ff

as.

Dt 27: a3f. Cf Rashbam on v. 15 ( s).

27. Cf Com Dt 27:al.

Efros.

•

•

102 a

as .

This refers to the negative precepts

listed in Dt 27, as well as anyone whO
secretly transgresses the positive precepts-Com Dt 37:26 .

29~ This transgressor comes under the purview
of the precept (Nu 15:30) and is subject to
karet--C 29b . Cf Rashbam ib.

30.

It is not cleer from whe.t verse the

word "these" is taken.

Comtino (29b) says it is

from Lev 26:14 ("But if ye will not hearken unto
Me and will not do all these commandments ••• •)

teaching that the breach of even a single precept
wa.rra.nts punishment .
Stern cites the verse ae Nu 15:22 (•And when ye
shall err and not observe all these commandments • • • w)
r eferring to tr~negreasion of the precepts mentioned
in Nm 15: 30f.

However it seems more correct to

assume with 8 J Rappaport t'fol,~ (quoted by Stern)
that the word

p ~I i1

wae a. scribal error for

*the worda of this Torah"(Dt 27:26) meaning even a single
precept .

If one does not fulfill it in thought, he is

subject to the curses .
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t3l. Meaning any

one of them.

32. This goes baok tc) the reference to ~ransgreesicin

in defiance, secretly, as opposed to doing so
publicly.

Comtino (29a) regards thie ae referring

to the breach of a single precept.

Stern more correctly

says "an inadvertent transgressor makes an offering

but one who tra nsgresses intentionally is able to
atone by sacrifice but is liable to karet

or the

death penalty.• Cf Raehbam Coqunentary l.o.

33. Cf Nm 15:30.
of

The inadvertent sinner is ll,lilty

idolatry since idolatry is a denial of the

Torah (of Yeb 9a; Raehi on Nm 15:22)

34. Regarding the Gibeonitee eee,Josh 9:S~a7.
Thus the interpretation of the e,bove verse
"these" is confirmed.
by

quoting

They transgressed a negative precept

letting the Gibecnitee live. Thus, if a s1n1le one were

left alive it would be a transgreeei~n of the precept--C 30a.

,o~

c.HAPTE R F1>IIR

1.

In this chapter he discusses precepts depend-

ent on the community, or a specific family , person,
time or place .

He completes the discussion of the

dependent precepts or place, preparatory to t a king
up in the following chapter the precepts which are
not dependent on anything and which have no
orial . 11

11

mem-

C 30a

2 . Lev 1 : 3

3 . Ex 25 : 30

4 . Ex 29 : 40

5 . Ex 35 : 14

6 . Lev 16

7 . Lev l : 5ff

8 . Nm l : 50ff

9 . Dt 17 :16ff

10 . Nm 6

11 . Lev 13-14

12 . , Lev 15

13 . Gen 17 :10

14 . Dt 23 : 11

15 . Ex 13 : 12

16 . ib :13

17 . Dt 21 : 17

18 . Lev 15 : 19ff

19 . Lev 12

20 . Nm 5 : 12ff

21 . Nm 30 : 4ff

22 . Nm 28 : lOff

23 . Gen 17 : 13

24 . Ex 13 : 13

25 . Lev 19 : 23 cf Com le

26 . ib : 24

27 . Lev 27 : 30 Nm 18 : 12 Dt 14 : 23

28 . Ex 22 : 24

29 . Nm 5 : 12ff
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30. Ex 21:aff

31. Dt 22: 13

32. Dealing with money matters. Com Dt 17:8
33. "Our sages taught 'ye shall observe my ord1na.noee,'
theinge wh1eh should have been enaoted even if they
had not been written (in the To1·ah)" Ycma. s·7 b

34. Gen 17:l.B

35e Lev 27:l.-7,cf page 51.

36. Cf Zebahim 98a

37. Com Lev 18:3 ,Meg 20a..

38 . Cf Ex 12:8; Zebahim 5:8

39. Cf Lev 23:15; Men 66a.

40. Cf Pes 58a.

41. Cf Sab 34a-b

42. Cf Ber 2a

43. Cf Ber 26b.

44. Cf Pee 58a and 5:3
44a. The verse which follows requires the eating
of unleavened brea.d for seven days• if taken 11 tera.lly-.
Tradition however me.kee it obligatory only the
first night--C 30a.

45. Cf Com Ex la:l.5,

46. Lev 23:42.

15:22

47 .
the

This and the following precepts belong to
11

seven rabbinic precepts 11 --l . the benedictions ;

2 . washing the hands before eating; 3 . Sabbath ·

candles; 4 . the Erub ; 5 . Hallel; 6 . Han~kah lights;
7 . Megilla reading on Purlm--yet ibn Ezra like the

enumerators counts them with the scriptural precepts .

s.

48 .

Sab 21 : b Soferim 20 : 6

49 .

Meg 4a

50 .

Taan 28b

51 •

Sof e·r1m 20 : 9

52 .

The reading of Hallel on New Moon and the

latter days of Passover is a custom, not a precept .

Therefore the reading is not completed on

those occasions--S.

53 .

Lev 23 : 15

54 .

Lev 25 : 4

55 .

ib :10

CHAPTER

FIVE

The precepts dealt with in this chapter are

1.

independent of time , place, or other circumstance .
C 30a "God has not withheld from man entirely a
knowledge of Himself .
will in three ways .

He revealed Himself and His
First, His works are constant-

ly visible to human eyes .

Though ibn Ezra urges

man to follow nature and live in accordance with
the designs manifested in the divine works, upon
which are ·based the c:;J'

7n,

he still declares that

such a rule is in itself insuffic i cient because a
thorough and perfect knowledge of the universe can
only be obtained by a comparatively small number
of thinking men .

Therefore the first revelation

within the heart of man , by innate moral principles and an intuitive faculty of distinguishing
be.tween right and wrong .

It is given as a trust to

be applied whenever its use is required and- he .

thus refers it to the biblical de signation

11

the

precepts of the Lord" (Ps 19 : 9) - F 47f

2.

These are rooted in the spirit of man before

the third revelation , viz . direct communication by
God to Israel .

They constitute the majority of the

precepts Rosin 86- Com Ex 20 : l middle/

]-, , ;, I
n '~ ? 7 'J w ~ Y
•~,V ~~ .::2~.::2 D<uul'J JJUI'!)

I aJ ,,. ? ;J
J) Y "T

!:>:::, ,:, '/ 7
0,7

OiJ<ll

J>IYbi1
.J> / ,!S ~

: n'::2, an'
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3.Ibn Ezra oonnecta the word

f' rj>9
F 48

5.

n.

o',1?9

with the word

(a trust)(Lev 5:21) .Cf Con1 Ps 19:10,

2

The sabba th could not have been known ?fithout

a divine decree.

s.

Com Ex 20:l(middle):"The only

one of the ten commandments whioh is not to be
inferred by common sense is the sabbath~•

6 . nrem this verse ibn Ezrs. inf era that the

perfect man who has knowledge of the universe,
of the will and wisdom of God as displayed in
or Aation, is exceedingly perfeft.

By this

verse is meant, says Ibn Ezra• that Abraham

lived in accordance with the will of God. which
he found in nature, as though it had been taught
by Revelation.

Abraham however must be considered

as an exception for generally Revelation cannot be

dispensed with.

F 47 n.3.

Cf Com Ps 119:16;

,J!ekor Hayyim on Com Gen 26:5 p 27a n.9.
By ata.tutes is meant the la.we by which God

ru.lae the unive rs e so that man shall imita te
His works.

Thes e are implanted in the mind Fib.
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7. This prohibition became known only after
the Revelation at Sina.1-•C 30a

a.

Simila.rly Com Lev 18:22.

Cf F 93.

Although the

former dwellers of Canaan did not observe
all the precepts dictated by common sense,
there wer e nevertheless some which they did
observe.

(Cf the seven Noachian precepts,

Legends of the Jews, Ginzberg I ?Of V 98f n.55)
Thus the verse refers to most of their
abominations for they w~re not all oomrnon-eense
precepts except the prohibition of intercourse
between man and beast and between very close
relatives .

In this way he explains why

Jacob took two sisters as his wifes. C 30a .

9. Lev 18: l-23 .

This is in accord with the

Talmudic contention that the laws of incest
are rational .

But Maimonides includes incest

among the non~rationa.l laws-~J I Gorfinkle,
The Eis;ht Chaptye of Mainonides on Ethics ,
New Mork, 1912, Hebrew 37 .

stern likewise

regards incest as non-rational,•exoept regarding
very oloae relativee,which was observed before
Revela.t ion. "
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10.

The veree contains a noun and two adjectives.

Which adjective ie the determini ng on-.11ne8.r• or
•viPgin"?

It ie the term "near."

"Virgin" is

not the ruling term--ehe might even be betrothed.
•since they drew d~etinctioee

Cf Rash1 on Lev 21:3

among very close incestuous relations which are
forbidden . by common-eenee, it follows that the
woman nearest him is made an exception-- his sister.
even if she be virgin.

The verse should be read

•and to his sister who is near to him, the virgin 1 ,
like 'and they saw the Egyptians dead on the shore'
('on the shore' modifying 'they•).

Since he is

forbidden by common sense to h•:· ve intercourse

with her, he may defile himself at her bier.
The relati•nship

involved must be thr~ugh both

parentsa~c 30b.

as

"near"

In Com Lev 31:3 ibn Ezra interprets
of sister
involving the relationship/through the

father.
lit.

1

Up0n the eeaeht\re" modifies Iers.el, not

Egyptians. Com Ex 14:30

13.

Com Gen 1 c (in accord with Rashbam and san 58b)

explains that Abrc1,ham meant that she wae the granddaughter

of his father.

But here Ibn Ezra appears to be taking

the •eree literally.

Since she was not the daughter

lll

of both his parents he we e justified in marrying her
prior to the Revelation.

In his time he was only

forbidden such relationships as were later capitally
punished by the Torah.Cf Sa.n 57b-"All prohibited
sexual relatiQnshipa for which a court imposes
capital punishment are forbidden to heathens . But
those for which the penalty of dea,th is not imposed
(Rash1--11ke t hose liable to karet,viz . intercourse
with a sister , etc . ) are permitted to heathens.•

•

Since only karat is the punisl:ment, it follows
that the offense would not be understood by
common sense t o be a.bomin.a.ble.

s.

Cf Lev 20 : 17

where only karet is mentioned but no death penalty .

14 . Hence a differentiation between a sister
and a brother muat be recognized.
l4a This is the way Comtiro (30b)underetande this

conclluding passage .

However the meaning is left

in doubt by Ibn Ezra's text .
15. See Rosin (1899) 86 .

Cf Cora I,ev 19 : 19.

Creation and the Exoaud. are fundamental precepts
which are to be remembered at all timee.

And the

paschal lamb) unleavened bre£d, bitter herbs and
the Sukka are memorial precepts. The mezuzah is a
memorial of all the precepts--C 30b.

Cf P 14 .
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16. Cf Com Ex .aO:l

17.Ex 12:27

18. ib :17

19. ib:8

ao.

Lev 23:43

21. Dt 6:9

aa .

ib:8, Ex 13:9

23. Nm 15:38,41

24. Nm 1b, cf Men 38a

as.

as .. Mechilta on Ex 12:8

Blue is reminiscent of the eea, which

in turn reminds one of the sky., which in
turn is a reminder of the throne of glo71.
Miehnat R E l i ~ (ed Enelow) 263
Thus blue on the prayerahawl brings to mind
the throne of glory and inspires reverence
fer God--ib 264 . Cf Nu R 15:40; Com Nu 15:38;
Men 43b .

27.

Ex 28:6

28.

ib:37

29.

Cf Com Nm 15:39-0ne should wear the talith

at all times so that he will be prompted to refrain from sin.
prayers.

He is not likely to sin while at

Cf Kuzari III : 11 p . 282

30 .

Ex 28 : 12

31.

ib:29

32.

Gen 32:32 .

It is a memorial of something

else which is fundamental-C 30b

33.

Although the former is a negative precept

and the latter a positive precept, yet both alike
are memorials of God ' s favor . -~c 30b

34 .

Even inaction is a memorial , like refraining

from eating the sinew of the thigh .

The purpose

of this memorial is to recall the favor of God to
Jacob.

Similarly , the fastdays (involving prohi-

bition) and Purim (involving action) are memorials having in common, as their object, respect for
their ancestors who instituted these occasions-C 30b S
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35 .

Esther 9 : 20ff ·

36 .

ib : 31 .

We observe the fasts in token of

respect f or our ancestors who instituted them--Com
Est 9 : 30 Zech ~:18

37 .

The prohibition of the sinew of the thigh .

38 .

er

Dt 26 : 5

39. Cf Kuzari I 95 p 89 .

40 . Ibn Ezra understands this veree differ ently
from Rashi who makes it a rebuke to Jaoob himself .
He regards it as a rebuke to the deaoendanta of
Jacob who bave forgotten the el~otion of their
ancestor for special favor by God--0 31a.
41 . Surely then God would ba,ve no quarrel
with Jacob himaelf--Oom Hos 12 : 4. The prophet
rebukes Jacob ' s descend.ante for ignoring their
noble heritage--C 31a .

42. Hos 13 : 4

43 . Thie second interpretation of the precept
is based up0n the medical idee..r

1'bn Ezra 1 a da.y.
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Comtino (3la.) says that it ia wrong to eat the
sinew of the thigh of a beast and thereby
strengthen that organ 1n one'a own body in
view of the faot tha t
body of Jacob.

+;

hi;.t organ was weak in the

Stern however holds that we

assume this organ to be unhealthy in all creatures
thereOore we must refrain from eating it leat
it have a deleterious effect upon the corres-

ponding organ in our own body.
The expression

7.1~

p•t n ,_.-

,~,,,
_,,

is not found in the Talmud as Stern claims-Cf J L

Zlotnik--M.idraeh Hamli tzah Ha-Ivrit •

Jerusalem• 1938, I 10 .

44. Thl.W the story upon which the prohibition
of eating the sinew of the thigh is baaed is

imp0rtant not only to support the atatute but
also as a memorial.

45. Ciroumoision 1a a precept dating back to
Abraham and appears also to hlne been reveyaed to
Moses like the other preoepta--C

31a.

It is neither

ba.eed on any reason, nor 1a it a memorial.

s.

ll6
46. Cf Dt 24:17 . Again ibn Ezra mentions a precept,

involving inaction, as a memorial, in support of the
preceding examples .

It is prohibited to lord it over

the weak, as a memorial of Egyptian bonde.ge--C 31a.

CHAPTER SIX
l. Cf page 4 .

a.

Cf Safa B'rura. 4b-5a

3 . Of page 6 n l .

5. See Men 43b, Ber 32a, Ber 7:l and Gemaraj Taan 28b.
These are not mentioned in the Torah explicityly

6 . Stern notes that this paesage is not fo\.llld in

Hovot Halvavot, quoting s J Rappa.port in Bikkurai
Ha~Ittim , Vol X, 1829,(on Nathan b Yehiel), p 42 n 40,
to the same effect .

7 . See Ber 1:1, Pee l03a.; 106a; SS.b ll7b; 25b.

These precepts are deduced from scripture verses
but not explicitly stated in aoripture .
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9. According to stern "it" refers to Rosh Hashana.h
and the true cycle is the first quarter of the
month in which the world was crea.ted,viz. Tishri.
Efros disagrees regarding n1t• as the New Moon of
Nisan.

SO Mekor Hayyim (lo6b) quoting At>r_
abam ibn

al-Ta.bib (first ba,lf of the fourteenth century);"The astronomers said that the New M~on of Nisan is

the day of judgment because the true cycle enters
in Niaan
~
Tha.t is when the sun enters Aries, which
ie the house of dignity of the sun,"

Cf Creizenaoh,64;

and page ti/47

10. Literally the npreoiee cyole . "

11. Immediately following the conjunction of tlB

sun and moon at the new moon of Nisan the sun
enters Aries. Thia 1a the time of the solstice
and therefore a fateful moment, thua the time of
judgment.

For the ea.me reeson Rosh Hashana.h is

a da.y of judgment because the conjunction at that
time precedes the autwnn solstice.

Besides the

sun is then in the seventh constellation from
Ariea whioh is an aspect of ha.te in astrology.
(Cf E 139)

Furthermore the sun begins to deoline

to the south which revereee the benefits it had been
bringing ever since Niaan.

Therefore the New Moon

of Tis hr 1. is a ~-Y of judgment. - ... c 3lb. Cf Ohel Jo,eeEh
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on Ex 40:3,(Pl 88b n.3};and on Ex 32:34 (p. 83an.l3);
Com Lev 23:24.
A further reason why the sages speak of the New Moon
of T1ahr1 as a day of judgment 1a because th~ Torah
diatinguiahed· thltt day by requiring the blowing of
the ram's honn, wh1oh is a reminder of the soverignty
of God--C 31 b.

13. 'Lev 23:40

13. It magbt mean that one person might perform
it on behalf of others.

Tradition however makes

the rite inoumbent upon each individus.l
But
Iaaao samuel Reggio' a
Stern :- ,G.uotes 'I,/ 1/t,--J,-t,,-U,-jf,/' view that it means
1

that we would follow the view of the K8,raitee

if the tradition had not prescribed five species.
(Neh 8:15)

14. The oounting of the Omer ata.1ly was prescribed

as a positive precept accompanied by the recital
of a benediction.

The counting by the woman in connection

with her menstrua.l period 1s done silently without

a benediotion--C3aa.

s.

Cf Ket 7aa;Tosefos(quoting Legl5:aB)
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15. This law too might be interpreted ae limited
to the meat of a beast which was violently kil led
but tradition makes it apPly also to oases where
slaughter has been improperly performed or there
are certain phyeioal defects in the animal, disoueeed
in tracta.te Bullin.,
Although only Me ,'(, omits
-a •r:,w i1 the 09i~eion
must be accepted as moat tene,ble.
to juat ify the re.a.ding of

There is nothing

o •y::, <.V ;-,

J1-,

Comtino cles.rly regards the ree,d1 P.g of Ms
cor•ect.

71J1

c~

•

as

According to him the eating of meat of

a diseased animal is deleterious to the mind~ C 32a

But Ibn Ezra in Com Ex 22:30 would justify the
literal translation of Trefah--"meat of trefah is
more injurious•••"

16. These are all ba.eed upon tradition.

17. Literally t r.is means tha,t the relative of the
d
deceased is his heir.
But because of tradition

it means tba,t the hueba,nd is the heir of hie wife .•

s.

This is a favorite passage with Ibn Ezra. to illustrate

the Asma.chta.

F 114 n,.3.Cf Nu 27:ll.

CHAPTER
1.

SEVEN

Having mentioned the precepts which are posi-

tive and negative, he proceeds to consider such
positive precepts as are basically negative--C 32a

2.

A positive precept which is fundamentally neg-

ative .

3.

A positive precept which prohibits eating

forbidden food--S .

.

5.

But see Ned lOa which makes him a sinner--S

6.

Cf Chapter II note 24 and Rosin 88f .

Husik

(Hist of Mediaeval Jewish Philp . 195) di scusses
Bahya 1 s classification of duties of the heart and
duties of the limbs adding

11

This second class in-

cludes inb Ezra ' s second and thir classes, tongue
and action. 11
The basis for this tripartite division is Dt
30:14 Cf Sefer Maamar ha-Sechel p la-b

?.

Cf Com Dt 30 : 14

l2la.

9. Cf page l4. "To fear" refers to precepts of action;
"thy heartn refers to those of the heart 1 and "thy soul'
to those of speeoh--Efros.

Thee precepts of action

differ from the other two classes intbeing positive only.
There is no need to mention nega tive precepts in
this verse since they are obviously implied--C 3aa.

10 . Each of these veraee confirms the division of
the precepts into those of thought, speech and aoticm-C 33a.

lOa .

1

He gives the reason here why scripture does

not find it neoeaaary to mention explicitly the
observance of negative precepts in Dt 30:14 and 10:12"-C 32b..

But see page 14 whe r e Ibn Ezra includes under

•to fe~r" all the negative precepts ,which is a
contradiction.

ll . Cf F 37 n . 1 quoting this passage.

12 . Cf Com Eco 3: 21, Gen 3 : 6 .

But Saadiah (Emunot

Ch 3 p . 122) in agreement with the Mutakallimun
(Husik, 149) thinks that animals are compensated in
the next world for ill-treatment.
this view.(Moreh III l7 , p.26a. f . )

Maimonides ecorns
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13. Thie implies that the lower crea tures
were created by the intermediate agency of ea~th
and water--F 25 . Cf Com Eco ib.

14 . Mants m poasession of the soul is his

reeemblanoe to the angel.$ . Cf Rosin (1899) 58;
Com Gen 1 :26; Kuzar1 4:3 p . 399.

15.

On the question of manta superiority

or inferiority to the angels see F 115 and n . l
n
Com Dt 32:39-- ttliving forever like the m1iateri:ng
angels" suggests the Ibn Ezra ia thinking here of
the distinction made by Judah Halevi (Kuzari IV 3
p.405) between mortal angels and the higher angels

whoih are immortal .

Mlade in his image" means

that the soul lives forever . a .

16.

Cf Page 23 note 19 on karet .

Ccmtino (32b)

writes •the sohola.r who said thie is he himself, in

hie commentary (

) that the fo~r types

of oa.pital punishment ate for the breach of a nega tive
precept because actively transgressed.

The reward

for the fulfillment of a positive precept bec ause of
the aoti(\n involved in its fulfilment.

On the other

hand the observance of a negative precept earns no
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reward because its observance involves no effort.
Likewise when one tranegreeees a positive precept
by

ina.ction and allows the divine command to be

ignored he deserves punishment
18. The "anoients

n

referred to in the text are

R Simeon in the name of Rabbi". Mak 23b.
These two verses are cited to prove that the reward
f>DDmised by

t:he Talrnud is actually for fulfilling

poetive precepts, implied in these two versee,and
not for the obae!'Vs•.nce of a negative precept.
The second verse states the pouring of the blood
on the ground e.s a positive precept, in order that
it shouJ.d not be eaten,since it is injurious to

hes,lth.

C 32b. Rosin (1898)

169.

19.Comtino (32b) cites .Avicenna •ca.non of Medicine"
Bk I in support of the thought that food affects
the body.

ao. This explains further why these

J;aeaages

(Dt 10:lZ

and 30:14) did not explicitly forbid the negative
precepts.--c 33a.
21. Cf page 14; Rosin (1899) 89.

24. Here Ibn Ezra takes up the question of free will.
Since worthy action involves exertion, it followe
tha.t there must be freedom of will.

He cites, first,

verses implying that human acti ons ' are divinely determined-C 33a
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25. These two verses imply that man hae freewill.

as.

It is a

Thia is equally true of the soul.

combination of the na.tural traits bestowed by
God and the willed traits bestowed by

rttt,~

the person himself.

N,~/a-'1,/f/ie

The verses cited

aupra illustrate firet the former then the latter
traits.

A good will,v1z . the observance of the

precepts, remedies poor ne.tural endowmente--0 33b.

37 .

An illustration is usually outside of the

field of that whioh is to be illustra ted but
sometimes the subjeot to be illustra ted contains
many specific oaaee one of which is seleoted as an
illustration for the other cas es .

Allegories illustra te

the first kind, whereas an examp le illustrates the

second kind, which is the •true maehal".

C ib .

28 . Cf Gorfinkle op oit,English 37 } PT 87; B 30 n.50;
ll5ff; 163ff; 174 .

29 . Cf Sefer Ha.-Eolad p.30; Kuzari 5:12, 499f; F 27.
30 . "Physical" implies that its existence begins

with that of the body and ends with its death--F

as.

On this soul see H 31• 174, 181; J Guttmann Ueber Abr

p.

Chijja•s Buch der Enth~llung 464;Kuzar1 1:31,p.42f
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31. Cf Gen 9:4; Ohel Joseph p. l7a #60.

On th1a aoul

see H 20 n 34; 30 n.50; 31; 174; 183; J Guttmann op cit
464; Kuzari 1:33 p.,43i, E 334 ff.

32.

Cf Com Koh 3:21; cf 1b 7:3; Kuzari 1:35 p. 43.

This soul is immortal.

It is separated from the uni-

versal soul when it enters the body and returns to the
universal soul upon the death of the bo~y--Com Ps 22 : 23;
F 28 n 2; Cf Com Gen 3:6.
Ibn Ezra agrees with Gabirol who regards the central
organ of the soul as the brain-H 132.

33.

Since in each person, each of the three souls

may be strong, weak or mediocre there are twentyseven diff erent kinds of men, corresponding to the
permut a tions of these traits-C 33b Cf Com Ex 23:25
Efros suggests that D 'J7'1,J i1 is a possible scribal
corruption of

• 34.

O 'J ' t:) .t":l.

''God cannot be known to man except through

His works; but the soul of man when libera ted from
the fetters of the body, is enabled to approach the
deity and to obtain an insight into the nature of
God.

To attain t his goal ought to be the aspiration

of every rational being"-F 117; Cf Com Ex 33:21 .

35.

Cf Com Ps 49:16 and 1:26

36.

He will plan his acti ons and guard his body in

a manner which will s erve the free functioning of his
intellect Cf Kuzari V 10 p 498.

3?.

II Chr 16:12

38.

These words are interpreted in the Talmud as

permitting resort to a physician--B. K. 85a.

Cf Com

Ex 21:19-This is the intensive form of the verb thus

it implies the painful method of cure practiced by
physicians, which God permits in this case, in treating external injuries, but all internal disease should
be left to God to cure.

39.

Here also the verb is in the pi 1 el form.

Eli-

jah or Saul had built an altar which ha~ been torn
down by idolaters.

Cf Rashi 1. c.

Now on Carmel

Elijah rebuilt it--the work being of an external
character--the sanctity of the spot not having
been affected by the disrepair of the altar.

40.

In both verses the verb, in the kal form, in-

dicates the pleasant and easy cure effected by God.
Although the wounds are external neither the wounds
nor the cure are artificial, thus the intensive
form of the verb does not apply to such cases-C 34a.

41.

Here begins another "true illustration" of the

significance of freewill in coping with natural
{predetermined) conditions-C ib.

42.

Sab 156a cf Com Ex 33:21 Gabirol Keter Malekut

XII p . 91

Though the constellations may destine an

individual to be afflicted with some disease, he
may resort to measure s which will adjust his constitution so that the eff ects of the disease in raising
blood-pressure , or temperature, for example, may
actually prove beneficial .

Likewise, if Israel ob-

serve the precepts , they will be cond~tioned to be
affected benighly by astrological destiny .

Thus

Comtino (43)a explains the Rabbinic dictum , Cf Com
Ex 20 : l F 116 n 2

On the influence of the stars on

mundane affairs see Aristotle, De Generatione et
Corruptione II 10, a classic for medieval astrology ,
and Wedel p . 3 Abraham b Hiyya held that the decision
of the stars can actually be reversed by righteous
men, for the stars have no ihfluence on Israel-MarxCorrespondence p . 7

Ibn Ezra seems to agre e with

the Stoics who went far in admitting the rule of the
stars over externals as long as the inner citadel
of man's freewill remained inviolate .

Wedel 7 .
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43.

Astrologioali/ destiny asserted itself

without hindrance yet God saved Noah--0 34b cf Com Ex 33:21

44.

All the good in the world emanated from

God and if there is a little evil mingled with
it, it may still be desirable.

Thus fire is

a valuable servant ot man even though it may
burn him--C 34b. Cf Com Eco Introd; 6.
Every evil in creation ia more than oounterbalanced by the good associated with it--F 42.
There ia evidence her of SaAdiah'a doctrine
of dominanoe--weighing the evil against the
good--Emunot

46.

Oh v Seo. 2,~. 139&

Cf Com Dt 15:4.

47.

Thus Ibn Ezra concludes the argument for godly

living as the means for evading adverse astrological
destiny.

48.

This is shwon by Pr 23:6

11

Eat not the bread of

him that hath an evil eye"-C 34b

49.

The philosophers taught that the beginning of

all faculties is the heart, unlike the physicians
who divided them among three organs-C ib.

But see

page 37.

50.

Sins of the mind are atoned for by a sacri-

fice going entirely to the divine spirit--Efros.
Its name indicates its significance since olah might
be translated

11

going up".or

11

occurring 11 in the mind.

Since the thought is most important therefore the
burnt offering was most acceptable since it went
up completely to God (cf Yom 29a)

11

the thought of

transgressing is more bleiJneworthy than tre.nsgression
itself 11 whereas the sin and guilt-offerings did not.
C 34b Cf Rosin 1899 129 Sefer Maamar Hasechel ib

51.

This refers back to the verses regarding the

sinful heart.

Here he shows thei.t the heart is sub-

ject not only to evil, but also to exemplary, influences and can make a choice C 35a.

52 .

It hinders the attainment of an object or the

proper performance of an act-C 35a .

53.

The foreskin weakens self-restraint in rega rd to

sex .

Its circumcision is a sign between the man and

God that man will exercise proper control- C 35a .

54 .

55 .

56 .

57 .

Cf Com Lev 19: 23

1

N~/

Jl?Jr., ,~'i>W

i1?1 y

:::,

Dt 10 : 16 quoted on P . 39

IK 21 : 29

This verse follows 10 : 16 which mentions "stiff-

necked . "

58 .

7 YIJJ

Cf Com Dn 7 :11

Cf Mekor Hay1m 140a n 14--The Lord your God is

the God of all men .

He is Lord of the separate in-

tellects and the spheres and the lower creatures .
The higher beings derive their virtues and powers
from Him--which testifies to His greatness .·
Keter VIII p . 86

Gabirol

132.

59.

The proof that the only way to gain

forgiveness is to humble yourself •••
•

60. Thia begins the diaoussion of the three
olasaea of precepts mentioned on page 39.

62. Among the negative precepts of the heart •••

7,15

t>'1'.Jf,1?

Ji'~ I

D i7

63. Cf Com Ex 20: l middle

J'NI

il(I/ Y ./JI !$#'JI

ll'.J."1 •

64.He cites this verse to show that the precppts
divided under thought, speech and action, are
to perfect the heart-c

65.

35b.

Cf Page

aa

.

,~? •

note 24.

Cf Com Dt 6:13

~ 17ClJY J>J ~r.>::J

. -Cl::J.Y.n

• i1VYJ>

66. Since it involves no exertion. C 368..

67.

Most precepts ap~ly to worldly affairs.

Their performance is not the primary purpose of
life.

They are definitely prescribed in

order that by their fulfillment one can perfect
one's heBrt--C 36a.
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68. "Blindhearted people believe that riches
are of great concern to the righteous" Com Gen 25:34;
F 31 n 1.

69. Llike Plato and the Neoplatonieta, Ibn Ezra believed

that the appetites of the flesh are hindrances to the
attainment of the highest good. viz. the knowledge
of God and communion with Him. Rosin (1899) 181

Cf Com Pe 77:17; Eco 7:3.

1¢J 7a. At the time he made the vow he was not
worthy to claim communion with nod

It was only

after he devoted himself to Hie service at Bethel
that he was deemed worthy--C 39b.
74. Thie completes the interpretation of the v e ree
which was begun on pa ge 39. Its leeao.fi is that
way
by ~j~~- of the negative precepts · one comes to
the positive precepts and finally to communion with
God--C 39b.

Cf Hovot Halevavot Oh. 5 end.

75."Thou shalt

cleave to Him" (Dt 10:20) 1s the

duty to perfect oneself.

nBy·

Bia name shalt thou

swearn i mplies perfect j_ng othars--C 59b.

Stern

however rega rds Dt 6:13 ae the source of the text.
see also Com Hos 4:15.
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76. Cf Com Ex aO:l middle.

The emphasis is

on the hea rt--the underatanding--the precepts
being to improve the understanding,

When the

simple meaning of. scripture does not harmonize
with the understanding, it is necessary to interpret
the text so that it will be acceptable to the
underatandi~g--C 39b.

77. Cf Ket 468.. ?he sheet wa,e not actual ly to be

brought forth but the facts were to be clearly
i nvestigated--0 40a.

78. Ibn Ezra bases his symbollio explanation of

the garden of Eden story on Gabirol Com Gen 3:23.
Cf Blumenfeld, Ozar Nehmad, Vienna, 1857, II

218.

79 . On Ibn Ezra 1 a allegorical interpretations of

these expressions see Com Gen 3:24; Motot p.lOb to
12a; Blumenfeld ib; Jellinek, Beitrage zur Geach,

der Kabbala (Leipzig , 1852) II 29!;
Hat 1 hiya (Berlin, 1850) p. 59.

S $ache,

CHAPTER

1.

EIGHT

This chapter is introductory to chapter nin.e .

It

seeks to prove that all the precepts have meaning and
purpose .

Since some of these are explic1tyly explained

in the Torah, it follows that those not explained mu st
likewise have meaning.

In this chapter he discusses

those whose meaning is explicit ~y given .

Tho se not

fully explained in the Torah are expounded in Chapter
Nine--C 41a .

2.

Cf Efros--Saadia JQR 23 : 169f--Both Saadia and

Bahya expressed this

11

inter1m-theoryn viz that faith

must function in the interim before reason can
explain the precepts .

3.

Similarly Sefer Maama.r Hasechel lb

4.

Cf Sefer Maamar Hasechel lb-2a 1899 p. 90 ;

5.

This is the explanation .

6.

Ex 33 : llf

7.

8.

Ex 12:8

Ex 23 : 15f Dt 16 : lff

9.

If she has children by a non-priest she is for-

bidden to partake of the heave-offering as long as
her children live--Rashi l .c.

10. Nm 10: 10; Cf Com 1 o--•When ye retur,n from the
land of the enamy or have conquered the invader and
ye appoint a day of rejoicing ••• but the believera in
metempsychosis (E 344) interprete4 •and on the day of
your rejoicingtas the Ba,bbath;the trumpet blast 6s to
be her. . rd by Isra el so that they know that they should

s a orifioe offerings and humble their hearts before God.•

11. Similarly Com Ex 20:l middle.

l la.

$1;.ilarly 88,adia.h Emunot III p. 54b.

12. The t erm •holy" is used here not to indica te
sanctity but ae in

Dt 23:18 i mplying unholy mingling

of eexea and in this ca se, i mproper mingling of crops.
Cf Mena.hem b. Saruk--Mahberet on "kilaim" and Com
~

aa:9

quot i ng him.

13. Similarly Com Ex 20:l middle .

14.

Ibn Ezra regards the blood as the ransom for

the soul.

Moses furthermore implied that failure to

sacrifice to God would make Israel vulnerable to
the destroyer .

In the time of Hezekiah .this aptually

occurred when the divine service was neglected.--C
41b .

S

15 .

The blood on the altar is atonement for the

life which is threatened by destiny , just as the
blood on the doorpost served to protect Israel at
the time of the Exodus-Rosin 1899 p 129
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CHAPTER NINE
l. He opens with this Terse because h6 is going
to diaouss the reasons of precepts not explicitly
interpreted in scripture---0 43b.
mot of this page (107a)

Motot quot

s

He pro,foeeds to explain

the festivals astrologically. Cf Mekor Ha.y1m,l06b

2. The conjunction of sun and moon before the
entrance of the sun into Aries is called the •true
beginning. •

Thie recalls creation( the beginning

of the world), since all nature then renews its
strength.

!herefore it is the brue beginning of

the year--C 14b.

Stern quotes Mekor 'fb.yim 106b

"the astrologers said that the new moon of Niean is
a day of judgment because the true cycle begins in

Niaan, viz when the sun enters Ariea. 8

See page 30

note 10.
11. Literally •on the tenth the matter of the threefold

cord, this one in honor and this one in the house.•
By

the tenth of the month the moon ie in trine aspect

(#~E332) to the sun, the latter being in the constellation
of Aries which is its house of dignity (E 139).
days after the molad the moon

Ten

has traversed one-third
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of the heavens-4the threefold oord•-- thus being
in t he fourth constellatic,n Ctrine a.epect) fr~1
Ari6s, viz. Ca~~er, which is ita house.
The planets eaoh are as s igned two conste_ll.a.ticns

as their houses, one in the•division of the sun",,
viz. from Leo to Capric~rn inclusive; and one
in the "division of the moon," viz from Aquarius
to Cancer.

one house.

The sun and moon oowever each have
The moon's is Cancer; the sun'& ie Leo.

Comtino (42b) expl ains why cancer is assigned as
the house of the moon, becauae when a planet is
in that oonatellation it is nee.rest the earth.
The sphere of the moon is nearest the earth, thus

the moon and Cancer have something in common~

Ee

explains that the r~uee of dignity of the sun is
Aries because its coure~ inclines towards the earth
there and thereafter its influence becomes dcmir.ant.
The astrological significance of Nisan lO and
14 is explained {Ohel Yoeef 54b-55a n., la) as follows:
non the tenth of

the month Aries is J.#. the house of

Mare, indicating wars, fire, death.

Thus some

of the goodness of this day (by re~son of the

fact that the sun and moon are in trine aspect. a
good aspect) ie diminished.,herefore the lambs are
set aside that day for sacrifice.

Since, however

ther~ is much goodness in the day and little evil~
their slaughter is postponed until the fourteenth.
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The 1noon is then in libra. , the house of shame of the
sun, and it rege.rde the sun with an aspect of hate
which portends destruction of life .

Therefore they

were commanded to offer the sacrifice on that day as

a raneo11 for their

own livee (o~. page 48 . )

For the same reason the Day of Atonement was fixed as
the tenth of the seventh month. "

4 . The sun , being then in the seventh coneetlla,t ion

frcm its house of dignity, is in its house of hate.
It is in trine aspect to the moon in its houae of
bate ( the seventh c onstellation from ite house)

because the "Seventh conatells,tion hattle the f iret,

being in oppoaition to it .

The sun is then in

libra and the moon in Capricomi on the tenth--C 43a .
5. The similarity to Niaan is that on T1ehr1 ten
there is aleo a trine aepeot and the ltlD'linariee

are found in cC'tnetella.tione related to them .,
See Ohel Yoeef, 107b n . 39 . and Mekor Hayim 1O6b.

6. "At end" (literally "in entiretytt) ~eans in

owoai t ion which ocoure fifte en d,e,ye a.fte1· con-

junction.

"Middle" (in half) refers to the

concluding days of these two festivals.
Tabernacles ends on the eighthday

(whereas

Passover ends on the seventh) because the

moon (in the fall) is retarded and does not
reaoh the aspect of half-oppoeition until the
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eighth day.

(see next note).

Opposition (180°) is callai

"in entirety" because it i dicates oompa>et e hate.

The

square aspect (90°) is called "in half" because 'it
indicates half-hate--C 43a.

The aspect

•ot hate

ia

ameliorated by the celebration of these fe s tivals-~
Creizenach 96.

7. The sun accelerates its course in Nisan because
it aecenda from its

highest.
actual)

~t/ill,~t/

lowest position to its

Thie •cceleration is only visual, not
After three quarters of the month has

passed, the moon reaches Capricorn; because of tbe
acdelaration of the sun, the moon quickly reaches
square aspect, which constitutes ha.lf~hate, on
the 2let of Nisan, thus Passover has only seven
days.

In Tiirhri, however, the sun is retarded
d

because it is desctihh1g

to

it~~ its lowest position.

Then the moon does not reach Cancer, a quarter of
the zodiac from Libra, until the 22nd of Tishri,

thus Tabernacles has an eighth day .--Ohel Yoeef,
l07b n. 41; of Mekor Hayim l06b Motot Com 107a.

a.

Al though 1 t is written "eighth

day"

the r eaeon

ie similar to that of the seven- day occaeione-C 43a.
The rite ie performed as near as possible to ~he
seventh day whioh is the period of the quart er,

an auspicious occasion.
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Stern a dds that"until the completion of the
seventh day of its life the infant ie still very

weak and extremely delicate, as if still in the
intrauterine state . "

Thie implies that the

seventh should bring a turn fQr the better-an increase in strength.
9 . Similarly Iggeret Hashabat , Kerem Hemed, IV 166 .

10.

It is the sum of the pla.nete--C 43a ,.

It is a perfect number , the only digit that ie
neither a product nor a produoer of a product
under ten.

Thus

two produoea four eix or

eight by multiplication with other digits .
Three produces six or nine .

Four produces

eight and ie the produot of two times two .

F:1.ve x two equals ten .
of two times three .

Six is the product
But seven ie not the

product of the multiplic a tion of any digits
(exclusive of l which is not reg~rded as a number)
and ita multiplication by two gives a product
larger then ten .

Cf Com Lev 26:18; Veker Hayim

p. ll2b n. 3

12 . See Rosin (1899) 132 .
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13.

Similarly Sefer Haibbur,(ed Silbermann, Lyck,1874) 7b
and Iggeree Hashabba•, Kerem Hemed, IV, 165.
In fact in some cases it wae regarded ae the

first Passover.

See Com Ex 12:2

On the first Pae$Over the sun is in Aries, the house

of Mars; the moon in Libra, the house of Venus.

On

the second Passover they interchange--the sun being
in Taurus, a house of Venue, and the moon in Scorpio,
a house of Mare, thua the large and small interchenge-C 43a .

the words

Howeve1· Comt ino does not appear to etBpl.8. in
71 ::J. ',1 j] J7J (JJ

7.JJ "-:J •

Cf l'le-Mor Hayim l06b.

Ibn Ezra may be saying that just as there is a secrn d
Adar in a leapyear so there. is a second Passover in

the year.
Another possibility is ths.t he ie saying that the
date of the second P&aaover corresponds to the date
of the first Passover in a leapyear.
14.'Rrb.e s e

are hume,nitarian precepta--t,-C43a.

s.

15. Pity for the weaker of the two beaete isthe
basis for this precept .

l6e Lev 20:J.5f.

Cf Com Dt 22 :10.

Thia and the precepts which

follow here are baaed upon the prohibition to
alter the workts

of God.

l6a. Ibn Ezra p~obably means here that we should keep
the laws of nature as in Jer 33:25. Cf Com Lev 19:19-Efroe.
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18 .

Lev 13:4

The reason is that the condition

of the patient usually undergoes a change ,eYery
seventh day.

19. Lev

la:a.

Com Lev 13 : ~~

She is unclean seven days, whereupon

she comes under the astrological of the square aspect,
which denotes hate--so that one lumina,ry helpe what
the other harms ,

When the mocm rea,chee square aspect

to the position h1 which it was when the illness

began , the illness will be lees eevere--Ohel Yoeef,
95f n3; Mekor HE¢m 95b n . 3

20,.

Lev 27 : 2...,7 .

Motot (ll3b)understande these

words to mean that it applies to the lowest age of
each age category.

Ezra L'ha.v1n (p . 108)

explains that it means tha.t from 60 to 75 the
rate r 9turns to one shekel per year which ie the
evaluation for the age of 19.

21 . t.ev 87 : 6

Mekor Hayim (113b n.9) gives the

eva.luat ic-ns in the eame order as our text whlcb
differs however from the bible order.

that the firet valuati n is five.

It exple.in&

Multi~ly this by

four--the years of youth--and you get twenty.

Then

multiply five by its double--ten--getting fifty .

Then add fifteen shekels to the age of eixty and you
complete 75; the yea.re of life.
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(omitted from note 20 on previous page)
"One's return to the pl&.ce" might mean "until
res.ching the ei.ge of sixty" since every sixty

also the sun and moon(Ezra L'havin 108)
yea rs the planets of saturn and Jupiter/are in
conjunotion in the same sign. E 145

22.

In Com Lev 27:3 he says Q!)(//j7

1

p$1>::,

y::i.1 8

referring to the four age-periods distinguished
in the scripture passage.

Motot (ll3vt does find the five life-periods in the
following divieions--l.infanoy, until five;

a.

c"':

childhood until. nineteen; 3. youth , until forty;

4. maturity, until sixty; 5. the period frcm sixty
to seventy-five,thue

in that period he pays

one-Quarter lees than the amount payable from fiv~
to nineteen.
Ezra Lflhavin (108)

explains the age-divisions on

astrological grounds.

2aa. Reduce the first evaluation mentioned in
eoripture--twenty ehekele--which reduced by
five give the evalue.t i c-n for this final age-period.

23.

Just as the sacrificial fowl of the leper was

sent forth on the deserted field, eymbollizing the
exclusion of the leper from society (Lev 14:7), so
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the goat for Azazel was taken into the desert
symbolizing the removal of the &ins of the
people to the land of the shadow of death-~C43b,

24.

Yonia. 67b.

Ibn Ezra eaye that Aza,zel 1s

a demon of the deeert--Rosin (1898) 242.
Ohel Yosef (88b... 99a n.4-9)ee,ye that Azaeel
meant •to the desert,"

Originally it was the

ne.me of a mountain nea.r Sinai .

After the

Temple was built a mountain near Jerusalem was

selected.

Azazel means

goat t ·hat went away."

?J~

TY "the

It should be sla,ughtered

but because this would appear like sa,crifioing
to satyrs, it was drtven into the desert and
destroyed there.

Cf Mekn Bayim 1b n.6

25.'Mle verb in the expression is in the future
tense so that it ie t~ be understood that the
calf ie to be takne to a place which is not fit
for habitation so that tt will never be cultivated.... C 43b.

Stern explains that the land may not be cultivated
but other work may be done on it.
26. Nu 19:lff. Cf Emunot 3:10 p . 123.

But in the

Ta,lmud even Solomon is described as hs.ving been

unable to explain it--Yoma. 14a.
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a7. Lev 20:25.

Because they pr~duce thick humors

which make the thinking processes sluggish-C 43b.

as.

Dt

a3: 1s

as:

30, Lev 21:5

Lev 22: 20

31. Cf Rosin

130~

32. Dt 22:6f. The reward illustratee te purpoe~ of
this precept which is to prevent the annthils.ticn
of the birds ....-C43b.

This is anothe1· hu,anitarian

Precept--Rosin (1899) 168.

Simila.rly Com Ex 20fl. (middle). When we

33.

respect our parents they lengthen our existence.
The1•efore the literal transle,tion of this precept

is tttha.t they may lengthen thy days.n

34. Cf Com Lev 19:14.

35 ••• ,it 1e written nand thou shalt fear thy God •• 1

36. Similarly Com Lev 19:32,

37.

tt

I ( God ) exist, forever while the idole

perish."

Thie is the a1gnif1canoe of the two

quoted versee--C 43b.

38 . Cf Com Ex 20!20. The tbought is that there

is no need for an image ae an intermediary since
Israel knew that God bad spoken to them d.irectly-C 43b111
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39. Com Ex 32 Intr~d

• Cf Kuz&ri, 1:97 p. 96;--•the
people did not intend to give up _their allegie,noe to
God.• The calf was only to be a representative of God,

40, It hints of the world of theintellect which
transmits it e spiritual influence to the lower
univeree--C 448..

41. Cf N~ 7:89.

Thus Ibn Ezra says (Com Ex 25:22)

thatet<J'ICe .thekyoice If God epeaka from the ark-cover,
therefore the ark ie the most imperts,nt object in
the tabernacle.

Mekor Ha.yim (75b n.l.4) says "I have

s een one explana,tion that tne ark ref ere to the

world of idea.s, the ark-cover to the world of the
sph~rea, cherubs to the world of the elements •• some

say that the cherubs ·are a glory indwellzg in the
form of the body."

Stern cites Moreb 3:45 (56b) to the effect that
prophecy is imparted through the agency of an angel•
and by making the two cherubim, Moses clearly proclaimed
the theory of the existence of a number of a.ngelil.

l .49

42. Cf Com Ex 25:10.

43. Bf Ex 25:26.

44. Ibn Ezra tries t(\ prove here that
le.gs so the ark too had legs.,

I '..nlY.>Y9 me~.ns

see Co111 Ex 25 : 12.

In his symbollical explanation of the tabernacle
and its furnishings ibn E~ra fellows Saadia.h 1 & example-~
Rosin

28.

45 .

But cf Rae hi ad loo .

46.

In addition to the four rings near the cover

there were four more rings implying tha.t there
were legs bearing theee rings.

Thie is inferred

from the word nandn .
47. Ex 30:6

48 . Thie is symbollic of the influence oftb.eupper
world upon the middle one.

The candelabrum sym-

bollizes the seven planets , the table--the twelve
s1 6ns 1 which is proven by the menti on of the seven
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lamps and twelve loaves of shewbread

•

The candels,brum

1e set on the south side because the planets are
southerly, facing the moat populous part of the
earth.

The table is at the north side because it

is divided into north and south like the zodiac
although the zodia.o goee entirely around the earth--

0 44a . Cf Comi Ex

48a .

ao:a.

1 . e. in the ooamoa as explB,ined in note 48.

49 . Symbollic

of the ten spheres--C 44a . Ezra

L'bavin 38 says--the ten int elligences of the
spheres which determine astrolosical destiny.

50. Ex 26:lf,?f.

Twenty-eight refers to the

number of degrees in each conetellat ion.

The

conetellations are not exactly equal in size.
Some are larger than others .

Thirty refers to

the imaginary number of degrees of ee.ch constellation
on the n i nth sphere .

Ibn Ezra on Ex 26:2 says

that it does not ref e:r to the 28 stat icms of the
moon.

This ie further :in dioated by the faot that

the curtains which a re as cu~i ts in length e,re
hung on the inside (corresponding to the eighth sphere-of the zodiac) while the thirty cubit curtains are
on the outeide(corresponding to the ninth sphere)--c 44a
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51. Stern regards it as a ledge, eet above the
braes gate or lattice, to receive whe,t might drop
from the altar .,

Half of the earth is buried in

water eo tha t the bronze altar is made of earth
h

with a brass ledge reacing

half way up, so in

man , the spleen which is composed of earth~ is
lees th&n half the height of the body--Ohel
Yoaef 77b n . 8 .

Comtino explains that the bronze

altar eymbollizes the lower world,and the ledge
indicates that it is divided into lalf hea,vy and
balf light elements .

52. Ex 28 : 6

53 . Ex 28:9f

54 .. The onyx stones correspond to the two halves

of the all-embracing sphere divided by the celaetial
conetella t ions
equator, six/ in the north and six in the south • .c 44v
Ibn Ezra discusses

the ephod a.nd the bree.etpla.te in

Com Ex 28:6 .

55. Perrhape "corresponding to the thought . "

lo

~ I t> -a

The constellations are symbollized by the two stones,

the divieicme of which conatelle,tione a1·e imaginary.,.
Cf Ohel Yoseph 78a n.3;Mekor Hayyim

78a-b n.l9e

55a. The four rows represent the conetella,t ions
in the eig hth sphere(the zodif:l,C) eE>.ch of which
differ in actual form.

The four seE:,sone ~re also

symoollized, each of which covers three conetellatiQrsC 44b .

56. Thie represents the celeetia,l equatc,r--C 45a

57~ They represent the luminariee--C ib.
See Ex
58.

as : 30

&.nd Com Ex

as: €i

-- the five pla.nets.

He seems to pla.y upon the word n'b.Jlae

repreeenting"a perfect number" , by tranala,ting it
11 t erally-r-Ef roe.

Five is such a number--thus,

the five pla.nete .

59 .

They do not remain in one place juet ae the

planets are"moving stare . "

At firs t Moeee put

them a.11 together when he set up the t s.bernacle.
Then when needed he would ta.ke them out and arre.nge

them .

Thus !bn Ezra assumes the r e waa a double

breastplate . (cf Com Ex 28: 6).

On the other hand,

thie may be eymbollic of the zodiac,for the sphere
of the zodiac movee only one degree in seventy years

whereas the ot her epheres move at varying velooitiee-C 45a.
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CHAPTER TEN
1 •. The superiority of the Torah lies in the fact
that it empha sizes not merely physical w~lfa re
as do the laws of other paoples but also ep tritual

perfection--c 45a .
2 . Dt 6:7

If they wrere tra nsitive , mea nin g "cause to

3.

lie down etc . " tbe re woul d be t i mea when a person
would not be makir.g ot bere d.O these tbihge , so th.st
he would then be free from the duty to remember
the preceptsf-c 45b) wh i ch is contrary to the biblical
idea.

4 . Though both t hese verbs are transitive in form
having a pronominal suffix ae object , their meaning

ie int ransitive .
5 . Cf San 54b .

s.

6., Here the f ema,le uaee the kal form of the verb .
7 . Sleeping or death ae well as coiticin may be
described by the word "lying" .

a.

Although the Jewish Publice,tion Society Bible

tranela.tion renders

D

fI

a.a "eh.all be made

sure" , Raeh1 renders 1t na.nd it st ands .. "
Ibn Ezra t ra ns lat es

10 . Cf Corn Pa 1:1 Dt

i]n•p

iJsi7.

by

Thus

•
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ll& Thie continues the exposition of the Shema. Cf
Com Dt 6:7.

12. Cf Com Pe 1:1
13. God knows the individuals through the specit's.
Thus philosophy hae expla,ined the,t the Primal Being

knows Himself and He is the knower, knowledge and
the known.

For Ilia abstract essence (intellectum)

is not from His pure eee ence(i .e. intellectus) and

insofar as He has pure essence He ie a knowe r ,
a,e He has Jberbract essence

He is a known.

Insofar

not cC'nve-aled from Him

And insofar ae His pure essence

has abstract essence He is knowledge (because
knowledge ie the relationship between Bis pure
essence and tiis abstract eeeence.)

And insofar

aa there is essence to His essence and His eseence
is not coneealed from Hie essence, He knows Hie
essence,

And since he knows Hie essence as it is

in its essence, viz. the ca.use of all things, it is
fit that He should know Hie essence as a cause for thern
els.a, He would not know Hie essence as it truly ie.

Hence a knowledge of them by way of species is connected
in His essence and a knowledge by way of species is
due tc the fact that they are concepts and that thE
does not necessitate ~iurality in His essence altllagh
the concepts which are many necessitate so many

conceptions" 1 4~-•

Cf M Olitzki--Zahleneymbolik

p. 112 quoting Avicenna.

The fact that the individaa
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are transient explaine why God kn~ws them in a
generic way for if He knew them in the11· part a,

He would be transient like the pa,rts which He
knows .

The epeciee however is eternal--C i6;~

14 . Cf Rosin

1898

451 and page l on the higher

soul .

15.

Since " I am the Lord is wi:1 tten in connect ion

with thie prohibition , it foll~ws tl:ii.t incest removes

one from God--C ib . Cf Com Lev 18:6

17 . Cf Com l.c . "at the death of the body . "

18 . Cf Com l . c .
19. "Receiving" i n1pliee proximity--C ib .

Cf Com Pa 73:24.

Ibn Ezra in common with other thinkers regarded "glory"
a,& meaning angele--Aapecta of Judah Halevi, I Efroe, 39.

20 . Professor Louis Ginzverg informs me "the source of

the quotation ••• is uhdoubtedly Miehnah Zebahim XI>l-4 .

For the last Mishnah the question is discussed whether
1 IY becomes impure but Ibn Ezra follows the accepted
view-...·c mp. Maimonides in his Commenta,ry on the Miehnah...whioh takes the view that

,I Y ia included in the Biblical
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law,

That even the smallest drop of blood

effect is assumed in Talmud Zebahim 93a.

ha,s

the

Cf Com Lev 15:16

al. Cf Lev ~7:aOf
a2. Lev 12:3 The reeaon for the strictness is that
during the period of prohibition she was"holy", but

thereafter sb e is p~Tmitted to defile herself.
The law of the Nazirite is aiduced as proof--C 46b.

a3 .

Nu. 6:lff

24. Hefez b Yasliah rega rds the sacrifice as a

penalty for not gus.rding against defilement-Halper 74.
Ibn Ezra likewia~ rega r ds the sacrifice as atonement
for giving up the holy statue of a Nazirite--Cf
Ohel Yosef, 117b n . 6.
to ascetiaism.

In this respect he tends

This is proven further by hie

explanation of the sacrifice required from the new
mother ae atonement for having i r:dulged in int ercourae
which prevents unity with God -- Rosin

l29;cf

Ii'

38,fi.2

The Talmud and Midraeh, on the other ha.nd, regard
the Nazirite sacrifice as atonement for having
made the vow of abatinence--Cf Nm R 10:15 on 6:11; Nazi r:lBa
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25. Com Lev 12:S--it is a sin-offering leet at the
time of delivery she vowed in her travail to refrain
from future relations with her husband.

26. Now begins a list of offerings which are regarded
as atonement for having neglected the constant
study of Torah by res.eon of preoccupation with
worldly affaire-C 46b.
i37. Dt 18•4
,

28., Lev 27:30

29; Dt 24:19

30., Lev 19:19

31 . Nu 15:20

32. Lev 19:23

33 •. 1b :24

34. Dt 18:4

35. Lev 27:30

36 . Lev 19:10

37

38. Dt 18:4

39. Dt 15:19

40. Lev 27 :3 2

42. ib:30ff

43 .. Dt 18:3

Lev as:30

44. The pilgrimte offering 1a called

41. Lev 7:ll

/''c.~7

because it

symbollizea the command the.t man should not aee

(

i1 cY 1 ) God., empty-ha.nded--0 46b.

45 . The thought seems to be that a man should give

up hie wife, his estate, his fields and vineyards

and other worldly possessions and devote himself to
pious meditation.

Elijah and Elisha are examples

of such a way of life--C 46b 1 so Creizenach 110.
Cf

Ohel Yosef 26b n. 9. Stern explains it in the name
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of

SJ Rappaport to mean that it ie proper to give

to holy men gifts according to one'~ means.

CHAPTER ELEVEN

l. Thia and the following chapter are very important
since the6 spee.k of the essence of the First Cauae
and Hie name.

The preceding chapters were intended

to acquaint us with the methods of inveatigating the
precepts. and similar subjects .

He now takes up

the letters of which the divine name is compoeed--C 4?a..

a.

The emphasis upon letters and, further on, on

numbers goes back to the Talmud and before it to
the Neopythagoreana--Y Joel; Bl1cke in die Religionsgeschichte, Brealau 1880 1 I 180

3. See Com Ex 3:15 which deals with the entire subject.
4.

Zal).ut 12a gives them in the order

6, Zahut
ib also 11ate them as
••
6.They have

O •7(JJ Y•f •

a. medial (or in1tiial) form and a. final

form --Similarly Safa B'rira 14b-15a, 23a; Zahut 14b.
7 ~ Cf Zahut 14b .

·
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a.

Similarly Zahut 14 a-b Safa B'rura 3la. This is

the view of Saadiah and Mena.hem b Saruk-- Hisschfeld,
Literary History of Hebrew Gremmar and Lexicography,
London, 1926, 24 .

Cf

ss,t

Yeter 5a.

9. Cf Safa Bfrura 31b.

10. Ps 45:3

ll . Is 17:ll ..

12 •. Cf za.hut 14b, Kimhi, Michlol, ed Lyck, 38a.

The conneoticm with hie name, Abraham, ie
derived from Gen 17 : 4 .

Safa B'rura (31a)

writes "Caetilian Abraham! and omits flwhich
is my name. 11 Cf Com

Eco 7:27 .

13. See W Bachar--Abraham ibn Esra als Gramma.tiker,
Sudapest, 1881, 57 n . a . Stern seems to have misunderstood the w'hole mnemonic from

:::l' ~::,I

14 .

?'Jlcu ::> to

J''J1 ',\'

.

are all

,,
easier lette r s to pronounce than , 90 J f J

p,, 7

!S becc1,uae

~.:>(V;7

.,
dn

they were made eervilee--S .

15. The gutturals come first ae they emanate from
the innermost organ of speeoh--C 47a.
Safa B1 rura l7a-b .

\~

l

16 . SO zahut 12a and Safa,. _ B rural\. l8a, .,

Similarly
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17. In sound, the yod and kaph are next in order of
placement in the oral cavity after the gutturals .

s.

Comt i no (47a) says "they are first after gj.me~ which
and
is heavy in pronunciation/therefore Ji
a radical."

i'

18 . There should be two se r viles and two radicals in
eaoh placement.

Since ther e are more than four lettera

in thiB category, however, the extra letter (lamed)
waa used as a servile.

There are eleven serviles

in the alpha.bet, t hus the odd lamed helps to make up
the total-•C 47-.
19. True study aims to asoettain the causes of things.

The argument which confirms the findings of such
study is called

,>o?

J)$/1:)

(ttthe proof of

study» or "of lamed")--c 47b.

ao.

Because it suggests the oauae of everything.

There is no higher wisdom than this.

Zahut (aaa)

gives the same explanation--C 47b.
al.

Cf Com l. o. The lamed is causative.
'JJ :l 0.:Z

, flr~

J ?<\' ::::,

C4-7b .

.

22. Cf Zahut 14b; Com Ex 3;15 similarly~
23. Cf Safa B'r~ra lSa, 43a-b; Zahut 15a.
24 . Thus after the letters plaoed farthest back in
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the oral cavity come those farthest forward,
since it is difficult to pronoW'lce two letters
of the same placement one after the other--Safa
B'r'i.1ra, 18a. 43a; Cf Zahut 12ar

a5.

The connecting line is indicative of the

construct form . similar to the medial stroke in
Arabic letters showing their connection with what
follows. Cf Safa B'rura 23a, Zahut 14b .
26 . These are the letters

' I ,1

X •

Similarly

Com Ex 3:15; Zahut l3aj Kuzari 4:3 p. 384i Attributenlehre p. 173 n . l88j Sefer Hashem 30f .

They are

called "drawn"letterabecauee ee,ch of them is "drawn"

after one of the five vowela~-s.

a7 .

The mappik is a dot in the h6 at the end of the

word1 bringing out the sound of a letter which woula
otherwise be inaudible. Friedlaender--Com of ibn
Ezra on Isaiah III 7,28.

as.

I7

I? J1

witb:>ut

• Cf Safa B'xura 18b

29. One is no number, which is implied by the
definition of number, viz. multiplicity produced from
C 47b

unite.

¢1/t.iit-Jt/,J'/,/)/

Cf

Com Ex 3:15.
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30. One is the foundati · n of number, so two is
two times one--C 47v . Similarly Sefer Ha-eha.d 3f;

Com Ex 33:21; Sefer Hasha.m 26f; Attributenlehre 286ff
507f.

WA number ie defined as a sum of units. One

is therefore excl~ded from the category of number
and ie not called a number . "-- al-Biruni, 24 .
Sb1ilarly Batlajusi Ch 4, Heb 28; Dieterioi; Propadeutik

3.

31 . The similarity between ten and one is proven by

the f a ct that the l ev~ers representing them both

represent the first person,grammatically --Sefer
Hashem 29,6a .

Ten is like one because it begins

the second category of number (the tens)-- safa
B 1 r~ra

431)...44a; So Sefer Ha-eh.ad l2j Sefer Hashem 27, 5a.-b;

Com Ex 3 : 15.
32 .

Cf Kuze.ri 5:25 p . 443 .

When the units are multiplied by nine the

multiple of five (45) ~evere es the tens and units
to produce the multiple of six (54) .

Five

revolves on itself because the aaua.res of one
to four have the same units a.a the squares of
nine to six, in relation to their distance

a

2

from five--thue l • 1-- 9
2

8 a o4; etc .

a

81; 2

a

~

4 --

Five alone is said to revolve on

itself since it has no complementary number-~c 45a.
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Stern points out tha.t the squs,re and cube of
five ae well as of eix retain the original unite,5
and 6, adding that the s e two circular numbers and
the two end-numbers, one and ten , were3a·e 1eoted
as the component letters of the divine name.
Cf Sefer Zahut l3a; Sefer Hashem 6b; safa B'xura 43b44a; Com Ex 3:15.
33 . Thes e are accidents borne by a body for it is

composed of eix aidee, being defined as a thing
ppoduoed by three lines int ersect i ng at right angles
according to ibn Hamad (Gazzali); or of three dimension~
as defined by Aristotle

(Arietotle De Caelo l:l)

Each dimension baa tWX> ende!eidea) thue giving a total
of aix sides--C47b-48a .

34. Cf Sefer Hashem Sb, 19a quoting Sefer Yezira;
Zoha.r Gen 47a; Com Ex 3: 15. The aleph is made up

of the line above and below and the line from right
to left.

The body represented by this three-

dimensional aleph bears the accidents-- C 48a .
35. Belief in His exiatenoe and His divinity will
lead men to believe the other nine commandments-- C 48a.
36. As one is n~ number, yet all number ie based on it,

so the fir st commandment is neither a positive nor a
negat 1 ve precept, but an inner belief and the bateie
of the commandments. He who has no faith in God recognizes no precepts--Sefer Ha.ahem 29f; cf Com Ex 20:l.

16~
37. Cf ZS.hut laa; Efros, Problem of Space in Jewish
Philosophy, NY 1917, 72,49n53, 120.

The meaning according to Comtino(48a) is tr.at the
body is potentially infinitely divisible .

38. Form makes actual the potential exietence of
matter--C 48a .

Unless ther e ie form one cannot say

;, J il "behold . "
39. These two component parts aymbollize matter and

form or eubetance and accident--Sefer Hashem 31, 7a;
Zs.hut 30b, ala. Thie passage in our teat possibly
involves pha.llic eymboliam--Efroe .

40. Since form actuallizee the existence of matter
;

the h! is the sign of the feminine when it ie used
as a suffix--C 48a.

Thus Ibn Ezra aerees with

Gabirol who, unlike Aristotle, makes form the
feminine principle.
41. Cf Com Ex 26:32.
42. Cf Sefer Ha.ahem 32, 7b.
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1r.>1::i

43. These are

When it is connected with

.

them it 1a read as a vowel--C 48a.
44 . The definite hi is pointed with patab and the

-

interrogative h! with hataph patah--C 48a·.
45. Ale~ indicates the first person when written

in the verb (whereas yod represents the third person)
As a suffix yod is like aleph because then, like
____.

~

...

-

the aleph, it repres ents the first person when written
in a verb--0 48a .
46. Every number is bae~d on ten.

Every number

is either a part of ten ( a fractionl or produced
by multiplying it,

or produced by its additi on to

another number (10 4 l ::. ll) or the result of
both methods combined ( 5 x 10 -=- 50 + 4

=

54)-c 48a

Cf Com Ex 3:15 .
47. "Since air and fire are light, fire being burning

air, they are in a single sphere.

Water and ea.rth are

hee.vy and jointly encompass the eei.rthly sphere, thllls
they produoe a single sphere"--C 48a.

"Some scholars

deny the existence of an upper sphere of fire and contend
that from the earth to the sphere of the moon there

Ji,

is

air, but that ite parts divide into four qualities.
Among these scholars are Israeli, Abarbanel and Ibn Ezra"-S
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48. On the enumera tion of the epheree see introduction p.
50.

The half...circle ie symbollio of the whole circle--

0 48b.

Cf Sefer Hashem Sa.

It represents the tenth

all-embre. cing sphere-Sef er Hashem 28, Zahut 27a.

passage as followe:"Ibn Ezra wants to show that the yod
den~tee the number ten both in its form and in its name.

In ita form it is a blocked-in circle, representing
the upper all-embra cing sphere which encloses the other
nine spheres, making a total of ten. From the standpoint
of its nae, he is saying that yod comes from the root
i1 .,.,
whose meaning ie tta gathering or aeeemblagett
which he illustrates from the verse quoted."
52 . Cf Com Dt 14:32; Com Lev 27:32

and Mekor Hay im

ll4a n.16; Sefer Hashem 6a; Keter Malekut 100.

53.

Ten begins the category of tene--C 48b; Cf Com

Ex 3:15;

Mekor HEV,i.m 45b

n. as.

54. Since they are divisible only by one --C 48b.
55 . Cf Sef er Ha..-ehllld lf; al=Biruni 23.
56. l

+ 2a. -::.

57. l -1- 3 ...

,,

58.

n•

=

-

5

10
10

+

5

::: 15
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59.

l

+

5 i.::

,V ,i

60 .

26 =;71;,•
7 / I :. 26--C 48b.

61. The Feast of Weeks is the fiftieth day of the
counting of the Omer. Cf Lev 23:16.
2 + 3

62.

=

123

5 • so Ceeizenach/who assumes tba.t fiv·e

it the sum of the prime numbers which precede it.
63 . Comtino (49a) offera the following two explanations
for this passage:--" The square of five (25) is like the
aum of the ntumbere preceding it 1 not counting one which
is not a. number, ( 1. e. 9) plus the three letters of
\.>
,i1 ' ,1 ,,
, thus

' • ilc'<

, whose num~rioal~ value is 16.

Or the explanation may be the,t by the proper name is
meant the tetragrammaton whose numerical value is 21,
and preceding the number five are four numbers which
added to 21 give the sum of 25. "
Stenn says that the divine name

;, • ;J ,'(

is numeric ally

equal to the three letters which are used to make up
the tetragrammaton
64 . 1 + 2 + 3 etc. +
..

a.

65. 2 + 4

..

•
15

-=

120.

..

+ 6 + 8 =- 120 , which eQ.uals the sum of

the addition of one to fifteen .

The same result is

arrived at by multiplying half of fifteen plus one-half

V7½ ~ ½ =

8) by fifteen.

C 49a..
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66e Comtino (49a) res.de

y ::JI 7 r., and
0'7n/l,7
explains that this means the sum of the equaree of
1,3, 5, 7, 9

~

165.

Similarly Stern.

C8Bizena.ch

(l.21) however, understands it as the sum of 120 plus

.

the sum of one to nine,totalling 165.
67.

i7 '

il •

68 .

x

+

,,
i1 I .: 15 x 11 =
,z

,,

225
3.

I ;-, • ( .:. 21)
225

~~.

::

-

'~

165.
125

=.

,,

or

or 441 minus il' ( = l5)

s3 --c
z.

49a

or

216 which is vav oubed--C 49b; Motot 46a.

He proceeds to show the significance of the number

ten geometrically.

Draw a circle whose diameter is ten

and dre.w a cord on one-third the diameter.

Construct a.

rectangle on the cord whose aides are one-third the height
of the diameter.

the circumference.

Then the area of the rectangel will eqwll
If you draw a triangle on the~ cord

whose apex is at the top of the diameter, thus its
altitude will be two-thirds the diameter.
equal the area of the rectangle.

Its area ~ill

If the diameter should

be lesa than teh then the area of the t _riangle or rectangle
will be less than the circumference in proportion to the
reduced size of the diameter from ten.

The opposite

true if the diameter is more than ten.

But here he adde

other illustrations~-c 49b.

is
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70.

The simplest understanding of the text would

yield this reading.

on Com Ex 3:15,

Cf Mekor Bayim 46b n,38 and Motot

If the diameter is ten the area of

the triangle will be
And the area of the rectangle will be

Eichenbaum (Kerem Hemed
dtfferently

IV ll5f) reads the text

"The square of the sides of a triangle

inscribed in a cirdle eque,ls the square of the
perpendicular when each side equals the diameter of
the circle.

If every side equals the diameter, then

the square of the latitude is three-quarters the square
of the diameter.

Then the aqua.re of the altitude equals

the square of the side of a triangle inscribed in the
circle."

Creizenach(l25ff) ,- adopta this interpretation.

Comtino (49b ff) proceeds to e, lengthy explanation
beginnmng with the statement that the square of the
sides of a traingle inside a circle equals the product
of the perpendicular of the triantle by the diameter of
the

circle.

In the diagram,

BD

divides the square

into two triangles,, a.nd

os

the base of both.

AE b1aecte the oenter at
right angles tot~, BD.
Thus the perpendicular AE
equals half the diameter.
The square of the side of the
C
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square

equals twice the square of the perpendicular

because the perpendicular equals half t ·he diameter.
Thus if AE ::. 6, then AB,..-J72 or
AC ( .:: 12) x

AE

( :::: 6)

2AE 1
~

::::.

78 · or

c

a½•
AB :a.

This is true even when the square of the perpendicular
is not 3/4 the square of the side but half the square
of the aide ..
The proof is that if you draw

a,

oord on the diameta-

of a o i role, it bisects the diameter.

If a line

is bisected at any point, the area of the rectangle

contained in the whole line and in one of the two
segments equals the area of the rectangle which
is contained in the two segments and the square

produced on the aforementioned segment:.
B

C

A PRoof~-aee illustration.

AB is intersected at any
point by c. Produce the

~ ----a.0- - - - - - --:::F

rectangle ACDF on AC and
the square BODE on BC.

Then each of the rectangles AE, AD and the area of AE
equals the area of AD plus CE, and AE eQ.uale the area
of the rectangle contained in AB BC because BC equals
CD and the area of CE is the square produced on BC.
Thus the area of the rectangle contained in the two

lines iB BC equals the area of the rectangle contained
in AC BC and the square produoed on BC •.
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on
When/a cord is drawn

a. traingle the part of t ra diameter

above the cord is called the perpendicular and the pa.rt
below, the arrow..

The produot of theperpendioular by

the diameter equals the perpendicular squared plus the
product of the arrow by the perpendicular . Thus arrow x
perpendiuular equals

cord
8

X

cord
--r-

Thie proven by the

fact that the cord and the diameter are two intersecting
oorde in a circle and in any two intersecting cords in
a circle the area of the rectangle c ontained in part of
one line plus lte remainder equals the product of the
part of the other line times its remainder.
See diagram.

To . prove

that the recta~ le oontanned
in part of AC or BD, the
area of the rectangle oom
contained in AC OD AE CE
equals the area of the
rectangle contained in
BE EG ..

PRoof--draw

GH GE GI GC GB

Then GH bis ects AC at riglt
angles equal ly (of Euclid 3:3). Thus AC is cut into halves
at Hand uneq'\19,lly at E. Then the area of the rectangle
contained in AE EC plus the square produced on EH aqua.la the
a.quare produced on CH (Euclid 2! 5)
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Thus the arrow times the prependicule,r equal&; half the
cord times half the cord or half the oord squared, since
the perpendicular bisects the cord, beir,g half the diameter.
Any cord not pas s ing thrC\.tgh the center, bisected ( at
right angles) by a li~e drawn through the center, is
cut into two equal parts. (Cf Euclid 3:3)
The perpendicular and half the cord a.nd the side

of the eCluilateral triangle produce a right-angled
tria.ngle and the cord ~f the recte.ngle ie the

side of the

large t%1angle i*a ' the equilateral

or iecooelles.

Sit1ce it is the cord cf the

rec t angle its square equals the square of the otla'
two sides which are the perpendicular and half the

cord.

Then the square of the side of the triangle

equals the product of the perpendicula.r times the

diameter which equals the square of the perpen dicular
plus the product of the arrow by the p erpendicula,r

which equals the square cf f'/1~1-,j, ha.lf the oord.
Thia proves that the square of the side equals

the produot of the perpendicula,r by the diameter a.a
long as the perpendicular squared eq:uals '3/4 the square

of the side..

But this applies to all equila,teral

trie.nglee inscribed ina circle~

However the condit icn

which Ibn Ezra adds here in saying

11

when the aqua.re

of the perpendicular of the equilateral triangle equals
3/4 the square of the side" applies to the perpendicular

on any side.

Otherwise

the only case in which the condit:d.an
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could be fulfilled would be if the perpendicular
were drawn to the base which ie common to both
tria.ngles but not to every side .

Only when the

triangle is equilateral will the square -of its
perpendicular be !/4 the square of the eide--c 49b-5la.

71 . Eichenbaum (ib 116) explains this c l ause as
Ibn Ezra 1 e proof for the preceding statement .
means

"since" •

Upon the basis of

Euclid I f7 he says
&.

AB

11

&.

z_.

- BD

-

AD

since BD = ½Be
and AB .::
The1·efo re
And AD

72 .

-z.::::.

BC

AB-a.

BD.... 3AB.a.

2.

,,..

If the di a,meter is la ~ then the cord on l/3 of tt

equals the root of 32 and the square 128.
the arrow (4) will be 16.

t~,liliP,

The square of

A~d thie to 128

getting 144 the square of the diameter.

Proof--fhe diameter of a circle is a lin~ bisecting a
cord anywhere .

When a line cute an~ther , the two equa.reo

p:roduced 9n4 each of the segments plus double the area
of tht, i'ec t angla contained in the two parts eciuale the
square of the whole line (Cf Euclid 2 : 4.) . The arrow and
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the prependicular (AD) are the two parts of the diameter{AB)

A

z.

z.

Thus DB +- AD -t-

H

equals AB

...

,_Ta
a~

X

X

AD

AD

Thie ie when 3/3 AB ::
2BD

Then BD

X

AD

= (~)

z..

(ae proven in note 70)
Thus

thei square of half

the cord

equals

one-

quarter of the square of the whole o~rd.

Then the square of the cord ie four times the square of
half the cord which equals BD xAD.

BD x AD equals half

the square of the perpendicula,r when the perpend1d1..1.lar

ie a~uBle the arrow and its product equals the square
of theperpendicule,r.
Then

EF z.

Then

AD

z..

+

4 (ADxBD) ::;:

EF

2.

equals the square of-ihe perpendio\.llar and

twice the product of the arrow by the perpendicular ,
Add the square of the arrow to the eum of them and you
get the square of the die.meter.

Therefore the squs.re

of the cord plus the square of the arrow, when it is

drawn on one-third of the diameter equals the aqua.re of
the diameter--c 5la-b.

Eichenbaum (ib ll~)

GH = cord
BD :: AC

EGH .::: a rieht tria,ngle
EH :::. dis.meter (Euclid 3:31)

>
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2-

EH ~ GH

2-

2-

+

EG (Euclid 1:47)

AC :: diam et E21'

.:

3

BD :::

Therefore EG z.. ~

::: GE

OD

AC ~

Thus diameter squared (EH) -== chord squared (GB) +
arrttw squared (since EG

=

BD)

C1•eizena.ch however (127) explains it as follows:--

WL AB -

d

CJL

a

EF DF

:::

AD

x

BD

2d

__a_g_
.:: t1

.z.

'2,.

or L :=. Jl..
4

3

✓

A 3

then s ::: 8d

T

~

Thus

73-.

s

-

t- ~c,--

Dra.w a. circle.

a.

~
't

+

a.

...

-9:
'I -

2..

d or EF

-a.

+

~

DB .:: AB

Make a oord on 2/3 the diameter.

It 1e the base of the tr1&,ngle AEF a,:cd the side of the
rectangle GEFH (see diagram in note 72)
Make AB ==- 10.

Then EF
EF

=
x

9

-r- 9 ' ap proximately.

Then AB

•

3

x

GE :::. 9 °

0

3~

20

,

ao '

(l/3 degree)

= 31 °

q

I

20

60 .:::

the area of GEFR which equals the circumference.
AD

x

DF

or

6

°

40

1

X

4°

44 '= the area of AEi,

31

o

20

I

60

II

•
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But if the diameter sh~uld be more than 10 1 e.g. 12,
the cord would be twice the root of 32 or ll

approximately.

O

19'

Multiply thie by 4 (l/3 the diameter,
'

the height of the rectangle) getting 45· ~ 16 1
area of the rect o. ngle .

,

the

The perpendicular ( 8)

multiplied by half the base (5
the area of the tria,ngle--45

0

o

39
16

I

I

30

h

•

) gives

The circumference
0

of a circlt1 whose. diameter is 12 is approxime,tely 36 ·
43

I

a

,,

which ia about l/6 less than the area of the

triangle and of the rectangle, correepondlr..g to the
proportion of lo to 12. c 5lb
n.40.

Cf Mekor Hay im 1-7 a.-b

But Eiohenbaum (ll?), with Creizenach (127)

in agreement , understands the languege of the text
to mean that if the cord cute a larger or smallf'l'
part of the diameter than J./3, the previously-mentioned

equation will not be true«

74 .

Eichenbaum exple,ins (ll8f)
3,.

EG

+

EF

.2.

::::. EH

'2-

rhe diameter EH is 10, then its square ia lOOc
EG .._ -

100

9
Then EF

.....

and EF

100 - 100 _ 800

7r - ,-

-_J""sOO
-r

The aree, of rect&.ngle EFHG is EF x EG or

Jam
3

X J.Q....- 3 10 .feoo
3

9
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The a,rea of the tris,ngle AEF will be EF x tAD

thus ~ r-

ao
-r- "'T

or 10 _ l CU 800
- ~ - .. 9 -

The circurnf el'enoe ie to the die.meter ae 22 : 7 or 484: 4-9

aoo: 81 or [ aoo: 9
Then 484 x 81 = 49 x 800
or

(Euclid 7 : 19)

th\18 39,204 ;:::. 39,200.
Simil~,rly 10: c iroumf erenoe

Then c ircumf er~nce _

10/aoo which is equal

to the area

=- 9: J800

9

the rectangle and the tria.ngle.

Qf

Creizenach reasons that DF ~= AD xDB .= 20 ,c l0 = 209 o
3
3

- ,-

then DF _ lo-Ja
thus EF (base of triangle AEF) _
-

EF x !Q.
3

(½

,20 ✓
2
3-

altitude) .: 10 x20.63
3

Thus area AEF _

200 x 1 . 4 . _ 282 _ 31 . 33

-

g""

-

9

-

Rectangle GHEF has the same area as AEF, proven above.
(note 70) . The circumference of the circle is
3; 1416 x 10

or 31 .. 41 •

75. Thie sentence begins the consideration of the
,,.

significance of 15

:::i ;,•

--F.iohenbaum 119.

Comtino (51b, &la) explt:1.ine that "If the diameter is

15 the cord in one-tlurd soould be (double the root of
50 or) 14

0

5

I

II

33. Thia multiplied by one-third the
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die,meter (5) givee 70

d

42

I

40

tria.ngle and the rectangle,,

1,

, the aree, of both the

The square of thie is

exactly 5,000.•

Eiohenbaurn st3.te r. specifically that
means the area of the triangle.
z.
EF .:: AB -

~

2.

EG

or

2.

'Z,...

15 -

5

Hie proof is tha.t

= 200 .

Then EF ::i: J°'aoo and the area of trie.ngle AEF eg.uals

/200 x

5.

The square of this is 210 x

as or 5,000.

Eiohenbei.urn adds "The 1·ema,rka.ble thing about 15 ie
that you can find this result in the aqua.re ~fl the

area but not in the root . "
111.

Creizena.ch (129) explains that DF ~ 2d

x_g__

3
2.

t hue ad. - 2 x 15 _

r -

§

-

a

x

9

of the altitUde 1s 2d x
9

'Ii

3

2? i _- 50 .

The squa,re

r2d = 10

x 16 or 100.

The square of half the base multiplied by the altitude,

er the square of the area is 50 x 100 or 5 1 000.
76. Creizenach (129) adds •since the circumference
equals the triangle AEF . "
is 200 [2" •
,00,000

81.

Then the circumfe:l'.'E!nce

The square of this is 40 a000,
81
.

2

or

Eiohenbaum (120) reaches this point by first

calJmg the circuraference lO laoo
9

100

X

the square of which is

800
81 - • • Then Creizenach and Eichenba.um alike reduce

X
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this fsacticm to 987~ or 987 + f t .,__ ~

Bl

or 987

5

81 r el

8

98!

77. In terms of dec~mals the square root would
be 31 . 4269.

The number after the decima.l point

multiplied by 216 gives 922,104
2 , 160,000
92 . 210 thirds .

or

This is the sum of 25 minutes

(25 tiniee 3600 thirde,or 90,000 thirde)
36 seconds (36 t imea 60 thirds or 2160 thirds)

and 50 thirde--Eichembaum

120 .

"In the science of a-atronomy the unit employed
is the degree divided into sixty minutes.,. . divided
into sixty seconds (the sec ond t 1me of diviait'n)

and the eeoond i nto 60 thirds and the third into
60 fourths"--al-Biruni 24.

78 . Creizenach (130) says

'i7 /'/ 'i1

numerice-lly amounts to 72.

st arn

also mentions

t h is rea ding and offers as an e.lternative
17

/ i7

1

/

-,,,
I -, I

·,

I

i7 1 giving the ,same sum .

Eio henbaum (120) adds

11

the degrees of theoircumf erence

(31) plus the degrees of the area of the triangle or
r ectangle inscribed in the c1rcle(3l) plus the degre6&
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of the diameter (10) produces the same total

(7a).n

Comt:\no (52&) exple,ine that 72 1s eimile.r to 7200
which ia equivalent to the area of the equa,re and
the tria.ngle in a c ire le whose diameter is 15 plus
the sqw~re of the c iroumf erence which is 8200.

79. Thie is added beca.uee the letters signifying

five e.nd ten begin the tetra.gramme.ton.

The tetragre,m-

maton as a 72 latter word may be based on the

three verses EX 14:J.9-21 1 each of which conta,ins
72 let t ers.

The kaba.liets derive it by a gema,tria.

(nwerical evaluation of the letters of a. word)
whdch method Ibn Ezra op posee--Sefer Hashem 34.

Gen Ron 15:14 bases the 72-letterl name on Dt 4:34 wlich

contains 72 letters.

80/

See note 73 for Comtino'e explanation.

Creizenach (130f) explaina as foll.owa-d

diameter.

Then area of AEF is DF x AD or

J°zd~M.
-A SS X _Q.d_
3
3 - 3
3
thua--;tx/8
But when diameter is 10 the circumference equals

200

J2 or

--r-

ao IT

9

t imee as large ae the
diameter.
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It is thue

~ra

~

Then the triangle to the circumference is

as

f!~ra : ~ xla
thus d:10 .

Eichenbaum (lal)

~ as

EF z. --1- FH -a.

:::

follows

AB .....

FH _ diameter

-

3 -

FH~-:: AB....

3
Then EF ... _

~

-- •

or

EF

_Ja x AB
3

The area of the triangle ie EF

or

FH or

Js

AB

X

3

x 2AB
9

8

Dia.meter : circunu'erence ::::: 9 :
CircUM'e ~ence .:: diameter x
Thus 10: AB

X

_.Jaco

-

800 (Euclid 7 : 19)

Jeoo and divided

x AB , Sa x 2AB
9
'
9

Thus triangle :circle : diameter: 10 .

by 9 .

X

AB

T
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IHAPTER TWELVE
l . "Thie chapter 1e very importe,nt.
preceding chapters lead up to it.

All the

Inetllactual

excellence and communion with God is diecues ed
here .

He begins with the pre, iee of God who is compared

to the number one .

As this number is found in

all nuMbere so the soul of man, if it cleaves to God
becomes immutable .

Hav 5.ng expounded in the previous

chapter the letters of the divine name he proceeds

to diacuee the value of this name--C 538- .

a.

Referring to the separate intellecte--C 1b

3 . Referring to the intermediate world--C ib.
The stars--F 13

I Goldziher, Kitab Maani al Nafs,

Berlin, 1907, 37 calls angels n •7:J. ::>J

•

4. Referrine to the world of intellects and
spheres--C ib .
5 . "SO the ancient philceophera taught that div1z:e
providence is bound up Jin the two (upper) worlds

with the individua since theiy are eternal., and
in this world it is bound up with the univereala

which are immutable .
are related to Him .

Theref~re the two (upper) worlds
Thus Ibn Ezra mentioned only the
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two and the mention of the third world is e.leo mise i ng
in the words of the Psa,lmiet .

He ie saying tha.t

alt hough there are t :1t ngs which exist 1mmut5.bly,
nevertheless they change in rela.tic n to something else

or because of it .

For example, the courses of the.

hea,v@na are immutable per ee , yet they change in
rela.tion to the center of the earth and because of it,
since it is fr0m tin1e to time at the center of every
spher e . God however never changes even in this
res p ect n

C 53e. .

Cf Com Ex 3 : 15 bottom .

6 . These stare remain in fixed rela.tic•n to one

another and to the zodiac, moving about one degree
every sevent y years .

Therefore it was decided that

they are all in one sphere although it is possible
that ea,ch may

have its cwn spher e--G ib. Simils,rly

Com Ex 3:15 bottom.
7 . Ee.ch sphere moves uniformly in relat1c•n to its cetter

Aristotle says t he mot ion of the sphtn es 1~ c hangeless
--i . e. the particule1 r sphe re doee not alter its
spee.d of r evolut i on.

Yet the obser ver sees that t heir

epsed apparently varies.

The solut i on to this o on-

tradicticn ie that the at ar is en a spher e whose

center is not the s eme as that of the e ~rth--0 53a.
8 . The relation of any planet to all the others ca nnot
be exactly the same at any tv_-o t imes--C 54a . Similarly

Com Ex 3:15

•
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9 . They join under a particular sign in the same
degree , m11nute and secon d--C ib,
;,YJJ.fli7 708?

Com Ex 3: 15

Similt:trl.y
,::J..OJJY.>

DY'::> ';,

D' i,::il'Ji1

10 . In none of the four aapecte ........ eeatile, tri ne,

square and oppoe1tion--C 54a .

Cf E 332 .

11 . Hav i ne; aspects in r ela,tion to all the pla,nete-C ib.
12 . "Ascend1bgtt mea ns the movement from perigee to

a.pogee;and the reverse movement is dee_cending--C 1b.
l3e "In the large one"--in the apogee of the eccentric

s pher e or ite perigee--C 1b .
14 . "In the ema,ll one"--in the a,pogee. of the epicycle

or its perigee--C 1b .
l .5 . The intersection of the celest1a.1 equator and the

zodiacal belt a t Aries is called the hea,d of the dre,gon
and at Libra is called the tail of the dragon .
The former int ersection is the ascen ding node where
the planet crosses the elciptic into the North latitude

c {1ne1ittuting t ·he vernEt.l equinox; while the la,tter, the
D~gon's t a il, ie the descending node or the point whe1:e
1t crosses southward, co net i titt irtg t he autumnal equinox

E 363 .

so

: !)'Y.>•

Comt i no and St ern. Com Ex 3:15
DY!JI

•~3Y.>Cll

D~!:>/

J>l'?thi7

c. 1

/r

/,-,

.:J.

DY12>
:J. ::, I ::> i1

•
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being
16. i.e. they have no molad nor/obscuredg .

So San, but

Comt:no (54b) says "Since they are not ooropoeed of matter
and form they c2nnot disintegra te.

They are like

matter in one respect and like form in another.

Or

he may mean here that they have no beginning or end
in measurement since they are spherical.--c 54b.
Com Ex 3:15 (?On .• ,.\'~I ,~:,• '-''~ .. ll!n1<PIJiJ

0'2:Jl::>,7

17.Sinoe at times they are in apogee, appeartng as
a rr.a ll, and at times in per i gee, when they appear

large.

What is seen at the largest angle seems

smaller them what 1a seen a.t the eme:~lest angle-... c ib •
Com Ex 3: l.5

!J.,,u, • • •!>

.

D'1 M' 11 D~ $

~ :::z.

l>

,,J

18. Because ita phases are not produced by itself

but by its relationship to the sun --C ib. Cf a.l-Biruni 65
, :::, i'JJ..:J~,, o.i1b ,>UI:>~
lliJ'? pr., ';,
Com Ex

!

3:15
,Jr.>:5Y
Cl)t;> UI i1 r.> 7J, , , ::>

,IN

j1

!?

/'''/

I::)

7 J y J ~- ,, I

">J'

I

Cf Com Ex 23 :21. It ie thue co mpc:1,r l:ie to the e~,rt h--

opague matter.

Moving away from the sun ite light inorea.ff.S

and approaching it, its light diminishee-~s.cf Com Ex 12:2
19« In rega rd to velccity--C 54b.
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20. Com Ex 3:15 "The ple,nets do not change their light
t he ·efore beJow them is the moon for all their accidents
apply tCl it and more besides."

Thie is due to its

complica ted moti on in its epicycle (Cf E ''j.i,l}(',333)
But

.

ComtiN> ae,ye "On the other hand the other pla,nete

,..,,,111>,;.tt.t,/.:lt

raced or eta,nd at ill .. phenC'mena, which

do not occur to the moon~-c 54b

compa re how ever

with reference to themoon artiele

E 156,

a.nd litere,ture quoted the r e.

21. The changes which the pls,nete undergo ir:fluence
all mundanef! creatic1n. Everything ea,rthly must change

eventually.

God alone, who ie eternal, and the

human •cul, which is part ofHim, are immutable--s
IJJJW' n'!J'W ;-, 1'?•,.~
?1::iY1.I
A..
t...
O'V'">::lJ11
~::::>
:at:) !5 y:z <'9 fl.I;-, o ~, Y .:::i
<

Com Ex 3:J.5

aa .. "Created

things are infinit e

ifr,

in number

and everyone differs fr om the other.Cf De
Genere.tione et corrupticne). Since the astrological

order ie the cause of this intfin ite variety
it follows that the arrangements of the heavenly

bodies a re infinite" --C 54b
23. In the Seder "Yeeira, (4: 16 in th e English
edition; 3:4 in the Are,bic editicin) the text

is "Seven stone~ ruild 5,040 h0urse thereaft e r go
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and calcula,t e what the burna.n mouth cannot expreee
nor the ear hea rv

Quot ed in Kuz,~ri 4:25 p 461 ..

Oomtino lists the permuta.ticma of two, three ,
f our,adding "from seven and bey~nd the number
ie tremendous.
the st &re . "

How mt.1.ch more eo ie this true of

C 55a.

But the words

are not found in the available t ext of the
Sef er Yesira..
25. Cf Dieterici, Welteeele , 143 "The existence

ofthe world whioh goes forth from the Creator

is like the existence of speech which goes forth
from the spea ker •• .,n Cf F J.37f n . l .
He is spoken of as Elohi m to te stify to His

acta through the planets just as speech 1s
oalle d lip and tcmguer.; the mee.ns by which it

is heard-C 55a .

Since the divine name indicates

His existence power and eternity it could not be

used until man was created, to compl ete the
world which witnesses to Hie glory--s .
The tetragramma.ton is the"lip and tongue"
wJe reb11 cre~.ti on is generated.

as. Gen R 13:3
Rosin

58 .

Cf Gen com a : 12; Kuzari 5:15 p 420;
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The Midre,ah indicates that without natural phenomena.

ma,n oould not exist.
27. Both names are written together in every verse
'

mentionin~ God from Gen 2:4 to 4:1
28. She used the tetragre~~~t• n because she knew
th1'ough the birth of her child ths,t the supramundane

speciee (the soul) had been implanted in earthly

matter.

The human soul alone, being immutable

like. Clod, can clea.ve to Hirn and receive strength

from Him to perform great thinge--C 55b. Cf Sefer
Basham 18b; Com Ben a:12 and Ex 3:15; Attributenlehre
226 and n.al3; Ohel Yoeef 12a n.205.
29. Because Moses sought to perform miracles he

mentioned the divine na.me--s. Eom Ex 3:15
u•.r,9Jr.:H J>IJ>U< D?{.i::::Z. 1w,nJl' r,rTI
DV.:Z
Cf Com Ex 9:as ; Kuzari 4Sl5 p.430.

i7Ji1 1

Sefer Hashem 19a.

Attributenlehre 181 n.143 •.

30. Since thie na.me givesthe power to produce

miracles, it is inconaietent with the teaching
that there is nothing new under the sun, expressed
in Eccleeiastes--8.
..1)/JJlc,
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Cf C~m Eco 12:14. Com Ex 3:15
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Astrological destiny in that book is pictured as
inexorable-... c 55b.
31.Com Ex 3:15
'J>Y7 1 ,7J>Y
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Thie ie because he who cleaves to the divine name
can conquer as-rologioal destiny eymbollized by
Elohim--C ib.

92. Thu~ Elohim is at times a common noun, at
times a proper noun--C 55b. Cf Com Ex 3:15 (beginning)

D(11;,

3 3. Com Ex 3: 15
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Being in the construct state it can only be used here
as a common noun because a proper noun cannot be used
in the construct.

He ia saying that by means of

communion with the divine name as a common noun, one
can perform miracles~
not know.

Thie name the patriarchs did

They kne1iv only
•

the prC1per noun-C 55b,

Cf Ohel Yoeef 45a n. 25; Kuzari 4:3,15; Rosin

58.

34. Cf Pa 24:10

35. I Chr 13:6. The printed text and

?

ha.ve y1ti1whioh
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makes no sense in the context.
reference to Chronicles

Hence Ibn Ezrats
" as
is not to II Ohr

cited by Stern but to I Chr 13:6 where the ark is
called

DUJ •

Ccmt ino seems also to have

I · Chr 13: 6

in mind.
ADD TO 34V"The throne refers to the tenth intelligence-the e,ct 1ve intellect. Ae a common ncu.n the di vine name
waa connected with His throne as is indicated in the
verses cited .

The second verse gives the reason

why the first verse calls the ark God" --C 55b 56a.
Cf Kuzari 4 : 3, p.383 .
36. The argument of the chapter up to this point ie
ths,t God alone is immutable and that the a.ngels ,
the heavenly bodies , the earth are mut able.
soul a.lone in the lower world.a 1s immuta.ble.

The
The

tetra.grammaton is an immutable power whereas Elohim
is the spirit of mutability. By cleaving to the
tetragrammaton one acquires the power of mir:.: .ole;
whereas Elohim ia subject to astrological laws.
Now he proceeds to show how angels, the throne,
the ark etc . ma.y be spoken of as God.
37. Com Ex 3:14

i7'i>£'-!

and

,,, tlS

')CJ/,'(

l<11 l'l '.5> . ;, I i1i'!

i1fi?' have the same eignificance--Sefer H-.alBn
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l?b. Cf Kuzari IV 3.

;,' ;,X is the proper

name for the divine· presence

i7/i1' refer.a to

abiding among the angels and

the

presence abiding among Ierael.--Ohel Yoaef on
Ex 3: l 5 p. 4 5a, n •. 34, 2 5.

Mena.hem b sa.ruk said

that i>'iJc\' ha.e no derivation from any other word-H1Bsohfeld, Literary History etc. 25.
Creizenach ( 135 ) implies tha.t
is in apposition with

17

1

;, , ,1,'(

17,\

1

•

-, <JI..,..,.,

The three verses

which follow are cited to illustrate this usage,
the second part of each ver se expla i ning the first.

38. On the a econd de.y it doubled. on the third it
was tripled and so on until it wae eevenfold-C 56a.

39. Ibn Ezra now ooropa.rea the div i ne name with
tha number one showing how man ce.n cle'-"ve to Him
and how His throne is ca.lled God- - C 56s.

Com Ex 3:15
Thia comparison between one and God displayed

the influence

neopythagorian doct±tnee upon him.

See introduction p.
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40. While every other number is dependent on
other numbers, one exiata in it own essence.
ttThia gives the reason why it is the founda,tion

of all number.

Whereas other numbers are . combinations

of unite, one is not-• C 56&.
41. Every number except one is both preceded 2and
followed by a number-a. Cf Sefer Ha-Ehad 7.
Com Ex 3:15

Cf Mekor Hayim 46a. and Motot .

"Each number

is made up of half its bordering numbers. By adding
the two bordering numbers you get its double.
Thie applies to all numbers. But one has only

one border number,iiz~ two, which is twice one

while one ia ha.lf of it..,"

Dieterioi, Propadeutik 7

Cf Com Ex 33:al.
42. One is in eve ?:y number, thus every number may
be called by its name, betng prodi1.ced by ones.
The throne of God similarly is called God because

He abides in it and ha.a o:-as.ted it--c 56b.,
Cf Hagiga l3a-Above the seven heavens and the holy
Hs,yot "is the throne of glory.;;The King, the liv:ing

and eternal God, high and exalted 1 abides above them?
43.

Since man 1 a relation to the active intellect is a~

,.
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that of the world to God, the active int ellect is
called God) His name being in it.

The world acts

in two d1rect1ons--receiv1ng and giving--whereae
God acts in one --giying.

This 1s coop~r a ble to

the active intellect and man.

This ie why

philosophers call man a microcosm since he

corres-

pOnds to the macrocosm and is influenced by God--C 56b.
The idea of the microcosm is traced back ot Heracleitue
and Socrates by Horovitz--H II 129 n.11O while
Shahraetani carries the expresei0n back to Pythagoraa.
The Brothers of Purity likewise adopted it--Dieterici,
11= 3 , ft. 3"18'

Cf KuzariA~:25, p 446; J Guttma.nn-

Anthropologie, 4lff.

Philosophie dee ibn Gabirol., ll 7 n.3; S Horovitz, Die
Mikrokosmue dee Josef ibn Zaddik, text 24; H l6lff;
Com Gen l:26; Ex 25:40; 26:l; Pr 3:18; Sfat Yater 35f
44 . Cf Rosin

202. Metatron is the representative

of God, the intermediary between God and crea tion who
bears the name of God-Creizenach.

see introduction p.

45. Comtino (56b) says thia refers to the five
the aoul of
traits in which/man waa said to be s i mila.r to his

creator (Ber 10&) •

so Stem. But Creizenaoh (137)

aaya this refers to the five traits mentioned in
Is 3:3 (Cf He,giga l3e,)
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•

46. An eso/teric

work on the dimensions of God'a body.

These measurements are ascribed to R Ishmael who
received them secretly from Metatron .

Ci Com Ex 33:21

Sefer Raziel (Lemberg ed) 41.
47.

Thia is the active 1.~ tellect which crea,t ed the

lower world (Cf Com Ex 24:10; Ohel Yoaef 74a n . 18;
Motot 73bJ . What Ibn Ezra is i mplying is that he
who does not know his own body and soul ce.nnot know

anything about the superior universe (cf page 10 note
69)--c 56b

48 .

Similarly Com Ex 33:21.

Since the relation of man to thw world is ae

the relation of the world to God, ma,n cannot rise
above the world .

Thus the only way in which he

can cle~ve to God is when his soul knows Him and his
relation to Him .

Thia is what is meant by"the measure-

ments of the Creator?

Knowing all that is possible

for him to know, man is then perfect .
will earn him immortality--C 56b .

This knowledge

The argur;ent in

this paragraph seems to be a veiled suggestion that man
is euivalent to God, thus to know God ia to know oneself.
49 . Since God ia all and everything oleavee to Him,
From the standpoint that He knows the all, He knows the
one.

Man however cannot know ten unless he knows it to
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be ten unite, but the essence of one is in hie soul
from the standpoint cf his being one--c 57a.

Again

there is a hint of the divinity of man .
50/

Of the introductory poem.

51. Ibn Ezra like other contemporaries uses often
the neople,tonic picture of the t,ye (~and the sun.
Other writers also used it.

"Man does not ha,ve

the power to plumb the depths of wisdom as the Jeye
does not have the p0wer to look directly at the
sun"--Ben Hameleoh V'han~zir

quoted by I Davidson

in Essays and Studies in Memory of Linda R Millea-,
p.15

:/1:86.

52. Since Moses could not look at God directly.
Ex 33:20.
p.406
53. Cf Kuzari 4:3f-Moaea became one with the spiritual

ideas, for they are the steps to the highest excellence,
viz. God, whom ordinary mortals cannot achieve, being
hindered by the body.

Com Ex 33:23 explains that

~mJ back" and seeing God'a form (Nu 12:8) have

tl,

same meaning, viz. seeing the connection between God
and the world, in contra.at totteeeing the face of God"
which means knowing in detail

all the goodness of God,
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i.e. the eeaenoe of God'a reality which is not
possible for the soul in its earthly abode--Rosin

3@

and Mekor Hayim 84a,b, n . 70,71, 72.
54 . One oan trii.1-tunderate,nd God only inspfa·r as he

has something in common with God.

Ceeizenaoh (138)

aays the reference here ia to Adam Kadmon, the he'3.venly

oounterpart of man in whose image man was created.
55 . Thia refers to God and the angellio beings who

have been the subject of thE\ preceding diecueeion.

The question then arises how can one conrnune with
God in prayer when He is so completely unrelated
to human beings .

The answer is that He is both

far and near, transcendent and imma.nent .

Cf Kuzari • : l,3

and oommentary- Efros.
8

56 . The divine throne is intermediary , the primal

cause is remote .

Therefore in some passages it is

written tha.t His people are the portion of God, in
others that God is their portion (referring to the
intermediary) •

When He calls them His inhe:ri tanoe

it is because they are found in Him.

But the throne

when man cleaves to it and it makes him immortal, is
ce,llsd the inheritance of man, and hia port ion-C 57a .
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57. What relates to the one cause, Jahveh, is
related to the other, Elohim.
Jahveh reads, "He is

Thus thepraiae of

tey praise"

(Dt 10:21) for

above it ie written "thou shalt fear Jahveh.
thy Elohim"(l0:20). Other vessee illustra te

the interchange of the two names-C 57b.
58, •1 will extol thee"--the near cause.
"Bless the Lord"-- the remote cause--"he angels •• n

The third verse quoted in this paragraph suggests
tha t man can also exalt Yahveh through the angels.
"Thia passage refers to the statement above 'In
this ,ay the scholar can know the one in whom is all.'

The p urpose of these verses 1e to show that ever~thing
exists because of God.
Him.

Thus a.11 things cleave to

The uprightness and perfection of created beings

lies in contemplating the firs t cause.

Therefore

exalted and magnified be blessed God in the congregation
of Israel Hie people and likewise may God be glorified
i n His people for they are the princes of all
and their integrity indioates

t~, men

the integrity of th~

Primal Cause who creat es complet e, uneo.uivocal integrity.•
e.,c_.
C 57b. Sim i larly Motot 84b.
Cf Cdlm 33:il
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59~ Namely the knowledge of the objective, which
is in what manner man may know hie Creator, praised

and exalted be the name of the King of Gin.gs
henceforth and forevermore.
, ~ -, ::J.
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Thue the Comtino commentary ende--C 58a.

60/ Cf F 117 n . 3

In Sefer Hashem 17b he

applies this verse to the significance of the
letters of the divine name .

The Zohs,r on Pa 111:10

says that "it would be more proper to say that the
end of wisdom is the f ee.r of the Lord sir ce the fear
of the Lord ia the final object of wiedom .

The Psalmist

however speaks of the highest order of wisdom which
can on1y be reached through

the fear of the Lord,

Which is implied in Pe ll8:l9f."

Zohar introd. 7b.

61 . In the catalogue of the Oppenheimer library Ms fl44

the end of the ms r e.ads,"!, Abraham the Spaniard, son of
Meir called Ibn Ezra, began to c -.:- mpoee this book and to
write 1 t in the city of London on the island of England
in the month of Tammuz and it was finished in the month
of AB at the end of four weeks, the year 4918 A Y(ll58 CE)
anap praise to God alone who hs.th grea tly bestowed Hia
lovingkindnesa upon Abraham Hie servant." Orient,1850,

aoo
No. 19, p. 301.
in 1158.

This is between May and June

A Rossi Ms 314 makes it a year later-

Graetz 6:415 ,
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